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ABSTRACT
The current dissertation addresses strategies used by humans in the control of hand-held objects using
one- and two-hand grasps. The following objectives were set in this dissertation: to test the hypothesis

on hierarchical organization of bimanual synergies for fragile and non-fragile objects, to
investigate the mechanical output of the fingers involved in both bimanual prehension and
prehension of fragile and non-fragile objects, and to investigate bimanual prehension in the
framework of the referent configuration hypothesis. The series of experiments investigating both
kinetic and kinematic synergies resulted in the following conclusions: (1) The CNS can form
synergies at both levels of the hierarchy involved in prehensile tasks. In natural tasks, salient
performance variables are stabilized at both hierarchical levels, while variables that do not have
to obey strict constraints are typically stabilized at the upper level only. (2) In comparison to
unimanual prehension, force and moments of force produced by opposing effectors differs
quantitatively in bimanual prehension. Specifically, bimanual prehension is marked by lower
values of normal forces and safety margin measures as well as a decrease in the synergy index at
the higher hierarchical level. (3) Synergies are present at both levels of an assumed control
hierarchy in kinematic tasks involving object transport with both hands. In the presence of
external perturbations to the upper limbs, tactile information from the hands is used to maintain
stable grasp of an object, while the lack of such sensory information leads to loss of stability of
the distance between the hands and dissociation between the limb trajectories. (4) The
mechanical output and variability of the mechanical output of digits involved in prehension of
fragile objects are qualitatively similar to patterns found during prehension of non-fragile objects
in both unimanual and bimanual tasks. (5) The application of the reference configuration
hypothesis to prehension provides insight into the central nervous system controls movement.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement & Study Objectives
While interacting with the environment, we use both hands to complete tasks every day.
In particular, the two hands can be used together to statically hold an object such as a large
empty box, a laptop, or a fishbowl full of water and fish. Coordination of grip force between the
two hands is necessary in order to prevent either slippage or crushing of the object.
Simultaneously, coordination of the vertical forces is necessary to counterbalance the weight of
the object. While both the grip and load resisting forces are used to perform such a variety of
tasks, they are not the only physical constraints in grasping. Total moment of force, which
defines the rotational action on hand-held objects, also needs to be controlled. The type of object
in hand may also set limits to its angular orientation; for example, individuals may be more
attentive to the orientation of a full fish bowl compared to an empty box. Due to the importance
of prehension in everyday life, it has been studied in many different fields; including
biomechanics, neurophysiology, motor control, ergonomics, and robotics.
Many of the previous studies of prehension with respect to force and moment of force
production have been for single hand (unimanual) prehension. Modulation of grip force as well
as slip prevention has been investigated in unimanual prehesion for variables such as object
mass, surface friction, and object geometry (Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001; Burstedt et al.
1999; Jenmalm et al. 1998; Kinoshita et al. 1996; Santello and Soechting 2000; Westling and
Johansson 1984; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003b, 2005, 2006). Most research had been limited to static
tasks with the moment of force acting in the grasp plane; that is in the plane containing all the
points of finger force application. Subsequent research on the control of moment of force has
also been performed for tasks with the external torque acting perpendicular to the grasp plane as
well as for tasks involving quick changes in object orientation (Shim et al. 2003, 2005a,b; Zhang
et al. 2006, 2007, 2008). In each of these studies, a sturdy object was used for testing purposes.
There have been no studies of the prehension of fragile objects.
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In comparison to the large number of unimanual prehension studies, relatively few
studies have been performed in cases where two hands are used to hold an object. Research on
bimanual prehension has been performed by analyzing grip and load resisting forces between the
two hands involved in the task (Burstedt et al. 1997a; Ferrand and Jaric 2006; Frietas et al. 2007;
Jaric et al. 2006, Marwaha et al. 2006; Reinkensmeyer et al. 1992). To date, only one study has
reported findings for the digits involved in a bimanual task; however, only one digit per hand
was used in the task (Burstedt et al. 1997a). In many everyday tasks, objects are manipulated by
two persons, for example, while carrying a heavy object. Such tasks have not been studied in
detail, while no such studies explored how people interact when they have to manipulate a fragile
object.
Many of the mentioned studies viewed the hand as being controlled by a two-level
hierarchy, involving one or more virtual fingers (VF, an imagined finger with mechanical output
equal to that of the involved fingers of a hand; Arbib et al 1985; MacKenzie & Iberall 1994). In
unimanual prehension, the forces and moments of force produced on objects are distributed at
the higher level of the hierarchy between the virtual finger (representing the combined action of
the index, middle, ring, and little fingers) and the thumb. At the lower level of the hierarchy, the
VF action is distributed among the fingers that form the VF.
Coordination of grip and load bearing forces as well as total moment of force has been
studied at both levels of the hypothetical hierarchy in unimanual prehensile tasks (Baud-Bovy
and Soechting 2001; Gao et al 2005a,b; Shim et al 2005a,b; Zatsiorsky et al 2003a). At the
higher hierarchical level (the VF-TH level), force and moment of force produced by the virtual
finger and thumb co-vary to stabilize the total force and moment of force applied to the object
(Budgeon et al 2008; Shim et al 2005a; Zatsiorsky et al 2003a). At the lower hierarchical level
(the individual finger level, the IF level) the forces produced by the individual fingers co-vary to
stabilize the overall virtual finger force direction (Gao et al 2005a) and magnitude (Shim et al.
2005a).
One potential way to explain the force and moment of force output of such a hierarchical
system is by using the framework of the equilibrium-point hypothesis (Feldman 1966, 1986); in
particular, in terms of the reference configuration hypothesis (Feldman and Levin 1995; Feldman
et al. 2007). According to the reference configuration hypothesis, digit forces emerge as a result
of a discrepancy between a centrally defined reference hand configuration and its actual
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configuration (Pilon et al. 2007). In particular, grip force results from a difference between the
reference aperture and actual aperture that cannot change because the grasped object prevents the
opposing digits from moving towards each other, a scheme that works well for a natural onehand grasp. However, when two hands are involved in the action, control with reference aperture
may become impossible because the neural circuits controlling each of the hands belong to
different hemispheres of the brain (for one person tasks) or are completely independent
(belonging to different persons).
Despite the large amount of research on prehension, multi-finger coordination for
bimanual prehension has received relatively little attention. In contrast to previous publications,
several studies of multi-finger pressing tasks have reported an absence of co-variation of finger
forces at the lower level of the hierarchy in two-hand tasks (fingers of each hand were viewed as
a VF) despite strong force co-variation at the upper level of the hierarchy (across the hands;
Gorniak et al 2007; Kang et al 2004). Such observations have promoted the hypothesis that the
CNS is able to sustain force output co-variation at only the highest level of the hierarchy.
To address the limitations cited in previous studies, the following objectives have been
established for this dissertation:

1. To test the hypothesis on the hierarchical organization of bimanual synergies;
2. To investigate the mechanical output of fingers involved in bimanual prehension;
3. To investigate the mechanical output of fingers involved in prehension of a fragile object;
4. To investigate multi-digit synergies at the two levels of the hypothetical control hierarchy
in the cases of fragile and non-fragile objects; and,
5. To investigate the bimanual prehension in the framework of the reference configuration
hypothesis.

1.2 Organization of the Dissertation
In the following chapters, a literature review will be presented followed by a sequence of
five original research papers that have been published or are in the process of publication in peerreviewed scientific journals. Chapter 2 of this dissertation will include a survey of previous
literature on the following topics: anatomy and mobility of the upper limbs, motor redundancy,
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synergies and the uncontrolled manifold hypothesis, reference configuration hypothesis,
hierarchical control, and a survey of studies of multi-digit coordination during both unimanual
and bimanual pressing and prehension tasks. Chapters 3 – 7 consist of the following research
papers:

3. Gorniak SL, Zatsiorsky VM, Latash ML (2007). Emerging and disappearing synergies in a
hierarchically controlled system. Experimental Brain Research 183: 259 – 270.
4. Gorniak SL, Zatsiorsky VM, Latash ML (2009). Hierarchical control of static prehension: I.
Biomechanics. Experimental Brain Research
5. Gorniak SL, Zatsiorsky VM, Latash ML (2009). Hierarchical control of static prehension: II.
Multi-digit synergies. Experimental Brain Research
6. Gorniak SL, Feldman AG, Latash ML (2009). Transporting real and imaginary objects with
two hands. (In preparation for submission to Neuroscience Letters)
7. Prehension of a fragile object.
Chapter 8 consists of a brief summary of the conclusions drawn in Chapters 3 – 7 and
Chapter 9 contains a general discussion of the results found in Chapters 3 – 7, limitations of
those studies, and directions for further research.
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CHAPTER 2
Background and Literature Review
2.1 Anatomy of the Upper Limbs
When considering the anatomy of the human body, one of the most complicated muscle
systems is that of the upper limbs. In just one upper limb, there are 32 major bones, 37 extrinsic
muscles, and 7 intrinsic muscle groups that all contribute to the dexterous actions that are
performed by humans.

2.1.1 Bones and Joints of the Upper Limbs

Within a single human arm, there are 32 major bones; 14 phalanges, 5 metacarpal bones,
8 carpal bones, 2 bones in the forearm, 1 bone in the upper arm, and 2 bones of the shoulder
complex. Beginning with the fingers, there are three phalanges in digits two through five of the
hand (index, middle, ring, and little fingers; respectively); the proximal phalanx, the middle
phalanx, and the distal phalanx. There are only two phalanges in digit one (the thumb); the
proximal and distal phalanges, see Figure 2.1. The two interphalangeal (IP) joints of the digits
two through five and the single IP joint of digit one allow only for flexion and extension of the
phalanges.
At the base of the proximal phalanges, each of these bones articulates with a single
metacarpal bone. These junctions are termed the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints, which
allow for flexion, extension, abduction, and adduction of the digits. At the base of the metacarpal
bones, these bones articulate with the eight carpal bones of the wrist (the scaphoid, lunate,
triquetrium, pisiform, trapezium, trapezoid, capitate, and hamate bones; listed as proximal to
distal and radial to ulnar based on location within the wrist) at the carpometacarpal (CMC) joint.
The complicated CMC joint consists of multiple gliding joints that allow for flexion, extension,
radial deviation, ulnar deviations of the wrist, and opposition of the thumb.
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of the bones of the upper limbs. Right upper limb is shown. From:
Drake R, Vogl W, Mitchell A; Gray‟s Anatomy for Students. Elsevier.
Three proximal carpal bones (the scaphoid, lunate, and triquetrium) articulate with one of
the bones of the forearm, the radius, to form the radio-carpal joint; allowing flexion, extension,
abduction, adduction, and circumduction of the wrist. The radius also articulates with the second
bone of the forearm, the ulna, at two locations, see Figure 1.1. The proximal and distal radioulnar joints are pivot joints that permit supination and pronation of the forearm. Proximally, both
the radius and ulna articulate with the distal end of the humerus. The radio-humeral joint is a
pivot joint that accommodates flexion and extension of the elbow as well as supination and
pronation of the forearm. The humero-ulnar joint is a hinge joint that permits flexion and
extension of the elbow. Proximally, the humerus articulates with a slightly concave surface of
the scapula (the glenoid fossa), forming the gleno-humeral joint. The gleno-humeral joint is
involved in flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, internal rotation, external rotation, and
circumduction of the upper arm with respect to the torso. The scapula also articulates with the
clavicle at the acromio-clavicular (AC) joint, forming the only bony connection between the
upper arm and the torso. Movements of the AC joint are associated with movements of both the
humerus and scapula, possibly acting as a stabilizer during such movements (Standring et al.
2005). The presence of additional passive and active tissues within the shoulder complex also aid
in the stabilization of the shoulder joint.
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2.1.2 Muscles of the Upper Limbs

Within each of the upper limbs, a total of 56 muscles are used in a coordinated fashion to
produce dexterous arm and hand actions. Starting distally with the muscles of the hand, there are
two main types of muscles that actuate the fingers: intrinsic and extrinsic muscles. Intrinsic
muscles originate and insert on structures within the hand. These muscles are associated with
fine movements of the fingers. Muscles considered to be in this category include: the palmar and
dorsal interossei, the lumbricals, abductor pollicis brevis, flexor pollicis brevis, opponens
pollicis, adductor pollicis, abductor digiti minimi, flexor digiti minimi, and opponens digiti
minimi.
The extrinsic muscles of the hand originate within the forearm and insert onto structures
within the hand. Extrinsic muscles of the hand are classified into two subgroups:
flexors/pronators (F/P group) and extensors/supinators (E/S group). The F/P group generally
originates from the medial epicondyle the humerus while the E/S group generally originates from
the lateral epicondyle of the humerus. Muscles in the F/P group include: flexor carpi ulnaris,
flexor carpi radialis, flexor digitorum superficialis, flexor digitorum profundus, flexor pollicis
longus , palmaris longus, pronator teres, and pronator quadratus. Muscles in the E/S group
include: extensor carpi radialis longus, extensor carpi radialis brevis, extensor carpi unlaris,
extensor digitorum, extensor digiti minimi, extensor pollicis longus, extensor pollicis brevis,
extensor indicis, abductor pollicis longus, and the supinator.
Moving proximally, there are fewer muscles acting at the elbow. Elbow flexors include
the biceps brachii, brachialis, and brachioradialis; while elbow flexors include the triceps brachii
and anconeus muscles. However, the position and orientation of the humerus is also affected by
the muscles of the shoulder complex. The 15 muscles in the shoulder complex allow for and
control the diverse array of possible postures for the upper arm. Muscles in the shoulder complex
include: the trapezius, deltoid, pectoralis major, pectoralis minor, teres major, teres minor,
latissimus dorsi, coracobrachialis, serratus anterior, rhomboid major, rhomboid minor,
supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis, and subclavius muscles.
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2.1.3 Innervation of the Upper Limbs

The upper limb is innervated by an intricate web of nerves stemming from the cervical
enlargement (C4-T1 region) of the spinal cord. Ultimately, five major nerves (axillary, median,
musculocutaneous, radial, and ulnar) stem from the complex nerve bundle known as the brachial
plexus. The axillary and musculocutaneous nerves innervates proximal arm muscles; the axillary
nerve innervates shoulder extensors and shoulder ab/adductors while the musculocutaneous
nerve innervates the shoulder and elbow flexors. The radial and median nerves innervate most of
the extrinsic hand muscles; the radial nerve innervates the elbow extensors and extrinsic hand
extensors while the median nerve innervates the extrinsic hand flexors. Lastly, the ulnar nerve
innervates a small group of extrinsic hand flexors as well as most of the intrinsic hand muscles.

2.2 Kinematic Mobility of the Upper Limbs
Each of the upper limbs may be modeled separately as rigid body systems with both
serial and parallel rigid components, in which 18 links and 23 joints are included. Each of the
body segments is modeled according to the number of major bones; with the exception of the
forearm and metacarpals 2 -5 , each considered as one link, despite consisting of more than one
bone, see Figure 2.2. The number of joints is defined by the number of anatomically present
joints (15 in the hand and 3 in the arm) as well as an additional 5, one for each of the fingertips.

Figure 2.2: Diagram of the upper limbs. Rigid body links are shown in gray and black. Joints
between rigid bodies are shown as white circles.
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In studies of reaching and grasping, the number of constraints on the hand and arm
affects how a desired posture or goal is achieved. Such constraints affect the mobility of the
hand-arm system; where mobility (F; Zatsiorsky, 1998) is the total number of degrees of freedom
(DOFs) of the given system. Degrees of freedom are defined as the number of parameters needed
to specify the spatial pose of an object in space. To calculate the mobility of a given system, the
number of links, joints, and DOFs for each of the joints in the system must be determined.
Maneuverability of a system may also be of interest. Maneuverability (M) is the number of extra
parameters that can be used to guide the end effector in a specified manner, M = F – 6.
To calculate the mobility for reaching using only one upper limb, the following system is
considered as an open kinematic chain: three links (upper arm, forearm, hand), three joints
(shoulder, elbow, wrist), and seven DOFs. Three DOFs are assigned to the shoulder joint (for
flexion/extension, internal/external rotation, and adduction/abduction of the upper limb), two
DOFs are assigned to the elbow joint (for flexion/extension and supination/pronation of the
forearm), and two DOFs are assigned to the wrist joint (for flexion/extension and radial/ulnar
deviation of the hand). Using Gruebler‟s formula for mobility (Zatsiorsky, 1998), the mobility
for single upper limb reaching (FR1) is:

(1)
where N is the number of links, k is the number of joints, and fi is the number of DOFs in the ith
joint. The maneuverability of this system is MR1 = F R1 – 6 = 1. For reaching with two hands
(both considered as open kinematic chains), the mobility of the system is 14 and the
maneuverability is 2.
For reaching with two linked hands (two hands joined together via an object), two an
additional joints must be included at the distal portion of the hands (each with 3 DOFs) and an
extra link (the object itself). The mobility of this system (FT1) is:

(2)
The maneuverability of this system is MT1 = FT1 – 6 = 8.
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For grasping using a single hand, the following system is considered: sixteen links (14
phalanges, 1 link for the palm, and 1 link for metacarpal 1; see Figure 1.2), twenty-one joints,
and thirty-eight DOFs. The twenty-one joints include: five joints at the tips of digits 1-5, nine IP
joints, five MCP joints, and the wrist. The DOFs are counted in the following manner: five 3DOF joints are considered at the tips of digits 1-5, ten 1-DOF joints for the IP joints of digits 1-5
and the MCP joint of digit 1, five 2-DOF joints for the MCP joints of digits 2-5 and the CMC
joint of digit 1, and two DOFs for the wrist (flexion/extension and radial/ulnar deviation). Using
Gruebler‟s formula, the total number of DOFs of multi-digit grasping for one hand (FG1) is:

(3)
The maneuverability of this system is MG1 = FG1 – 6 = 1.
For grasping using digits 2-5 of one hand plus a digit from another hand on a single
object, two situations can be considered: one using the thumb of the second hand and one using a
single digit (2-5) of the second hand. For both situations, thirteen links (12 phalanges and 1 link
for the palm), seventeen joints, and thirty DOFs are used by the hand contributing digits 2-5 to
the task. The seventeen joints include: four joints at the tips of digits 2-5, eight IP joints, four
MCP joints, and one wrist joint. The DOFs are counted in the following manner: four 3-DOF
joints are considered at the tips of digits 2-5, eight 1-DOF joints for the IP joints of digits 2-5,
four 2-DOF joints for the MCP joints of digits 2-5, and two DOFs for the wrist.
In the scenario in which the thumb of the second hand is used, four links (2 phalanges, 1
metacarpal, and 1 for the carpal bones), five joints (fingertip, IP, MCP, CMC, and wrist), and
nine DOFs (1 3-DOF for the fingertip, 2 1-DOFs for the IP and MCP joints,1 2-DOF for the
CMC joint, and 1 2-DOF for the wrist joint) are used. Note that a link between the CMC joint
and the radiocarpal joint is considered in this particular case and not in others since the CMC
joint of digit 1 allows for opposition of digit 1 only. In the scenario in which any single digit of
the digits 2-5 is used, four links (3 phalanges and 1 metacarpal), five joints (fingertip, 2 IP, MCP,
and wrist), and nine DOFs (1 3-DOF for the fingertip, 2 1-DOFs for the IP joints, 1 2-DOF for
the MCP joint, and 1 2-DOF for the wrist joint) are also used. In both scenarios, the same
number of links, joints, and DOFs are used to complete the task. Using Gruebler‟s formula, the
total number of DOFs of five-digit grasping for two hands (FG2) is:
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(4)
The maneuverability of this system is MG2 = FG2 – 6 = 3.

2.3 Motor Redundancy
The study of voluntary human movement has shown that the number of elements of a
living system (such as limbs, joints, muscles, etc) is usually larger than the number of such
elements required a given motor action. For example, when a person grasps an object and
statically maintains its position, an infinite number of finger-tip force combinations can be used
to grasp the object. In this and other motor tasks, the central nervous system (CNS) chooses a
solution from a large number of options. This process is similar to solving a complicated system
of equations; in which the number of equations describing the system is less than the number of
unknown variables. In motor control, this is known as the “problem of motor redundancy” or the
“Bernstein‟s Problem” (Bernstein 1947, 1967; Turvey 1990). Translation of the original Russian
phrase “motor redundancy” to English also yields the term “motor abundance”; thereby
suggesting that the excessive degrees of freedom of the system allow for an abundance of motor
solutions (Gelfand and Latash 1998). An abundance of such solutions allows the CNS flexibility
that can be used in multiple ways. For example, such flexibility can be used to compensate for
errors during the execution of motor tasks, to preserve successful performance in the presence of
perturbing influences from the environment, and to simultaneously perform other tasks.
There are many examples of motor redundancy that have been used for illustrative
purposes (Latash 2008a,b). Here, multiple instances of the Bernstein problem will be shown via
a simple movement, reaching to a point in space with one arm. To achieve such a feat, many
different arm postures may be selected by the CNS and performed by the body. By positioning a
finger in space, the three spatial coordinates of the fingertip must be specified and achieved by
the arm. In single arm reaching, the arm has a mobility of seven (number of degrees of
kinematic freedom; see Kinematic Mobility of the Upper Limbs) representing the number of
joint angles that must be specified to achieve the given task. To solve such a problem (3
constraints and 7 variables), an infinite number of solutions are possible. While most of the
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chosen limb postures to achieve reaching are similar (uncomfortable limb postures are typically
avoided), it is not clear how and why the CNS chooses these solutions; an example of a
kinematic Bernstein problem.
Looking further into the reach and point example, perhaps the CNS chooses a solution
such that the elbow extensors produce a constant level of joint torque in the elbow. Overall, the
elbow joint is crossed by five distinct muscles, two of which have multiple compartments (biceps
brachii and triceps brachii). There are four muscle compartments that act as flexors of the elbow:
the two heads of the biceps brachii, the brachialis muscle, and the brachioradialis muscle. There
are four muscle compartments that act as extensors of the elbow: the three heads of the triceps
brachii and the anconeus muscle. In order for the body to maintain a constant level of joint
torque in the elbow, eight individual muscle torques must be specified. Once again, the CNS
must choose from an infinite number of solutions to produce a constant level of joint torque, an
example of a kinetic Bernstein problem.
Looking even further into the reach and point example, it is possible that the CNS
designates a constant force output of a single compartment of the triceps brachii. Within all
muscles, it is known that each muscle consists of muscle fibers that are innervated by alpha
motorneurons (αMNs). A single αMN and the muscle fibers it inntervates are known as a motor
unit; the smallest functional unit of the neuromotor system (Latash 2008a). There are three main
functional types of motor units, each of which generates different levels of force at different
rates: fast twitch fatigable, fast twitch fatigue resistant, and slow twitch fatigue resistant motor
units. During muscle force production, motor units are recruited based on size, recruiting smaller
units first (Henneman principle of recruitment). However, not all motor units of the same size are
simultaneously active; the CNS chooses from different combinations of motor units, based on
both motor unit size and type, to achieve a particular force level; an example of a physiological
Bernstein problem.
A Bernstein problem at each of the levels in the presented in the reach and point example
highlights motor redundancy as a constant feature of everyday actions. The flexibility allowed to
the CNS by motor redundancy has been actively studied since the late nineteenth century;
however, the approach to solving the motor redundancy problem has varied. Nikolai Bernstein
proposed that the problem of motor redundancy is solved by the CNS selecting a single optimal
solution (Bernstein 1967), thereby suggesting that there is an optimal solution for a given
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movement. Other approaches to the motor redundancy problem have focused on the flexibility
aspect of the redundancy problem; citing variability in motor output to suggest families of
solutions to redundancy problems.

2.4 Synergies
Influenced by the concepts put forth by Bernstein, Israel Gelfand and Michael Tsetlin
(1966) formulated a scheme of non-individualized control.

According to their theory, the

components of a complex system, such as the CNS, are united into task-specific structural units
that are flexible and capable of correcting motor output errors without any required intervention
from a higher level controller (known as the principle of minimal interaction; Latash et al.
2002d). This suggests that at least two hierarchical levels, each with a particular function, are
used by the CNS during motor tasks; a global (higher) level and a local (lower) level. While
Gelfand and Tsetlin did not rigidly define these structural units, they did introduce three axioms
which describe the essential properties of the structural units (1966; Latash 2008b):

Axiom 1: The internal structure of a structural unit is always more complex than its
interaction with the environment.
Axiom 2: Part of a structural unit cannot itself be a structural unit with respect to the
same group of tasks.
Axiom 3: Elements of a structural unit that do not work with respect to a task:
a.) are eliminated and a new structural unit is formed, or
b.) find their own places within the task.

The behavior prescribed by the three axioms implies that if a perturbation is applied to one
element in the structural unit, then compensating changes should be observed in at least one
other element in the structural unit; a phenomenon known as a synergy (Latash 2008b). These
elements within the synergy are known as elemental variables. In regard to motor control, the
term synergy is used more specifically; a synergy is a neural organization that produces stable
output variables (known as performance variables) by coordinating the actions of several
elemental variables (Gelfand and Latash 1998; Latash et al. 2002d).
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2.5 The Uncontrolled Manifold Hypothesis
The examination and identification of synergies has been a major aspect of recent motor
control research. The development of the uncontrolled manifold hypothesis (UCM hypothesis,
Scholz and Schöner 1999; Scholz et al. 2002; Schöner 1995) has aided in the computation and
identification of such synergies for a variety of tasks; including, but not limited to: multi-joint
coordination (Domkin et al. 2002, 2005; Frietas et al. 2006; Scholz et al. 2000; Yang et al. 2007),
postural control (Danna dos Santos et al. 2007; Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003, 2004, 2007; Latash
et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2006), finger force production (Kang et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2006;
Olafsdottir et al. 2008; Shim et al. 2005c, 2006), and moment of force production (Zhang et al.
2006, 2007, 2008).
To use the UCM hypothesis, two types of variables related to the action of interest must
be found: performance variables and elemental variables. Performance variables (PVs) describe
particular output features of the action of interest; elemental variables (EVs) are those variables
produced by independent elements creating the action of interest; they also co-vary to ensure task
performance (Latash 2008b). In the analysis of kinematic synergies, PVs such as endpoint
trajectory and orientation are of interest while EVs such as joint angles are identified (Domkin et
al. 2002, 2005; Scholz et al. 2000). In analysis of postural synergies, PVs such as the location of
center of pressure is of interest while EVs such as muscle modes (groups of muscles
participating in a coordinated manner) are identified (Krishnamoorthy et al. 2003, 2004, 2007).
In analysis of kinetic synergies, PVs such as total force and moment of force are of interest while
EVs such as force and moment of force modes (hypothetical neural commands to anatomically
coupled effectors) are identified (Kang et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2008).
According to the UCM hypothesis, the central controller acts in the space of EVs such
that it selects a sub-space (a manifold), which corresponds to the PVs, that must be stabilized for
successful motor performance. Within this manifold, the central controller allows for covariation among EVs such that the PV output is unaltered. Given multiple observations of the
same task, the variability of the EVs can be found at each point in time across multiple trials and
separated into two categories: variance within the manifold and variance orthogonal to the
manifold (Kang et al. 2004). Synergies are said to be present when the variance of the EVs
within the manifold (VUCM) is larger than the variance of EVs orthogonal to the manifold (VORT).
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To calculate these two types of variance at each point in time across trials, the linear
projections of manifold variances are found using the Jacobian method (Scholz and Schöner,
1999). Using this method, the Jacobian represents the relationship between small changes in
EVs and the resulting changes in PVs. Here, we will use the previously presented reach and point
example in two dimensions to describe these variance computations. In the example, the EVs are
the joint angles of the involved arm and the PV is the location of the fingertip in 2D space. First,
the geometric relationship between the EVs and the PV is found using equations involving the
joint angles and limb segment lengths (Zatsiorsky 1998). This transformation analysis is
performed to determine the endpoint location in terms of both the involved joint angles and limb
segment lengths; see Eq.5 and Figure 2.3 The equations for endpoint location are then subjected
to partial derivates in order to describe the relationship between infinitesimal changes in the
endpoint location and infinitesimal joint displacements; known as the Jacobian (J) of the system
(Eq. 6). For planar reaching with a three-link „arm‟ the geometric equations and resulting
Jacobian are:

Figure 2.3: Diagram of a three-link planar chain. The endpoint of the most distal limb has
coordinates [X Y]T in the given reference frame. Adapted from: Zatsiorsky VM; Kinematics of
Human Motion. Human Kinetics.

(5)

(6)
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(7)

Next, the null space of the Jacobian and the eigenvectors of this null space are computed. The
null space of the Jacobian is the space in which changes in the EVs do not affect the PVs. The
eigenvectors of the null space indicate the direction but not the magnitude of the vectors which
form the null space. The number of dimensions of the null space is defined as n – d, where n is
the number of EVs and d is the number of PVs. In the planar reaching example, n is three and d
is two, thus the null space is only one dimensional.
To determine the variance projections (VUCM and VORT), several computations must be
performed in a specific order. Using the reach and point example, the steps used to compute
kinematic synergies are described as follows. First, the mean joint angle trajectories are found
across all trials for each point in time. The joint angle data is then de-meaned and stored. The
de-meaned joint angle values ( k) are projected onto the null space of the manifold to find the
component of k parallel to the manifold ( kUCM); while the component of k orthogonal to the
manifold ( kORT) is found by subtracting

kUCM from

k ( kORT

=

k -

kUCM). The

computations shown by equations (8) through (10) are then performed to find VUCM, VORT, and
VTOT for each point in time across N trials (Domkin et al. 2002):

(8)

(9)

(10)

From the values of computed in equations (8) through (10), an index of elemental
variable co-variation is computed:
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(11)

This measure of elemental variable co-variation corresponds to the amount of variability among
the EVs that is used to stabilize performance; thus ΔV > 0 implies negative co-variation of EVs,
interpreted as a synergy.

A result of ΔV ≤ 0 implies independent co-variation of EVs,

interpreted as an absence of a synergy.
Changes in values of ΔV have been interpreted as being associated with „good‟ and „bad
variability‟ (Gorniak et al. 2007a; Latash and Anson 2006; Latash et al. 2007). To explain this
interpretation, we once again will consider the reach and point example, now in terms of good
and bad variance.

In the space of EVs (here, three joint angles), a plane is formed that

corresponds to perfect task execution for a given joint configuration. This plane is described by
three unit vectors that are unique to the given plane. Variability along the two unit vectors
parallel to the surface of the plane is good variability (VGOOD), since this variability does not alter
the location of the endpoint in space; it allows for a range of solutions to the task. In contrast,
variability along the unit vector orthogonal to the plane is bad variability (VBAD), since this
variability changes the location of the endpoint position. Thus, a synergy stabilizing endpoint
location occurs when VGOOD > VBAD. However, VGOOD > VBAD is not a requirement for
successful task performance; it is an analysis on the coordination of EVs to stabilize PVs.
When analyzing tasks that involve one PV and multiple EVs with no known method to
determine the independence of EVs from each other, the UCM approach must be altered. This
alteration omits the Jacobian method, since a simple geometric relationship cannot be described
for the system under consideration. Instead, the data are demeaned and the index of variability is
found by computing the variability of the PV of interest (Var(PV)), the sum of variability of the
EVs (ΣVar(EV)), and calculating a ratio relating the two variances:

(12)

This method of analysis has been used previously for analyzing force stabilizing synergies in
isometric bimanual force production tasks since enslaving – neural coupling between the two
hands (see Coordination of Finger Forces – Enslaving) – is not currently known (Gorniak et al.
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2007a). This approach has also been applied to unimanual prehension tasks in the investigation
of force and moment of force stabilizing synergies (Shim et al. 2004b, 2006) since enslaving
among fingers during prehension is also currently unknown.

2.6 Hierarchical Control
Throughout the past century and a quarter, voluntary movement has been considered as a
process controlled by a hierarchical system. The approach to describe such a hierarchical
controller for voluntary movement has varied across disciplines and with time. Approaches
ranging from physiological, behavioral, and control theory, as well as combinations of these
approaches have been presented in this time frame. Three main perspectives on hierarchical
control will be presented in the following sub-sections; beginning with physiological points of
view, then followed by the behavioral and control theory points of view.

2.6.1 Physiological and Anatomical Hierarchies

J. Hughlings Jackson (1889) was one of the first to describe a hierarchical scheme for
motor control from a physiological point of view. This was done by describing a scheme in
which motor acts are controlled by three “motor centres” to produce movement. In particular, he
described the following hierarchy of motor representation for the hand:

To speak figuratively, the central nervous system knows nothing of muscles, it only
knows movement… There are, we shall say, thirty muscles of the hand; these are
represented in the nervous centres in thousands of different combinations... I now speak
of the representation of the muscles of the hand in the three orders of motor centres... (1)
In some lowest motor centres… these muscles are represented in numerous different
combinations, as simple and very general movements. (2) In the middle motor centres…
the same muscles are represented (re-represented) in still more numerous different
combinations, as complex and special movements. (3) In the highest motor centres… the
same muscles are represented (re-represented) in innumerable different combinations, as
most complex and most special movements.
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In this context, Hughlings Jackson refers to the highest level of the hierarchy as the output of the
motor command from the CNS cortex (Georgopoulous 1991). While this view is specific to
muscles, other hierarchical systems have been proposed. For example Sherrington (1906), and
later Granit (1970), expanded Hughling Jackson‟s point of view into a hierarchical system that
specifies the motor unit as the lowest hierarchical level and the motor goal as the highest level of
the hierarchy (Eccles 1981). The levels between the two extreme hierarchical levels consist of
physiological mechanisms and structures (such as spinal reflexes, spinal cord, cerebellum, and
the motor cortex) that mediate the goal to the motor unit level. Similar approaches to motor
control within the cortex have also been used by more modern researchers. Specifically, both
Georgopoulous (1991) and Graziano (2006) have promoted the idea that the motor and premotor cortices may be the highest levels of the motor hierarchy; making all other physiological
structures and mechanisms subordinate to their control.

2.6.2 Behavioral Hierarchies

2.6.2.a The Problem of Serial Order of Actions
In contrast to a physiological hierarchy, psychologists have proposed a hierarchy in terms
of actions. This idea was first proposed by Lashley (1951) in reaction to the stimulus-reaction
chaining; now known as the „Problem of Serial Order‟. The stimulus-reaction chaining theory
was, in essence, operant conditioning; such that each reaction (or action) was the stimulus for the
next action in the sequence. If an action was not performed, then the chain was broken and the
sequence of actions would end. Lashley argued that such a system could not account for the
flexibility in motor actions; that organization of motor actions must be hierarchical. From this
point of view, several different types of hierarchies have been proposed, particularly by linguists
and behavioral psychologists (Fromkin 1973, 1980). Specifically, the notion of hierarchical
control of actions has been taken further to explain timing in motor actions such as key-pressing
using a tree-traversal model of action (Gopher et al. 1985; Rabbitt et al. 1975; Rabbitt and Vyas
1970; Rosenbaum et al. 1983). In the tree-traversal method, movements consist of interconnected
elements which control at least one or more similar elements at a lower level of the hierarchy,
such that commands are sent downstream until the movement occurs. While such models have
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been used to successfully account for timing errors and lags in key-pressing tasks, more varied
tasks have yet to be studied with this method.
2.6.2.b Bernstein‟s Hierarchy
Prior to Lashley‟s rebuttal of stimulus-reaction chaining, a hierarchical system describing
characteristics of movements from a combination of physiological, anatomical, and behavioral
points of view was outlined by N.A. Bernstein (1996). Here, the levels are presented in terms of
behavior for the sake of brevity. In Bernstein‟s proposed hierarchical scheme, the four levels (A
to D) correspond to the varying levels of movements performed by humans. The highest level,
Level A (the Level of Tone), involves movement of the head and trunk to maintain an
equilibrium position of the head during all movements; this level is referred to as the „pilot‟ for
movement. An example of movement performed at Level A is movement of the neck and trunk
during gymnastic routines; maintaining the orientation of the head relative to the rest of the body.
The next level, Level B (the Level of Muscular-Articular Links) is also known as the Level of
Synergies. This level consists of movements of the extremities as well as rhythmic actions. Most
movements performed at this level occur, in part, without conscious knowledge; such as walking
and running.
At the next level, Level C (the Level of Space), the movements performed are discrete
and brief. Many movements at this level involve transferring an object, such as a glass or piece
of food; movements that are marked by distinct terminal phases. At level C, movements benefit
from perceiving space as stationary and homogenous where the properties of objects (such as
dimensions, distances, and shapes) are defined.
Finally, at the lowest level, Level D (the Level of Action), movements possess two major
features: a chain structure to individual movements that consist an action and adaptive variability
within the actions. Movements that occur at this level have contextual meaning, such that a string
of movements in a specific order consist an action with a specific purpose. For example, pruning
a rosebush and dancing an Argentinean Tango are both examples of movements at Level D; at
which a sequence of movements are performed with real-time adaptations to complete an action.
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2.6.2.c The Virtual Finger Hypothesis
In particular relevance to the hand, a behavioral hierarchy for the hand was initially
proposed by Arbib and colleagues (1985) and later clarified by MacKenzie and Iberall (1994). In
this particular hierarchical scheme, the five fingers of one hand are used in opposition to grasp
and lift an object. To perform such a task, it was hypothesized that abstract representations of
the fingers (virtual fingers, VFs) were employed. A virtual finger is a functional unit that consists
of actual fingers that are grouped together to apply force and moments of force to oppose other
VFs or external moments of force. Any number (less than the number of actual fingers) can be
defined to perform a given prehensile tasks. While most single-hand grasping studies have
recognized the use of two VFs (Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001; Gentilucci et al. 2003; Santello
and Soechting 2000; Shim et al. 2003b, 2004a; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003b), no more than three VFs
have been reported in single-hand tasks (Flanagan et al. 1999).
Several researchers have used a two level hierarchy based on the virtual finger hypothesis
to explain force coordination in single- and two-hand task. In single-hand tasks, the highest level
of the hierarchy involves the thumb and a virtual finger (consisting of the digits working in
opposition to the thumb, the VF-TH level; Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001; Budgeon et al. 2008;
MacKenzie and Iberall 1994, Shim et al. 2005c; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003b); while the lower level of
the hierarchy involves the action of the digits that consist the virtual finger (IF level). In twohand tasks, the highest level of the hierarchy involves both hands while the lower level of the
hierarchy involves the digits of the individual hands in the task (Gorniak et al. 2007; Kang et al.
2004; Latash 2002b; Ohki and Johansson 1999).

2.6.3 Control Theory and Hierarchies
In contrast to the physiological and behavioral analyses – control theory, a highly
computational approach to motor control – has been introduced to motor control research in the
past five decades. Specifically, control theory has been used to explain the behavior of dynamical
systems, also an approach that has become popular in recent decades (Davids et al. 2003; Kelso
et al. 1981; Kawato et al. 1987; Pandy et al. 1992; Patanarapeelert et al. 2006). The control
systems approach relies on modeling the output of a system using mathematical equations as
well as engineering principles. In this approach to motor control, several different control models
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are used together in a hierarchy to illustrate how movement may be controlled (Haruno et al.
2001; Kawato and Wolpert 1998). While these control schemes have differed widely, each
scheme has at least two components: a controller to which input is fed and a plant that uses the
input from the controller to produce an output. An additional component, a reference, is used in
some schemes to compare the output of the plant to the desired output of the system.
There are three main basic control schemes that are used: open-loop, closed-loop, and
composite schemes (Hammerton 1981; Jordan 1996). In open-loop systems, the input from the
controller is fed to the plant and output is then produced by the plant. A comparison of the plant
output to a reference value is not performed. If no perturbations are exerted on the system, then
the output is as predicted. Given that open-loop schemes do not use a reference, they cannot
detect and correct perturbations exerted on the system. Closed-loop schemes, while nearly
identical to open-loop schemes, use a reference to compare the predicted and actual output of the
plant. As a result, closed-loop schemes can detect and correct for perturbations exerted on the
system. In composite schemes, a combination of open- and closed-loop schemes are used
together to model the behavior of a system.
Models created using this approach to motor control are typically referred to as internal
models; models in which sensory information and motor output are combined in terms of
mathematical equations and logical operators (Gomi and Kawato 1997; Kawato and Gomi 1992;
Krouchev and Kalaska 2007; Loeb et al. 1999; Wolpert et al. 1995; Wolpert and Flanagan 2001).
While it is not currently known whether the CNS uses these models to produce and manage
actions, several researchers have attempted to associate these models with neural structures; in
particular, the cerebellum (Miall et al. 1993; Paulin 1993, 2005; Wolpert and Miall 1996).

2.7 Equilibrium Point & Referent Configuration Hypotheses
The equilibrium point hypothesis originally stems from Wachholder‟s (and later Von
Holst and Mittelstädt‟s) observation of the posture-movement paradox (Latash 2008b; Sternad
2002). The paradox presents the following question, “How can humans relax their muscles at
different joint positions?”

To solve this problem, changes in the descending commands to

muscles involved in the task is assumed; in particular, changes to the threshold of the tonic
stretch reflex (TSR; Latash 2008a,b). The descending commands reset the TSR threshold values
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for the muscles involved in the task; thereby changing the muscle length required for the
muscles. As a result, motor unit activity in each of the muscles will be extremely low when each
of the muscles achieves the newly set thresholds. Thus, the original threshold values (and
consequently muscle lengths) are deviations from the newly set threshold values, and the
muscles then lengthens or shortens accordingly to achieve the new threshold values.
While the equilibrium point hypothesis has been used in to explain movement for over
forty years, an extension of the hypothesis – the reference configuration hypothesis – has been
used more recently to describe movements (Feldman and Levin 1995; Feldman et al 2007). In
the reference configuration hypothesis, the central nervous system defines a time profile of a
reference configuration (a configuration of the body at which all the muscles would be at the
threshold for activation). Such configurations are not usually achievable due to the presence of
external force fields and limitations due to anatomical constraints. In light of these constraints,
the body is able to achieve a variety of postures given the reference configuration command.
Such variety is possible due to a range of joint angles that are satisfied by the descending
reciprocal and co-contraction commands (r and c, respectively; Feldman 1993; Feldman and
Latash 2004; St-Onge et al. 1993). Thus, important performance variables, such as endpoint
location or specific values of joint angles, may be achieved in terms of descending muscle
activation commands.
In the case of prehension, it is possible that production of normal forces (Fn), tangential
forces (Ft), and total rotational moment (MTOT) may be associated with a reference configuration
of the hand in terms of hand aperture and hand pronation-supination orientation. According to
the reference configuration hypothesis, digit forces for unimanual prehension emerge as a result
of a discrepancy between a centrally defined reference hand configuration and its actual
configuration (Pilon et al. 2007). In particular, grip force results from a difference between the
reference aperture and actual aperture that cannot change because the grasped object prevents the
opposing digits from moving towards each other:
FG = ƒ(AREF – AACT),

(13)

where FG is grip force (equal in magnitude for each effector), AREF is reference aperture,
AACT is actual aperture, and ƒ is a function.
When a pair of effectors belonging to two different hands is involved in the action,
control with reference aperture changes. This occurs since the neural circuits controlling each of
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the opposing effectors belong to different hemispheres of the same brain or are completely
independent (belong to different persons). In such either situation, reference positions of each of
the two effectors can be specified independently of each other:
Fn1 = ƒ1(XREF,1 – XACT,1),

(14)

Fn2 = ƒ2(XREF,2 – XACT,2),

(15)

where Fn1 and Fn2 are normal forces of the two effectors, XREF,1 and XREF,2 are reference
coordinates along the normal force action, XACT,1 and XACT,2 are actual coordinates along the
same axis, and ƒ1 and ƒ2 are functions.
Control of static unimanual prehension (using eq. (13)) can be viewed as advantageous
since the two opposing normal forces must be equal in magnitude but opposite in direction.
Control of static bimanual prehension (using eqs. (14) and (15)) requires the use of sensory
feedback either between hemispheres of one or two persons to stabilize the normal forces exerted
on the object; thereby affecting the position and orientation of the object. Similar equations can
also be constructed for the tangential forces and moments of force exerted on the object. Use of a
single controller (eq. (13)) leads to adjustments of forces and moments without the sensory
feedback required from a multiple-controller system (eqs. (14) and (15)).

2.8 Coordination of Finger Forces
In examining coordination of finger forces, two main paradigms have been employed:
static flexion force production and prehension tasks. In the following subsections, both
paradigms will be discussed in addition to the major findings reported for each of the paradigms.

2.8.1 Pressing Tasks

2.8.1.a Enslaving
In static flexion force production tasks of a single digit, the other non-involved fingers of
the same hand involved in the task exhibit similar behavior to the involved digit. Specifically, the
non-involved fingers move into flexion and also produce force during the task (Kilbreath and
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Gandevia 1994; Schieber 2001). This phenomenon has been termed “enslaving” since the noninvolved (slave) digits behave involuntarily in the same manner as the involved (master) digit
(Zatsiorsky et al. 2000). Enslaving has been interpreted as the result of both anatomical coupling
and a common neural drive to the muscles of the hand. The anatomical coupling of the digits is
partially due to the intermuscular connections among the four parallel compartments of both the
flexor digitorum superficialis (FDS) and flexor digitorum profundus (FDP), which flex digits 2-5
of the hand. In addition, passive inter-finger links also exist within the connective tissues found
in the hand.

Despite this strong evidence of mechanical coupling among the fingers, the

common neural drive to digits 2-5 has been identified as the largest source of enslaving (Latash
et al 2002a; Li S et al. 2003, 2004; Olafsdottir et al. 2005; Schieber and Santello 2004;
Zatsiorsky et al. 2000;). Enslaving due to neural effects is most likely due to the existence of a
common motorneuron pool within both the FDS and FDP (Schieber and Santello 2004).
In addition, it has been found that digit 2 (the index finger) is less enslaved than other
digits of the same hand (Slobounov et al. 2002a,b) while digits 4 and 5 (ring and little fingers)
are the most enslaved digits (Zatsiorsky et al. 1998). Enslaving has been found to be lower in
both female and elderly populations compared to males and healthy young subjects, respectively
(Shinohara et al. 2003a,b). In contrast, enslaving indices are larger when: the non-dominant hand
is used in a task (Li S et al. 2000), practice is given to subjects performing a task across several
days (Kang et al. 2004), and in individuals diagnosed with Down syndrome or unilateral stroke
(Latash et al 2002d; Li S et al. 2003).
While much is known about enslaving for single-hand tasks, comparatively little is
known about enslaving for two-hand tasks. While previous studies on uni-dimensional bimanual
force production have claimed that no significant interaction between the hands occurs due to
enslaving (Gorniak et al. 2007; Kang et al. 2004); there is some evidence that may point to the
contrary. Zijdewind and Kernell (2001) reported that maximum voluntary contraction of the first
dorsal interosseus muscle has correlated positively with simultaneous involuntary contraction of
the same muscle in the contralateral hand. In addition, Li S and colleagues (2002) reported a
strong interaction in finger forces when a task started as unimanual, then became a bimanual
task; however, only a weak interaction in finger forces was found when a task was bimanual
throughout the duration of testing.
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2.8.1.b Force Deficit
Force deficit, when total peak force of a multi-finger task is less than the sum of peak
forces for the individual digits alone, has also been reported for isometric force production tasks
(Latash et al. 2002a; Li ZM et al. 1998; Ohtsuki 1981). These studies confirmed that individual
fingers of the hand exerted higher forces in single finger tasks, but less force as the number of
fingers in the task increased. This phenomenon may be due to a saturation of the neural drive,
such that the CNS cannot maximally activate all finger involved in a given task (Li ZM et al.
1998).
Similarly, bimanual deficit, a decrease in maximal force exertion by muscle groups
during homologous muscle activation compared to unilateral tasks has also been observed
(Archontides and Fazey 1993; Howard and Enoka 1991; Ohtsuki 1983; Schantz et al 1989;
Vandervoort et al. 1984). While the mechanisms involved in this phenomenon are not clear, it
has been attributed to interlimb neural interactions (Archontides and Fazey 1993; Howard and
Enoka 1991) and a decrease in motor unit activity such force testing protocols (Jakobi and
Carafarelli 1998; Jakobi and Chilibeck 2001; Koh et al. 1993).
Bilateral deficit has been reported for both single- and multi-finger bimanual isometric
force production tasks (Li ZM et al. 2001). It has also been reported that bimanual deficit: is
independent of proximal-distal testing (Latash et al. 2002a); increases as the number of fingers
involved in the given task increases (Li ZM et al. 2001); and decreases if symmetric fingers are
used in the task (Latash et. al 2002a; Li S et al. 2000, 2001). Similar to force deficit, bimanual
deficit may exists if the CNS cannot maximally activate all fingers involved in a given task (Li
ZM et al. 2001), even in sub-maximal force production tasks (Li S et al. 2002).

2.8.1.c Synergies
In terms of isometric finger force production tasks, synergies have been defined as
intercompensation of finger forces among fingers involved in a task – that is, negative covariation of finger forces to maintain a required force output (Kang et al. 2004; Latash et al.
2004; Li ZM et al. 1998). While force generated from one finger may be sufficient to complete a
task, using two or more fingers reduces the variability of force output significantly by using
negative co-variation of the forces produced by the fingers (Latash et al. 2002c). A quantitative
index of co-variation ( V; for details, see The Uncontrolled Manifold Hypothesis) has been
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computed for finger forces in a wide variety of finger force production tasks (Kang et al. 2004;
Latash et al. 2004; Olafsdottir et al. 2007; Scholz et al. 2002; Shim et al. 2003a, 2005c). This
measure of finger force co-variation corresponds to the amount of variability among the finger
forces that is used to stabilize total force output of the fingers. A result of ΔV > 0 implies
negative co-variation of finger forces, interpreted as a synergy; whereas a result of ΔV ≤ 0
implies independent co-variation of finger forces, interpreted as an absence of a synergy. This
synergy index is commonly computed for the same task across multiple trials (Latash et al.
2002d; Olafsdottir et al. 2007; Shim et al. 2003a), however, it has also been computed within
single trials (Scholz et al. 2003).
Several reports of finger force output stabilization for forces generated in isometric finger
pressing tasks have been published recently (Latash et al. 2004; Olafsdottir et al. 2007; Scholz et
al. 2002; Shim et al. 2005c; Shinohara et al. 2004). In unimanual isometric finger pressing tasks,
synergies at both levels of a two level hierarchy (VF-TH and IF levels, see Hierarchical Control
–Behavior) have been reported (Shim et al. 2005c). In bimanual isometric finger pressing tasks,
synergies only at the highest level of the hierarchy have been reported (Gorniak et al. 2007;
Kang et al. 2004), but synergies at the lower hierarchical level in a bimanual task have emerged
after multiple practice sessions of the task (Kang et al. 2004). Further analysis of synergies in
isometric finger force production tasks has not shown differences in synergy strength based on
hand dominance (Gorniak et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2006a) or synergies relating to force
production timing (Latash et al. 2004; Shim et al. 2003a).
The presence of moment of force stabilizing synergies has also been performed for
unimanual isometric finger force production tasks. Moment of force stabilizing synergies have
been reported to occur simultaneously with force stabilizing synergies throughout a given task
(Scholz et al. 2002), as well as in tasks in which force stabilizing synergies are largely absent
throughout the given task (Zhang et al. 2006b, 2007, 2008).

2.8.2 Prehension Tasks

2.8.2.a Prehension
According to MacKenzie and Iberall (1994), prehension is the application of functionally
effective forces by the hand to an object for a task, given numerous constraints; the inputs to the
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black box (system) are an object and a task and the output is prehensile behavior, measured as
postures and forces unfolding over time. In particular, MacKenzie and Iberall make note that
complex adjustments of fingers, imperceptible to the human eye, are made in order to maintain a
stable grasp. While two portions to prehension are typically identified (reach and grasp;
Jeannerod 1981, 1984, 1986), we have chosen to focus on the grasp aspect of prehension.
Prehension has been classified into multiple categories (as few as two and as many as six;
Napier 1956, 1962; Schlesinger 1919) based on the hand posture used during prehension. Naiper
(1956, 1962; Frievalds 2004) classified grasps into two main categories that are still used today:
precision and power grasps. In a precision grasp, an object is pinched between the finger pads of
the fingers and the thumb in opposition, as shown in Figure2.4a. In a power grasp, an object is
held in a clamped grasp formed by the flexed fingers and the palm with opposing pressure
applied by the thumb, as shown in Figure 2.4b.

Figure 2.4: Prehension postures. A: Precision grip, B: Power grip, C: Prismatic Precision grip.
To control the location and orientation of a free object, six degrees of freedom (three
linear and three angular displacements) must be controlled. When using fingers to control such
an object, the six degrees of freedom are controlled using three force components and three
moment of force components per fingertip (Zatsiorsky and Latash 2008).

In a prismatic

precision grip (five-finger grasping; Figure 2.4c), this translates to the coordination of thirty
components (5 digits x 6 force and moment of force components per digit) to control the six
degrees of freedom of the grasped object. Given the numerous components that need to be
controlled in such prehension, one can see that prehension – multi-finger prehension in particular
– is mechanically redundant.
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To manage the motor redundancy of prehension, the concept of a virtual finger has been
used to describe the action of digits 2-5, typically opposed by the thumb. A virtual finger (VF) is
an abstract representation of actual digits involved in a task, such that the VF produces a wrench
equal to the sum of wrenches produced by the digits within the VF (Arbib et al. 1985; Gentilucci
et al 2003; Iberall 1987; MacKenzie and Iberall 1994; Santello and Soechting 2000; Shim et al.
2003b, 2005a,b; Zatsiorsky et al. 2004). Thus, the finger forces and moments produced by digits
2-5 in multi-finger prehension are typically resolved into one wrench via a virtual finger (Shim et
al. 2003b, 2004a,b; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002, 2003b).
For an object to be in static equilibrium in three dimensional space, the vector sum of all
forces and moments of force acting on the object must be zero; the equations
and

must be satisfied (where F is force, M is moment, and n is the number of

dimensions). Figure 2.4 illustrates an object as well as the coordinate frames that have been
considered in previous prehension studies. To reduce the complexity of such a system, planar
(two dimensional) analysis is commonly used. Here, we consider planar analysis of grip in the
grasp (YZ) plane (see Figure 2.4). In terms of five-finger prehension, this means that the
following conditions must be satisfied:

1. The sum of normal (grip) forces of the individual fingers (along the Z-axis) on the object
should be equal and opposite to the normal force of the thumb.

0
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FTHZ
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FmZ

FrZ

Fl Z
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(16)

2. The sum of the vertical tangential forces of the individual fingers and of the thumb (load
bearing forces; along the Y-axis) should be equal to the weight of the object.
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(17)

3. The moment of normal forces (moment due to forces acting along the Z-axis) produced by the
individual fingers and the thumb (or another opposing effector) is defined as:
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(18)

4. The moment of vertical tangential forces (moment due to forces acting along the Y-axis)
produced by the individual fingers and the thumb (or another opposing effector) is defined as:
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5. The total moment should be equal to zero.

M TOT

MZ

MY

M ext

(20)

0

where F represents force; M is moment of force; W is the weight of the object; r is the moment
arm along the Z-axis; d is the moment arm along the Y-axis; M

ext

is any external moment

applied to the object; and the subscripts VF, TH, i, m, r, and l refer to the virtual finger, thumb,
index, middle, ring, and little fingers, respectively.

Y

di

Z

dm
dr
dl

X
rth

rVF

Figure 2.5: Illustration of typical object used in prehension testing. Five six-dimensional force
and moment measurement sensors (shown as grey blocks) were attached to vertical aluminum
bars. A circular bulls-eye (white block) was placed at the geometric center of the object. The
global reference frame (X,Y,Z) of the object is shown as well as the local axes of the thumb and
index sensors (xth,yth,zth and xi,yi,zi; respectively) Moment arms for the normal (dj) and tangential
(ri) moments are also denoted.
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2.8.2.b The Principle of Superposition
In robotics, a principle of superposition has been proposed to reduce the computation
time required by a given motor system. The principle of superposition states that skilled actions
may be decomposed into multiple elemental actions, which are independently controlled. The
overall input signal to control the action is produced by independent controllers, such that the
input commands from each controller is linearly superposed with the other commands to produce
the motion (Arimoto et al 2001; Doulgeri et al. 2002; Parra-Vega et al 2001). This concept has
been used to control grasping and manipulation of a two-fingered robot by using the super
position of two commands: one to produce a stable grasp and one to maintain object orientation
(Arimoto et al. 2002; Nguygen and Arimoto 2002). Recently, the principle of superposition has
been verified for unimanual human multi-fingered prehension (Budgeon et al. 2008; Nui et al.
2007; Shim et al. 2003b, 2005a,b, 2006; Zatsiorsky et al. 2004). In these studies of human
grasping, two commands have been indentified for prehension in both two and three dimensional
tasks: one to maintain grasp of the object (to prevent slipping of the object; known as grasp
control) and one to maintain the orientation of the object (known as torque control). Currently, it
is unknown whether or not this principle also applies to bimanual grasping.

2.8.2.c The Mechanical Advantage Hypothesis
In previous biomechanics and motor control literature, mechanical advantage has been
defined as a proportional activation of muscles based on the length of their respective moment
arms from the axis of joint rotation; such that muscles with larger moment arms are more active
(Buchanan et al. 1986, 1989; Flanders and Soechting 1990; Kuo 1994; Nichols 1994; Prilutsky
2000). Generally, this translates as the mechanical advantage being an effect determined by the
length of moment arm by a given effector. In multi-digit prehension, this concept has been
reformulated such that digits with longer moment arms (with respect to the point of digit
application and the axis of rotation) contribute more to the resistance of external moments
applied to an object. The use of such mechanical advantages has been documented for unimanual
prehension (Shim et al. 2004a,2005a; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002). To date, the mechanical advantage
hypothesis has not been examined for bimanual prehension.
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2.8.2.d Unimanual Synergies and Chain Effects
In terms of prehension tasks, synergies have been defined as conjoint changes in finger
forces and moments of force during prehesion tasks; such changes may or may not be dictated by
task mechanics (Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001; Santello and Soechting 2000; Shim et al.
2003b, 2005a,b; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003a,b, Zatsiorsky and Latash 2004, 2008). In these studies, it
has been reported that individual finger force variations were always interrelated, such that a
change in the force or moment of force by one finger was compensated by changes in force or
moment of force by other fingers to produce a constant output; despite differences in task
performance across subjects. To study these conjoint changes in finger output, researchers have
used a variety of techniques, including: imposing both external and subject-controlled
perturbations (Budgeon et al. 2007; Cole and Abbs 1987, 1988; Zatsiorsky et al. 2006), imposing
variable task constraints (such as object size, applied external torques, and surface friction; Aoki
et al. 2006, 2007; Shim et al. 2005a; Zatsiorsky et al. 2002, 2003a,b), and examining within and
across trial variability (Santello and Soechting 2000; Shim et al. 2003b, 2005b; Vaillancourt et
al. 2002). These studies have shown conjoint changes in finger forces, moments of finger forces,
as well as moment arms of the points of digit application this wide variety of prehension tasks.
Chain effects have been previously suggested for planar prehension tasks (Zatsiorsky and
Latash 2004; Zatsiorsky et al 2003b) and have also been documented in three-dimensional
unimanual prehension tasks (Shim et al 2005a,b; Zatsiorsky and Latash 2008). In these studies,
chain effects were defined as cause-effect relationships that may lead to non-trivial co-variation
patterns among fingers involved in the task. Chain effects have been identified in tasks that
involve: asymmetry in surface friction (Aoki et al. 2006, 2007), changes in object size during a
trial (Zatsiorsky et al. 2006), and changing the external torque applied on an object (Shim et al.
2005a,b). To date, conjoint changes in finger forces and moments, as well as chain effects, have
not been studied for bimanual prehension.

2.8.2.e Bimanual Prehension
Numerous studies on the kinematics and kinetics on two-hand (bimanual) prehension
have been performed in recent years. A study by Kelso and colleagues (1979) reported temporal
coupling between the hands; particularly when the two hands move independently of each other.
Subsequent studies on the kinematics of bimanual prehension support Kelso and colleagues‟
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observation of timing synchrony for hands simultaneously performing different tasks (Castiello
et al. 1993; Kazennikov et al. 2002a,b; Kazennikov and Wiesendanger 2005; Jackson et al. 1999)
as well as timing being unaffected by object size (Castiello et al. 1993; Jackson et al. 1999; Wu
et al. 2008).
Researchers performing dinematic analysis of two hands holding an object have reported
that one hand has been established as leading the movement while the other hand tends to
decelerate the movement (Reinkensmeyer et al. 1992). In contrast, kinematic studies of two
hands transporting a virtual object have shown that the two hands may become decoupled when
a perturbation is applied to one of the hands. Diedrichsen (2007) has reported that hands
performing different virtual prehension tasks are decoupled when a perturbation is applied to one
hand only, while such perturbations are met with adaptations in the hands when the two hands
hold one virtual object. Further investigation into such adaptations indicated that early
perturbations lead to quick corrections of the unperturbed hand to maintain grasp of an object
while later perturbations lead to corrections in the unperturbed hand in terms of final body
posture (Diedrichsen and Gush 2008).
Analysis on the coordination of kinetic measures, specifically grip and load bearing
forces, has also been performed for bimanual prehensile tasks. The coordination of both the grip
and load bearing forces both within a hand and between hands has been documented for fixed
objects (Ferrand and Jaric 2006; deFreitas et al. 2007; Freitas et al. 2007; Jaric et al. 2005a,b;
2006). The coupling in bimanual tasks is similar to coupling in unimanual tasks; but has been
found to be weaker in the non-dominant hand (deFreitas et al. 2007). Bimanual prehension of
two free objects has also been associated with grip and load force coupling within a hand, as well
as increases in grip force of both hands when only one is perturbed (Burstedt et al. 1997a;
Serrien and Wiesendanger 2001; White et al. 2008). After perturbation to one hand, grip forces
between the hands during tend to increase more rapidly when subjects hold two separate objects
instead of a single object (White et al. 2008).
Additional investigation of bimanual prehension, particularly on prehension of a single
free object, has been limited. Studies of bimanual two digit grasping have reported grip and load
force coupling between the two digits involved in a task, even when two persons have been
involved in the task (Burstedt et al. 1997a,b; Tresilian and Stelmach 1997). Specifically, Burstedt
and colleagues (1997b) reported better temporal synchrony during bimanual tasks involving only
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one person. However, both studies indicate that an effector independent motor organization
scheme regulates grip.
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CHAPTER 3
Emerging and Disappearing Synergies in a Hierarchically
Controlled System

Chapter 3 contains the following original paper reprinted by the permission from SpringerLink:

Gorniak SL, Zatsiorsky VM, Latash ML (2007). Emerging and Disappearing Synergies in a
Hierarchically Controlled System. Experimental Brain Research 183(2): 259-270.
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Abstract The purpose of the study was to explore the
ability of the central nervous system (CNS) to organize
synergies at two levels of a hypothetical control hierarchy
involved in two-hand, multi-Wnger tasks. We investigated
indices (V) of Wnger force co-variation across trials as
reXections of synergies stabilizing the total force (FTOT).
Subjects produced constant force with one or two Wngerpairs (from one hand or two hands). In trials starting with
one Wnger-pair, subjects added another Wnger-pair without
changing FTOT. In trials starting with two Wnger-pairs, subjects removed one of the Wnger-pairs without changing
FTOT. Adding or removing a Wnger-pair resulted in a transient drop in V computed for the Wnger-pair that remained
active throughout the trial. This drop in V was seen simultaneously with force changes. Compared to the original
steady-state, addition of a Wnger-pair led to a signiWcant
drop in V at the newly established steady-state. This drop
eliminated negative co-variation among Wnger forces that
had stabilized FTOT. In contrast, in trials starting with two
Wnger-pairs, no negative co-variation between Wnger forces
within-a-pair was seen. Removing a Wnger-pair led to the
emergence of negative co-variation between Wnger forces at
the new steady-state. The V index computed across two
Wnger-pairs conWrmed the existence of negative force covariation. The emergence and disappearance of force stabilizing synergies within a Wnger-pair may signal limitations
in the ability of the CNS in forming synergies at two diVerent hierarchical levels.

Introduction
The notion of hierarchical control has been commonly
invoked in studies of human movements (Bernstein 1947,
1967, 1996). In particular, the human hand has been commonly viewed as being controlled by (at least) a twolevel hierarchy (Arbib et al. 1985). At the upper level of
the hierarchy, the total force and the total moment of
force produced on the hand-held object are distributed
between the actions of the thumb and the virtual Wnger
(VF, an imagined Wnger with the mechanical action equal
to that of all the Wngers of the hand, Arbib et al. 1985;
Mackenzie and Iberall 1994). At the lower level, the
action of the VF is distributed among the four Wngers of
the hand.
Several studies investigated force- and moment-offorce-stabilizing synergies at the two hierarchical levels
(Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001; Gao et al. 2005; Santello
and Soechting 2000; Shim et al. 2005a, b; Zatsiorsky et al.
2003; reviewed in Zatsiorsky and Latash 2004). In those
studies, synergies were deWned as neural organizations
leading to co-variation in variables produced by elements
of a system (elemental variables) that stabilized potentially
important performance variables (Gelfand and Latash
1998; Latash et al. 2002b). In particular, the forces and
moments produced by the thumb and VF have been shown
to co-vary to stabilize the total force and the total moment
of force exerted on the hand-held object (Shim et al. 2005a;
Zatsiorsky et al. 2003). At the lower level of the hierarchy,
forces produced by individual digits have been shown to
co-vary to stabilize the VF force magnitude, point of force
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application, and direction (Gao et al. 2005; Latash et al.
2002a).
Two recent studies have documented a surprising lack of
ability of the central nervous system (CNS) to organize
force stabilizing synergies at two levels of a control hierarchy simultaneously in two-hand four-Wnger tasks (Gorniak
et al. 2007; Kang et al. 2004). In particular, in one-hand
two- and four-Wnger tasks this requires the production of an
accurate pattern of the total force, commands to individual
Wngers have been shown to co-vary across repetitive trials
such that the total force proWle showed relatively low variability (a force-stabilizing synergy, see Latash et al. 2001,
2002a; Scholz et al. 2002). However, when a similar task
was performed by two Wnger-pairs, one pair per hand,
Wngers within each hand failed to show co-variation stabilizing the contribution of that hand to the total force. These
observations have resulted in a hypothesis that the CNS is
able to create new synergies at only one level of a control
hierarchy at a time.
The purpose of the current study has been to explore
this controversial hypothesis in two ways. The previous
study (Gorniak et al. 2007) used only accurate force production tasks where the Wnger set explicitly involved in
force production remained unchanged over the duration of
a trial. Hence, it remained unknown whether force stabilizing synergies within a Wnger-pair can emerge and disappear when another Wnger-pair is removed from or added to
the task. It was also unclear whether the counter-intuitive
lack of within-a-Wnger pair synergies is speciWc to twohand action or it can be observed when the four Wngers of a
hand are united into Wnger-pairs by instruction. Clarifying
these issues is important to explore the generality of the
original Wndings and their possible relation to hierarchical
control.
Correspondingly, we tested two main hypotheses. First,
we hypothesized that turning a one-hand accurate force
production task into a two-hand task would lead to disappearance of a within-a-hand force stabilizing synergy.
Along similar lines, we also hypothesized that when one
hand is removed from a two-hand task, a previously
absent within-a-hand synergy would emerge; this assumption is directly based on the results of Gorniak et al.
(2007).
Second, we hypothesized that the phenomena of emerging and disappearing synergies would not be limited to twohand tasks but could also be observed in one-hand tasks if
the four Wngers are separated into two pairs by instruction.
If the two hypotheses formulated in the previous paragraph
are supported in one-hand two-pair tasks, this would provide additional support for the idea that hierarchical control
is to blame for the lack of within-a-Wnger-pair synergies,
not the simultaneous involvement of two extremities in a
task.
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Participants
Five male and Wve female students served as subjects in this
study. Average data for the subjects were (mean § SD):
27 § 3 years of age, 1.71 § 0.11 m in height,
70.9 § 12.8 kg in mass, 18.8 § 1.8 cm for right hand
length, 8.5 § 1.0 cm for right hand width, 18.9 § 1.9 cm for
left hand length, and 8.3 § 1.0 cm for left hand width. Hand
length was measured as the distance from the tip of the distal
phalanx of digit three to the distal crease of the wrist with
the hand in a neutral Xexion/extension pose. Hand width
was measured between the lateral aspects of the index and
little Wnger metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints. All subjects
were strongly right-handed according to their preferential
use of the hand during daily activities such as writing, drawing, and eating. The subjects had no previous history of
neuropathies or traumas to the upper limbs. None of the subjects had a history of long-term involvement in hand or
Wnger activities such as typing and playing musical instruments. All subjects gave informed consent according to the
procedures approved by the OYce of Regulatory Compliance of the Pennsylvania State University.
Experimental setup
Eight unidirectional piezoelectric force sensors (model
208AO3; PCB Piezotronic Inc., Depew, NY, USA), were
used to measure forces produced by the tips of individual
Wngers of both hands. Each sensor was covered with a cotton pad to increase friction and prevent the inXuence of
Wnger skin temperature on the force measurements. Two
groups of four force sensors were placed within aluminum
frames (14 cm £ 9 cm each) in a groove on a wooden
board. The two frames were spaced 40 cm apart. The sensors were medio-laterally spaced 3 cm apart from each
other within the aluminum frames. The position of the sensors in the anterior–posterior direction could be adjusted
within 6 cm in order to Wt individual subject hand anatomy,
see Fig. 1. At the beginning of each trial, the signal from
each of the sensors was set to zero. Subjects were instructed
to rest their Wngers on the sensors, but to apply no active
force prior to each trial.
During the experiment, the subject sat in a chair facing
the testing table with his/her upper arms at approximately
45° of abduction in the frontal plane and 45° of Xexion in
the sagittal plane, and the elbow at approximately 45° of
Xexion (Fig. 1). The forearms were secured to the wooden
board via two sets of Velcro straps. The midline of the
board was aligned with the midline of the participant’s
body, and the positions of the hands were symmetrical with
respect to the midline of the body. A custom-Wtted support
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designated Wnger-pair such that the total force was to
remain unchanged and to keep the force at the 5% of MVC8
level for another 5 s. For the REMOVE instruction, subjects were instructed to produce and maintain 5% of MVC8
with two designated Wnger-pairs for 5 s, then quickly relax
one of the Wnger-pairs and maintain the 5% of MVC8 level
with only one Wnger-pair for the remaining 5 s of the trial.
There was a visual cue on the screen at the 5 s mark (i.e.,
halfway through the trial) visible throughout each trial,
indicating that the subject would need to either add or
remove a Wnger-pair at that point in the trial. We tested the
following conditions in the ADD set: ADD IML to IMR,
ADD RLL to RLR, and ADD RLR to IMR (I–index, M–middle, R–ring, and L–little Wngers; subscripts R and L refer to
the right and left hand respectively). Similarly, we tested
the following conditions in the REMOVE set: REMOVE
IML from IMR + IML, REMOVE RLL from RLR + RLL,
and REMOVE RLR from IMR + RLR. The 5% MCV8 level
was chosen for this particular experiment in order to keep
the subjects from experiencing muscular fatigue. Fingerpairs for the experimental trials were selected assuming no
diVerences between the dominant and non-dominant hands
in terms of a force-production task, as demonstrated in
Gorniak et al. (2007).
Prior to each trial the subject sat relaxed with the digits
of each hand resting on the sensors. The computer generated two beeps (a “get ready” signal), and a cursor showing
the total force produced by the instructed set of Wngers
started to move along the screen. The screen also showed
the required total force level (see Fig. 1), and the task was
to follow the shown proWle with the cursor.
In each condition, subjects performed 15 trials with 8-s
intervals between the trials. There were 3-min intervals
after each 15-trial series. Overall, there were 90 total
experimental trials. Prior to each series, subjects were
permitted to practice the conditions as many times as
needed until they were comfortable with the tasks. On
average, subjects performed three practice trials per task
plus or minus one practice trial. The conditions were presented in a block randomized order across subjects. Each
condition was presented as a block of trials; blocks were
randomized across the subjects. Only trials in which the
subject failed to add a Wnger-pair or remove a Wnger-pair
(depending on the task instruction) were rejected. On
average, less than one trial was rejected per condition for
each subject.

Fig. 1 An illustration of the sensor setup and visual feedback display
for this experiment

object was placed underneath each of the participant’s
palms to help maintain a constant conWguration of the hand
and Wngers. The MCP joints were approximately 20° in
Xexion and all interphalangeal joints were slightly Xexed
such that each hand formed a dome. Subjects were permitted to select comfortable positions of the thumbs during the
experiment. A computer monitor was located 0.65 m away
from the subject. The monitor displayed the task (described
in the next section). Force data were sampled at 200 Hz
with a National Instruments A/D board (NI PCI-6023E,
National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) and LabViewbased program (LabView 6.1, National Instruments, Austin,
TX, USA).
Procedure
The experiment consisted of two control trials and a main
set of tasks. In the control trials, the subjects were required
to produce maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) force. In
these trials, the subjects were required to press with all
eight Wngers “as hard as possible”. Each MVC trial started
with the subject sitting quietly with the hands resting on the
sensors. A sound signal was given and then a cursor showing the total force produced by all eight Wngers started to
move over the screen. The subject was given a time interval
of 3 s to reach maximal force by pressing down with the
Wngers. There were intervals of at least 30 s between successive MVC trials. Two MVC trials were collected and the
trial with the highest total peak force was selected for setting the subsequent tasks. The peak force value obtained in
the MVC trials (MVC8) was used to set up the template for
the main tasks.
There were two main sets of tasks that each included
three conditions. The two main sets of tasks were performed under two instructions, ADD or REMOVE. For the
ADD instruction, subjects were instructed to produce and
maintain 5% of MVC8 with a designated Wnger-pair on the
right hand for 5 s, then quickly and smoothly add another

Data analysis
The data were processed oV-line using customized MATLAB software (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The
force data from the main task were low-pass Wltered at
10 Hz using a 2nd order, zero-lag Butterworth Wlter.
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The 15 trials within each series were aligned based on
the onset of force increase by IML, RLL, or RLR (for each of
the corresponding conditions, respectively) for the ADD
instruction and the onset of force decrease by IML, RLL, or
RLR for the REMOVE instruction. For the ADD instruction, the onset of force increase was deWned as the time at
which the Wrst time derivative of the force of the designated
Wnger-pair reached 10% of its peak value in that trial. For
the REMOVE instruction, the onset of force decrease was
deWned as the time at which the Wrst derivative of the force
(with respect to time) of the designated Wnger-pair
“removed from the task” reached 10% of the peak absolute
value of the force time derivative.
Further, the following time-varying variables were computed at each point in time for each subject over the 15 trials within each condition.

VarFHand(t)]/VarFi-hand(t). For two-hand tasks, this index
was computed for each hand separately. For tasks that
involved two Wnger-pairs within a hand (IM and RL), the
index was computed for each of the two Wnger-pairs.
Note that all V indices were normalized by the sum of
variances of the forces produced by corresponding sets of
eVectors (Wngers for Vtask-Wngers and Vwithin-a-pair and
hands for Vtwo-hand) to allow for comparisons among
diVerent V indices across conditions and subjects. The
V indices have been deWned in such a way that their positive values implied predominantly negative co-variation
among forces produced by Wngers (or hands); we interpret
such values as signs of a force stabilizing synergy (cf.
Kang et al. 2004; Shim et al. 2005b). Large positive V
values correspond to larger amounts of negative co-variation—a stronger synergy. If V · 0, this implies independent variation of Wnger (hand) forces—the absence of a
synergy. Note that the described normalization limited the
value of V indices to +1 for a perfect force stabilizing
synergy.
The onset of Vwithin-a-pair changes was deWned for both
the ADD and REMOVE instructions as the time at which
the Wrst time derivative of the Vwithin-a-pair of the designated
Wnger-pairs reached 10% of its peak absolute value within
§400 ms of the onset of force change, as deWned above.
This time window was selected to analyze the relative timing of the force and V changes (see Sect. ”Results”).
Three stages were considered for each condition for both
the ADD and REMOVE instructions. The steady-state
stage prior to the addition or removal of a Wnger-pair will
be referred to as Stage-1, while the steady-state stage following the addition or removal of a Wnger-pair will be
referred to as Stage-2. During Stage-1, the interval 0.5–
1.0 s prior to the onset of force change was used to calculate the averages of force and force synergy indices. Similarly, during Stage-2, the interval 2.0–2.5 s following to the
onset of force change was used to calculate the averages of
force and force synergy indices. This interval was selected
in order to ensure that subjects had enough time to stabilize
their force output. The third (transient) stage corresponded
to the time of Wnger force removal and addition when major
quick changes in force variance and synergy indices were
seen (cf. Li et al. 2002; see Sect. ”Results”).
The averages of FTOT, and V indices were computed
during both Stage-1 and Stage-2 for each task and each subject. The average of Vtwo-hand was computed only in stages
in which two hands were involved (Stage-2 for the ADD
instruction and Stage-1 for the REMOVE instruction). The
average of Vwithin-a-pair (for IML, RLL, and RLR, with
respect to the given tasks listed in Sect. ”Procedure”) was
found only in the stages in which these Wnger-pairs were
involved (in Stage-2 for the ADD instruction and in Stage-1
for the REMOVE instruction).

(1) The total force, FTOT(t) of explicitly involved task
Wngers, and its variance, VarFTOT(t);
(2) the sum of variances of each individual Wnger force,
VarFi(t);
(3) variance of each hand’s force, VarFHand(t). Hand’s
force was computed as the sum of the forces produced
by the explicitly involved Wngers of that hand; and
(4) the sum of variances of individual Wnger forces within
a hand produced by the explicitly involved Wngers of
that hand, VarFi-hand(t).
For quantitative assessment of multi-Wnger synergies, we
used an index of co-variation computed as the normalized
diVerence between the variance of the total output of a set
of eVectors (Wngers or hands) and the sum of the variances
of the forces produced by the individual eVectors.
According to the Bienaymé theorem (Loève 1955), these
two values should be equal to each other, unless there is
co-variation among the outputs of the eVectors. In particular, an index of force-stabilization by all the explicitly
involved Wngers was computed as: Vtask-Wngers(t) =
[VarFi(t) ¡ VarFTOT(t)]/VarFi(t). Under the ADD
instruction, Vtask-Wngers initially only accounted for the
Wnger-pair that started the action (either IMR or RLR). After
the onset of force addition by the added pair (IML, RLL, or
RLR), Vtask-Wngers accounted for all four Wngers in the task.
Likewise under the REMOVE instruction, Vtask-Wngers
initially accounted for all four Wngers in the task (IMR +
IML, RLR + RLL, or IMR + RLR), but after the onset of
force decrease by the removed pair, Vtask-Wngers accounted
for only the Wnger-pair (either IMR or RLR) that continued
to maintain the force output.
An index of force stabilization between the two
hands was computed as: Vtwo-hand(t) = [VarFHand(t) ¡
VarFTOT(t)]/VarFHand(t) (only for two-hand tasks). An
index of force stabilization between two Wngers of a Wngerpair was computed as: Vwithin-a-pair(t) = [VarFi-hand(t) ¡
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total force (VarFTOT) and sum of Wnger force variance
(VarFi) proWles are shown for the task ADD IML to IMR
(panel a) and for the task REMOVE IML from IMR + IML
(panel b).
There were brief transient deviations of the total force
from the required level when a Wnger-pair was added or
removed. These deviations were not consistent across
subjects and tasks. The onsets of force change by the
Wnger-pairs “added to” and “removed from” the task were
not signiWcantly diVerent from the occurrence of the visual
cue in the trials (at the 5-s mark); the average onset of force
change was 4.965 § 0.066 s. VarFTOT and VarFi both
increased during the initiation of force production as well
as in the transient stage of the tasks (under both the ADD
and REMOVE instructions). Note that VarFTOT was much
lower than VarFi during both steady-state stages (Stage-1
and Stage-2, see Sect. ”Methods”) in which either one hand
or two hands maintained the 5% MVC force level. This
Wnding was consistent for both ADD and REMOVE
instructions.
Overall, VarFTOT was smaller in Stage-1 as compared to
Stage-2. This was conWrmed by a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with factors: Stage and Action. Only the
main eVect of Stage [F(1, 58) = 22.638, P < 0.001] was found
without a signiWcant interaction.
The sum of individual Wnger force variances, VarFi
was approximately the same in Stage-1 and Stage-2 for the
ADD conditions, however it was smaller in Stage-1 as
compared to Stage-2 the REMOVE conditions. This was
conWrmed by a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with
factors: Stage and Action. Main eVects of Stage [F(1,58) =
20.183, P < 0.001], Action [F(1, 58) = 8.000, P < 0.01], and
the interaction Stage £ Action [F(1,58) = 35.970, P < 0.001]
were found. Pair-wise post hoc Tukey tests revealed that
the interaction was due to the fact that during Stage-1 the

Statistics
The data are presented in the text and Wgures as means and
standard errors. Repeated-measures analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) were performed with the factors: Stage (two or
three levels, Stage-1, Stage-2, and transient stage), Action
(two levels, ADD and REMOVE), Hands (two levels, one
and two; to denote how many hands are involved in the
task), and Finger-Pair (two levels, IM and RL). One-sample t-tests (with Bonferroni corrections) were used to compare Vwithin-a-pair to 0 in order to check for a presence of
within-a-pair force-stabilizing synergies. Paired t-tests
(with Bonferroni corrections) were used to compare the
onset of force change with the onset of Vwithin-a-pair for
each testing condition. The data were checked for violations of sphericity across levels of a within-subject factor.
We used the Huynh–Feldt criterion to reduce the degreesof-freedom when necessary. Post hoc analysis of pair-wise
comparisons was performed using Bonferroni statistics to
analyze the signiWcant eVects of ANOVAs.

Results
General force and variance time proWles
All subjects were able to perform the task without overt
diYculty. Overall, subjects were excellent at the tasks, with
the average force level across all subjects and tasks being
5.057% of MVC8 (the target value was 5%) while RMS
was 0.001%, computed for seconds 2–10 of the trials (all
subjects had reached a steady-state force level within 2 s of
trial initiation). An example of typical performance by a
representative subject is shown in Fig. 2. Total force (FTOT)
time proWles, averaged over 15 trials, as well as variance of

Fig. 2 An illustration of total force (FTOT), VarFTOT and VarFi proWles from a representative subject. Data averaged over 15 trials are
shown. a Total force (FTOT), VarFTOT, and VarFi produced by all Wngers in the task ADD IML to IMR. b Total force (FTOT), VarFTOT, and
VarFi produced by all Wngers in the task REMOVE IML from

IMR + IML. Note that VarFi > VarFTOT in the plots (with the exception of the beginning of the trials). This indicates negative Wnger force
co-variation and the presence of strong task-Wnger synergies throughout the shown tasks
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REMOVE instruction yielded higher VarFi compared to
the ADD instruction, while in Stage-2 the opposite was true
(P < 0.001) as shown panel a in Fig. 3.

RLL to RLR showed distinctly diVerent Vwithin-a-pair values
from 0 (t = ¡9.63 and t = ¡3.01, P < 0.001 and P < 0.01,
respectively); however the 95% conWdence intervals
showed that the Vwithin-a-pair values for the Wnger-pairs in
these two tasks were actually negative. In the remaining
conditions, Vwithin-a-pair indices were not signiWcantly
diVerent from 0. The overall mean and standard error of
Vwithin-a-pair for those conditions was ¡0.0608 § 0.0717
(no units, due to normalization).

Within-a-pair synergies during bimanual force production
Overall, indices of within-a-pair synergies were low and
typically close to 0 or even negative while two hands
worked together in a force production task. This Wnding
was conWrmed by a three-way repeated measures ANOVA
on the index Vwithin-a-pair with the factors: Stage, Action,
and Finger-Pair. Main eVects of Stage [F(1,56) = 33.507,
P < 0.001]
and
the
interaction
Stage £ Action
[F(1,56) = 205.312, P < 0.001] were found. Pair-wise post
hoc Tukey tests revealed that under the ADD instruction,
Vwithin-a-pair was signiWcantly higher in Stage-1 compared
to Stage-2 and vice versa for the REMOVE conditions;
both at P < 0.001. This Wnding is illustrated in panel b of
Fig. 3.
In order to conWrm that the low Vwithin-a-pair values during two-hand phases of the tasks were indicative of a lack
of force stabilizing synergies, we performed a series of onesample t-tests with Bonferroni corrections comparing
Vwithin-a-pair to 0. The tasks ADD IML to IMR and ADD

Comparison of one-hand vs. two-hands tasks
Next, we examined whether or not indices of within-a-pair
force-stabilizing synergies diVered depending on the number of hands (one vs. two) involved in the task. In order to
do so, we only examined the conditions that involved the
IMRL set of Wngers, across two hands or within a hand,
IMR + RLL and IMR + RLR. Both conditions were characterized by qualitatively similar results. When a pair of
Wngers worked alone (Stage-1 for the ADD condition and
Stage-2 for the REMOVE condition), the forces produced
by the two Wngers showed strongly positive Vwithin-a-pair.
When the same pair worked with another pair, no matter if
they were from the same hand or from the other hand

Fig. 3 a The measure VarFi during Stage-1 and Stage-2 were averaged within the ADD and REMOVE conditions across all subjects. b
Mean Vwithin-a-pair indices for Stage-1 and Stage-2 under the ADD and
REMOVE instructions are shown. In this Wgure, the bars show data
averaged across subjects for bimanual conditions only. c Vwithin-a-pair
indices averaged across subjects for the ADD and REMOVE instructions involving Wnger-pairs IM + RL distributed across either one- or
two-hands in Stage-1. d Vwithin-a-pair indices averaged across subjects
for the ADD and REMOVE instructions involving the Wnger-pairs

123

IM + RL distributed across either one- or two-hands in Stage-2. Standard error bars are shown in all panels. Panel b shows that within-aWnger pair synergies are absent when two hands are involved in a task.
In panel c, it is shown that within-a-Wnger pair synergies are present for
ADD tasks in Stage-1 compared to REMOVE tasks, independently of
the number of hands involved in the tasks. Panel d illustrates that within-a-Wnger pair synergies are present for REMOVE tasks in Stage-2
compared to ADD tasks, independently of the number of hands involved in the task
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(Stage-2 for the ADD condition and Stage-1 for the
REMOVE condition), Vwithin-a-pair dropped to 0 or even to
negative values.
However, there were quantitative diVerences depending
on whether the four Wngers belonged to one hand or to two
hands. In particular, in Stage-1, the one-hand task showed
higher absolute values of Vwithin-a-pair for both ADD and
REMOVE instructions as compared to two-hand tasks. In
contrast, during Stage-2, tasks involving two hands showed
higher absolute values of Vwithin-a-pair for both ADD and
REMOVE instructions as compared to tasks involving only
one hand. Both of these Wndings are illustrated for Stage-1
and Stage-2 separately in panels c and d of Fig. 3.
These Wndings were conWrmed with a three-way
repeated measures ANOVA with the factors: Stage, Action,
and Hands. Main eVects of Stage [F(1,36) = 35.318,
P < 0.001], the interaction Stage £ Action [F(1,36) = 175.579,
P < 0.001], and the interaction Action£ Hands [F(1,36) =
6.387, P < 0.05] were found. The result for the
Stage£ Action interaction is similar to that described
earlier and illustrated in panel b of Fig. 3 while the
Action£ Hands interaction is illustrated for Stage-1 and
Stage-2 separately in panels c and d of Fig. 3.
A transient drop in Vwithin-a-pair was seen in the Wngerpair that was active in both stages of the tasks across both
the ADD and REMOVE instructions (illustrated via an
increase in both VarFTOT and VarFi in Fig. 2). Overall,
this transient in Vwithin-a-pair reached signiWcantly lower
values than the values of Vwithin-a-pair in either of the two
stages of the task. However, the magnitude of the drop
depended on whether Wngers within one hand or between
two hands were involved in the given tasks. Namely, the
transient drop in V was more pronounced in two-hand
tasks. This Wnding was conWrmed using a three-way
repeated measures ANOVA with the factors Stage (three
levels; Stage-1, transient, and Stage-2), Action, and Hands.
Main eVects of Stage [F(2,112) = 113.467, P < 0.001), Hands
[F(1,56) = 5.15, P < 0.05), and the interactions Stage £
Action [F(2,112) = 119.888, P < 0.001), Stage £ Hands
[F(2,112) = 4.531, P < 0.05), and Action £ Hands [F(1,56) =
6.749, P < 0.05) were found. Pair-wise post hoc Tukey
tests revealed that V indices in all three stages (Stage-1,
transient, and Stage-2) were signiWcantly diVerent from
each other at P < 0.001. Pair-wise post hoc Tukey tests
also revealed that using one hand in a task resulted in
higher values of Vwithin-a-pair across all time stages at
P < 0.05.
The Stage £ Action interaction indicated that under the
ADD instruction, Vwithin-a-pair was a positive number close
to unity in Stage-1 (0.767 § 0.058), then it underwent a
drop during the transient stage, and remained a value less
than 0 during Stage-2 (¡0.287 § 0.059). Under the
REMOVE instruction, Vwithin-a-pair was close to 0 in Stage-1

(¡0.052 § 0.058), then it underwent a further drop during
the transient stage, and Wnally became a positive value during Stage-2 (0.389 § 0.059). These changes in Vwithin-a-pair
can be seen in panel a of Fig. 4. The Stage £ Hands interaction indicates that Vwithin-a-pair for one hand performing a
task was generally higher across all stages when compared
to two hands performing a task, as shown in panel b of
Fig. 4. The Action £ Hands interaction showed that one
hand performing under the ADD instruction had higher
absolute values of Vwithin-a-pair compared to the REMOVE
instruction as shown in panel c of Fig. 4.
The index Vtwo-hand existed only during stages of the
task where two hands participated in the force production.
In order to determine whether or not the two hands were
united in a force stabilizing synergy, one-sample t-tests
with Bonferroni corrections were performed in order to
compare Vtwo-hand to 0. Each of the four bimanual conditions examined (ADD IML to IMR, ADD RLL to RLR,
REMOVE IML from IMR + IML, and REMOVE RLL from
RLR + RLL) showed distinctly positive values (t = 18.19,
t = 28.02, t = 13.59, t = 17.27; with P < 0.001 for each condition, respectively). The overall mean and standard error
of Vtwo-hand for these conditions was 0.8665 § 0.0293.
The index Vtask-Wngers was examined in order to determine whether or not the Wngers explicitly involved in the
task were united in a force-stabilizing synergy across the
three stages of the tasks under both the ADD and
REMOVE instructions. In order to determine this, a twoway repeated measures ANOVA was performed with the
factors: Stage (three levels) and Action. Main eVects of
Stage [F(1.632,94.681) = 231.848, P < 0.001], Action [F(1,58) =
54.851, P < 0.001], and the interaction Stage £ Action
[F(1.632,94.681) = 34.130, P < 0.001] were found. Pair-wise
post hoc Tukey test revealed that the indexes during all
three stages were signiWcantly diVerent from each other at
P < 0.001. It was found that Vtask-Wngers was largest during Stage-1, smaller during Stage-2, and smallest during
the transient stage. Pair-wise post hoc Tukey test revealed
that the ADD instruction yielded higher Vtask-Wngers indices
as compared to the REMOVE instruction. The Stage £
Action interaction showed that while the ADD instruction
showed lower values of Vtask-Wngers during Stage-1 as
compared to the REMOVE instruction, the Vtask-Wngers
indices during the transient stage and Stage-2 were larger
than Vtask-Wngers for the REMOVE instruction, as seen in
panel d of Fig. 4.
Relative timing of V changes
To explore the relative timing between the changes in force
and in the index of force stabilizing synergy (V), the
diVerence between the onset of changes in the force produced by the designated Wnger-pair (either an increase or
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Fig. 4 a Mean Vwithin-a-pair indices for Stage-1, transient, and Stage2 for the ADD and REMOVE instructions are shown. The bars show
data for bimanual conditions only. b Mean Vwithin-a-pair indices for
Stage-1, transient, and Stage-2 in one- and two-hand tasks are shown.
c Mean Vwithin-a-pair indices for the one- and two-hand tasks under the
ADD and REMOVE instructions are shown. d Mean Vtask-Wngers indices for Stage-1, transient, and Stage-2 under the ADD and REMOVE
instructions are shown. The bars show data averaged across all subjects. Standard error bars are shown in all panels. In panel a, the destabilization and disappearance of a within-a-Wnger pair synergies for

ADD tasks as well as the appearance of within-a-Wnger pair synergies
for REMOVE tasks are illustrated. Data in panel b reXect weak withina-Wnger pair synergies during Stage-1 followed by the destabilization
and disappearance of such synergies in Stage-2 for both one- and twohand tasks. In panel c, within-a-Wnger pair synergies are absent in both
one- and two-hand tasks under both ADD and REMOVE instructions.
In panel d, strong synergies across all Wngers explicitly involved in a
task are seen in Stages -1 and -2 as well as a destabilization of such synergies during the transition between the task stages

decrease, depending on the task instructions) and the onset
of Vwithin-a-pair changes were compared. To remind, both
onset values were deWned as the time when the Wrst derivative for that particular variable reached 10% of its peak
value (see Sect. ”Methods”). There was substantial variability across subjects in the relative timing of V changes
with respect to force changes. Across all subjects, on average, Vwithin-a-pair lagged the onset of force change by a time
interval under 100 ms (95.5 § 59.1 ms for the right hand in
the ADD instruction, 31.8 § 70.7 ms for the right hand in
the REMOVE instruction, and 32.3 § 46.6 ms for the left
hand in the REMOVE instruction). Paired t-tests (with
Bonferroni corrections) revealed that none of these values
were signiWcantly diVerent from zero at the  = 0.05 level.

the control scheme is not directly observable, we assumed
that such tasks were associated with a two-level control
hierarchy. At the higher level of this hierarchy, the task is
distributed between the two hands; while at the lower level,
action of each hand is distributed between the Wngers
within that hand. Results of our experiments can be viewed
as providing indirect support for the assumed two-level
control scheme.
All
the
speciWc
hypotheses
formulated
in
Sect. ”Introduction” have been conWrmed in the experiments. In particular, adding a Wnger-pair from one hand to a
constant force production task performed by a Wnger-pair
from the other hand led to the disappearance of a within-ahand, two-Wnger synergy stabilizing the total force produced
by that hand. Along similar lines, removing a Wnger-pair
from one hand from a two-hand, four-Wnger force production
task led to the emergence of a within-a-hand two-Wnger
force stabilizing synergy. The phenomena of emerging and
disappearing synergies was not due to the bilateral, two-hand
nature of the tasks as shown in experiments where Wnger-pairs
were added or removed keeping the force production task
to Wngers of one hand only.
While practice can indeed lead to learning eVects and
changes in multi-Wnger force stabilizing synergies, we do
not believe that our results were in any major way aVected

Discussion
In Sect. ”Introduction”, we formulated a set of speciWc
hypotheses based on a general hypothesis that the CNS is
able to organize force-stabilizing synergies at only the
upper level of a control hierarchy (Gorniak et al. 2007). To
test the hypotheses, we designed a task that was expected to
involve a two-level hierarchy; that is a two-hand, fourWnger accurate force production task. Since the structure of
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(highly practiced) and those that are novel and have to be
assembled by the CNS based on little practice (Gorniak
et al. 2007). While the CNS can indeed create novel synergies (Latash et al. 2001; Shim et al. 2003), it appears to be
unable to generate novel synergies at two hierarchical levels simultaneously unless given extensive amounts of practice (Kang et al. 2004). In the current study, we
purposefully used a very simple task, constant force production by a set of Wngers, but varied the involvement of
hands and Wnger-pairs to manipulate the hypothetical control scheme. In all conditions, as soon as a two-Wnger task
turned into a two-pair task, involving one or two hands, the
force-stabilizing synergies disappeared (Fig. 3). We interpret these observations as resulting from a change in the
control structure, namely an addition of a new hierarchically higher level that distributes the task between the
Wnger-pairs in addition to distributing each Wnger pair’s
action between the Wngers. An opposite eVect was also
observed: The emergence of a synergy when a two-pair
task turned into a one-pair task (Fig. 3).

by eVects of learning since such eVects are expected to
occur after numerous repetitions (Kang et al. 2004; Latash
et al. 2003). In our experiments, repetitions were relatively
few, and the random-blocked design also helped to avoid
learning eVects.
In the following discussion, we address a number of
issues related to the origin of such apparent emergence and
disappearance of synergies.
Hierarchical control of multi-element systems
Virtually all natural human motor actions involve redundant
sets of elements (Turvey 1990; Latash 1996). The concept
of hierarchical control in motor control (Bernstein 1947;
developed later by Gelfand and Tsetlin 1966) has been
viewed as a means of decreasing the number of variables
manipulated by the controller at each control level of a hierarchy thus alleviating the problem of motor redundancy.
However, the redundancy could not be completely eliminated by introducing control hierarchies, and the idea of
elimination of redundant degrees-of-freedom has dominated
over the past 50 years (Bernstein 1947, 1967; Turvey 1990;
Vereijken et al. 1992). In particular, optimization
approaches have been used to deWne unique solutions in a
variety of tasks (for a recent review see Prilutsky and Zatsiorsky 2002) including prehensile tasks (Zatsiorsky et al.
2002). These approaches, however, by their search for
unique optimal solutions, do not address issues of across trials variability, which are central to the notion of synergies.
An alternative approach has been formulated recently as
a principle of abundance (Gelfand and Latash 1998), which
states that the redundant elements participating in virtually
all natural motor actions are not eliminated but always used
in order to ensure both stability and Xexibility necessary for
successful actions in poorly predictable environments.
According to this approach, at each level of a hierarchy,
synergies are formed to produce a one-to-many mapping of
an input signal (task) to signals to individual elements
(eVectors). Such synergies can be revealed in co-variations
among elemental variables that stabilize or do not stabilize
the overall output of a set of elements (reviewed in Latash
et al. 2007).
The principle of abundance is readily compatible with
the idea of hierarchical control. At each level of the hierarchy, a one-to-many mapping ensures a Xexible combination
of output (elemental) variables that produces a required stable value of the total output of the system deWned by its
input. Such Xexibility has many advantages including a
possibility to perform several tasks simultaneously (cf.
principle of superposition reviewed in Zatsiorsky and
Latash 2004).
Previously, we have proposed that there could be two
types of synergies: those that are used in everyday actions

Good and bad variability in hierarchical control
Changes in force-stabilizing synergies with a change in the
number of Wnger-pairs involved in an accurate force production task may be interpreted using the notions of good
and bad variability. Consider the task of constant total force
production by two elements (for example, Wngers). In the
space of forces produced by each of the elements, a line
with a negative slope (solid line in Fig. 5a) corresponds to
perfect task execution. Hence, any variability of Wnger
forces that is limited to that line may be viewed as “good”
since it leads to no errors in the total force. Variability that
leads to deviations from the line (parallel to the dashed line
with a positive slope in Fig. 5a) is going to violate the total
force and in that sense may be addressed as “bad”. Since
the two lines are orthogonal, any distribution of data points
across trials may be described with two variability indices
corresponding to the variance along each of the two lines.
The earlier introduced deWnition of a force-stabilizing synergy corresponds to a situation when “good variance” is
larger than “bad variance” (VGOOD > VBAD), i.e., the two
forces co-vary negatively (see Latash et al. 2007).
The illustration in Fig. 5 suggests that a force-stabilizing
synergy depends on the relative magnitudes of two indices,
variability of the total force (VBAD) and variability that does
not aVect total force (VGOOD). Imagine now that a two-hand
synergy is organized to stabilize the total force (as in the
current study with two-hand force production). The presence of such a synergy means that VGOOD is substantially
larger than VBAD. Note that the magnitude of VGOOD is
higher when the range of changes in the forces produced by
individual hands in larger (panel b in Fig. 5). However, an
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Fig. 5 a An illustration of a
two-eVector force production
task. In the space of elemental
variable (forces produced by the
eVectors) the orientation of
“good” and “bad” variability are
shown, VGOOD and VBAD. b An
illustration of a two-hand force
production task, in which
VGOOD > VBAD. Note that variablity of individual hand forces
(illustrated for one of the hands)
reXects both VBAD and VGOOD.
c An illustration of a one-hand,
two-Wnger force production, in
which VGOOD = VBAD. Note that
VBAD corresponds to the variability in the force produced by
the hand (shown in panel c)

between the digits (von Schroeder and Botte 1993), as well
as by the multi-tendon, multi-digit extrinsic hand muscles.
The tendons from these muscles are known to transmit
forces among each other (Schieber et al. 2001). Motor unit
synchrony between the compartments of such muscles has
also been shown to contribute to simultaneous activation of
digits within a hand (Kilbreath and Gandevia 1994; Reilly
and Schieber 2003; Santello and Fuglevand 2004; Winges
et al. 2006). These mechanisms are expected to lead to positive co-variation of forces produced by individual digits of
a hand. As such, they are unlikely to lead to force-stabilizing synergies that require negative co-variation of Wnger
forces. Indeed, these mechanisms have to be overpowered
by synergy producing mechanisms.
The primary motor cortex (M1) is one of the most conspicuous structures potentially contributing to the formation of multi-digit synergies. Studies by the group of
Schieber (Schieber 1990, 2002; Schieber and Hibbard
1993; Schieber and Santello 2004) suggest that synergies
may be controlled by spatially scattered but physiologically
similar subsets of neurons within M1. The projections of
the corticospinal tract suggest that there may be a large
variety of muscle combinations that could be controlled by
subsets of neurons in M1 (Schieber and Santello 2004).
Such variety can help restore individuation of biomechanically coupled eVectors, in particular the individual Wngers
of the hand, and also to contribute to negative co-variation
of Wnger forces.
Other brain regions have been suggested as contributors
to both unimanual and bimanual multi-element actions.
These regions include but are not limited to the basal ganglia (Pollok et al. 2005), cerebellum (Haslinger et al. 2004;
Latash 1998; Nair et al. 2003), parietal cortex (DeWeerd

increase in the range of force produced by a hand by deWnition leads to an increase in its “bad variability” (panel c in
Fig. 5). Hence, the most straightforward method of creating
a two-hand force-stabilizing synergy, that is an increase in
its VGOOD is expected to be reXected in an increase in VBAD
for each of the participating Wnger-pairs. This may be
expected to result in a drop of the index of force-stabilizing
synergies for each Wnger-pair (each hand) as observed in
our experiments.
This simple analysis suggests that there is an inherent
trade-oV between synergies that stabilize the output of each
of the control levels in a hierarchy. This trade-oV can be
overcome if the controller manages to keep VGOOD relatively low at the higher level of the hierarchy while still
preserving the inequality VGOOD > VBAD. This may require
extensive practice as shown by one of the previous studies,
in which force-stabilizing synergies emerged after 3 days of
practice (Kang et al. 2004). However, it is possible that our
method of feedback to the subjects may have inXuenced the
trade-oV between synergies at the two hierarchical levels.
In the current experiment, subjects were presented with
total force feedback, not Wnger-pair feedback. It is feasible
that Wnger-pair feedback may result in synergies at the
Wnger-pair level. This hypothesis should be explored in
future experiments.
Possible mechanisms involved in synergies
Both biomechanical and neurophysiological factors can
potentially contribute to multi-Wnger synergies. With
respect to biomechanics, it is known that the digits within
the hand are coupled via multiple anatomical structures.
The digits are connected by soft tissues within the palm and
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Concluding comments

et al. 2003; Jeannerod et al. 1995; Kermadi et al. 2000; Nair
et al. 2003), prefrontal cortex (Kandel et al. 2000), premotor cortex (Cincotta et al. 2004; DeWeerd et al. 2003;
Haslinger et al. 2004), and the supplementary motor area
(Deiber et al. 1999; Jancke et al. 2000; Kandel et al. 2000;
Kermadi et al. 2000; Nair et al. 2003; Serrien et al. 2002).
Unfortunately, information on the role of these structures in
motor synergies is fragmented at best. Nevertheless, it is
feasible that motor synergies are organized by distributed
neuronal networks involving many of the mentioned structures.

The inability of the CNS to organize novel multi-Wnger
force production synergies simultaneously at two levels of
a control hierarchy has been conWrmed by this experiment,
independently of the number of hands used in a task. Further investigation into this phenomenon is needed since
these results are in conXict with studies on prehension
(Shim et al. 2005a; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003). The development of experiments analyzing novel two-hand prehension
are needed in order to reconcile the two seemingly disparate Wndings.

Transitions during a change in the control hierarchy
Acknowledgment The study was in part supported by NIH grants
AG-018751, NS-035032, and AR-048563.

Previous research by Li et al. (2002) demonstrated the existence of strong interaction eVects during tasks that began as
unimanual tasks and ended as bimanual tasks. In particular,
during the unimanual-to-bimanual transition, quick large
amplitude changes in force output of both hands were
found. Strong bimanual interactions in isometric tasks have
also been found by others (Carson 1995; Ferrand and Jaric
2006; Jaric et al. 2006). Li et al. (2002) have suggested that
the strong interaction eVects could be due to the minimization of secondary moments of force, that is, moments in the
frontal plane produced by the reactive forces and acting on
the body (Li et al. 1998, 2001; Zatsiorsky et al. 2000); however, it seems feasible that those eVects could also get contribution from changes in the control hierarchy as in the
current set of experiments.
Adding a Wnger-pair to or removing a Wnger-pair from a
set of Wngers involved in a constant force production task
was associated with poorly reproducible transient changes
in the total force that were accompanied by an increase in
force variability and a drop in all indices related to forcestabilizing synergies (Fig. 4). Such a drop has been interpreted in two ways in previous studies. One interpretation
is that the sudden weakening of the within-a-hand synergy
may represent a purposeful destabilization of the total
force in order to facilitate its adjustment (Kim et al. 2006;
Olafsdottir et al. 2007; Shim et al. 2005b). An alternative
interpretation is that the drop in the synergy index might
result from the combination of a high rate of force change
and timing errors in the forces produced by individual
Wngers (Goodman et al. 2005). The average delay between
the changes in the force produced by a pair of Wngers and
the changes in the index of force-stabilizing synergy computed for that pair was not signiWcantly diVerent from zero.
The large variability of the time delay between changes in
V and in the force produced by a Wnger-pair across subjects has suggested that, at least in some subjects, the
change in V reXected a feed-forward control process,
which is more in line with the former of the two suggested
interpretations.
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differently in different tasks. In particular, the one-hand task
was characterized by large intercompensated adjustments in
different contributors to the total moment of force, which
could be described as chain effects; such adjustments were
all but absent in the other conditions. The findings may be
interpreted within the framework of the reference configuration hypothesis, in which digit forces emerge due to the
discrepancies between the actual and the centrally defined
(reference) hand aperture.

Abstract We explored the action of digits during static
prehension tasks involving one hand or two hands of one or
two persons. Three hypotheses were tested: to prevent
slippage of the object, grip force and safety margin (SM)
would be largest in bimanual conditions, particularly
involving two persons; the distribution of tangential forces
would not differ among tested conditions, thus preserving
the vertical orientation of the object in a stereotypical way;
and the mechanical advantage of fingers would be used to
maintain rotational equilibrium. The multi-digit synergies
are discussed in the companion paper (Gorniak et al. 2009,
in review). The subjects held vertical one of the two handles, a narrow one and a wide one. They used the four
fingers of the right hand opposed by either the right hand
thumb, the left hand thumb, the left hand index finger, the
thumb of an experimenter, the index finger of an experimenter, or an inanimate object. Forces and moments of
force produced by each digit were recorded. The first two
hypotheses were falsified. Both grip force and SM were the
largest in the one-hand task, and they were the lowest for the
tasks involving two persons. The distribution of tangential
forces among fingers was significantly different in the onehand task. The mechanical advantage hypothesis was supported across all the tested conditions. The results suggest
that the neural controller uses a different strategy in the onehand task as compared to other tasks, while bimanual prehension involving two persons differs from one-person twohand tasks. The findings do not support a hypothesis that
normal (grip) forces are adjusted to ensure a particular value
of the SM. Maintaining rotational equilibrium was achieved

Keywords Prehension  Hierarchical control  Hand 
Bimanual actions  Biomechanics

Introduction
While interacting with the environment, we use both hands
to complete tasks everyday. In particular, the two hands can
be used together to statically hold an object such as a large
box or vase full of water. Coordination of grip force between
the two hands is necessary in order to prevent either slippage
or crushing of the object, while coordination of the vertical
forces and moments of force is necessary to counterbalance
the weight of the object and to prevent it from rotating. The
coordination of both grip forces (forces applied normal to
the object’s surface) and load bearing forces (forces applied
at a tangent to the object’s surface) forces has been studied
extensively for static (Jenmalm et al. 1998; Westling and
Johansson 1984; Shim et al. 2003, 2004a, 2005; Zatsiorsky
et al. 2003a, b) as well as dynamic unimanual and bimanual
tasks (Burstedt et al. 1997; Gao et al. 2005, 2006; Reinkensmeyer et al. 1992; Zatsiorsky et al. 2005, 2006).
The neural control of prehensile actions has been commonly considered as involving a two-level hierarchy. At the
upper level of the hierarchy the virtual finger (VF, an
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discrepancy between the RC and actual body configuration
leads to non-zero levels of muscle activation and active
force production. Thus, according to the RC hypothesis
grip forces emerge due to the discrepancies between the
actual and the centrally defined reference hand aperture.
The goal of the current study (see also the companion
paper, Gorniak et al. 2009) has been to investigate how
static prehension of a free object changes as different
effectors are used for the task. Here we investigate prehension using the four fingers of the right hand (index,
middle, ring, and little fingers forming a VF) in opposition
to one of the following effectors: the right thumb, left
thumb, left index finger, thumb of another person, index
finger of another person, and an immobile object. In this
paper, we describe the SM, forces, and moments of force
exerted by the two hands in the grasp plane, while in the
companion paper (Gorniak et al. 2009), we describe indices
of force and moment coordination using the concept of
synergies (reviewed in Latash et al. 2002, 2007). This study
may be seen as a further investigation into finger force and
moment of force sharing patterns in five-digit grasps (in
contrast to the two-digit grasps, Burstedt et al. 1997).
Based on the findings of Pataky et al. (2004), we
hypothesized that two-hand conditions would show larger
grip forces and SMs, due to subjects employing a ‘better
safe than sorry’ strategy to keep the handle from slipping
(referred to as Hypothesis 1). In contrast, we did not expect
the distribution of applied tangential (load bearing) forces
among the individual digits to change across tasks
(Hypothesis 2). We also hypothesized that the mechanical
advantage of fingers will be used to stabilize moment of
forces produced at the lower hierarchical level across all
tested digit configurations (Hypothesis 3). This hypothesis
is based on several studies showing that fingers with larger
lever arms (mechanical advantages) are used more than
fingers with smaller lever arms to ensure a required rotational action on the hand-held object (the mechanical
advantage hypothesis; Shim et al. 2004a, 2005; Zatsiorsky
et al. 2002).
In addition, we manipulated object width in this experiment with an underlying assumption that two-hand actions
are more natural for larger objects. This assumption is
based on studies that explored preferred grasping patterns
for objects of different size and weight (Cesari and Newell
1999, 2000). This was an exploratory manipulation.

imagined digit with the mechanical action equivalent to that
of the four fingers together) and thumb generate the
required mechanical action on the object, while at the lower
level, the individual digits produce the VF output (Arbib
et al. 1985; MacKenzie and Iberall 1994). Force and
moment of force production has been studied extensively
for unimanual prehension using this hierarchical scheme
(reviewed in Zatsiorsky and Latash 2008). Such a hierarchy
has also been proposed and studied for two-hand tasks for
bimanual force production on a fixed object (Gorniak et al.
2007a, b; Smits-Engelsman et al. 2004), but has not yet
been studied for bimanual prehension of a hand-held object.
One of the commonly used indices of performance in
prehensile tasks is safety margin (SM). SM is the magnitude of exerted normal force above the value at which the
object begins to slip (Pataky et al. 2004; Burstedt et al.
1999). Average SM for unimanual grip by young, healthy
persons ranges between 0.3 and 0.7 (Burstedt et al. 1999;
Pataky et al. 2004), while special populations, on average,
produce higher SM on similar objects (elderly: Cole et al.
1999; Shim et al. 2004b; stroke: Hermsdörfer et al. 2003;
multiple sclerosis: Marwaha et al. 2006). A study by
Burstedt et al. (1997) investigated how fingertip forces
exerted on a free object change when one hand or two
hands are used in a two-finger precision grip by one person
or shared between two people. They reported that SM did
not change across grip configurations, despite reliance on
different sources of sensory information associated with the
different grip configurations.
Previous studies have commonly viewed the coupling
between grip and load bearing forces as an example of
predictive control based on neural computation of the
requisite grip forces via internal models (Davidson and
Wolpert 2005; Flanagan and Wing 1997; Witney and
Wolpert 2007). The idea of neural computational processes
(internal models) leading to predictions of requisite forces
has been criticized based on theoretical and experimental
grounds (Ostry and Feldman 2003; Feldman and Latash
2005; Feldman et al. 1998; Yang et al. 2007). An alternative interpretation of the force coupling phenomena has
been developed based on the reference configuration
hypothesis (RC hypothesis) (Pilon et al. 2007). The RC
hypothesis suggests that neural control processes define
threshold values of muscle length for muscle activation
(thresholds of the tonic stretch reflex, see Feldman 1986),
while changes in mechanical variables, including forces,
occur as results of an interaction between the neural control
process and the external force field (reviewed in Feldman
and Levin 1995). For multi-joint systems, this is interpreted
as defining a reference body configuration corresponding to
centrally defined thresholds for activation of all the
involved muscles. Typically, the RC is not reached because
of anatomical and external force field constraints. The
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Methods
Participants
Five male and six female students served as subjects in this
study. Average data for the males were (mean ± SD):
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Y = 0.03 and 0.01 m; capital letters are used for coordinates
in the handle-based reference frame, Fig. 1). The center
points of the remaining two Nano-17 sensors were 0.01 and
0.03 below the midpoint (X = 0, Y = - 0.01 and -0.03 m)
of the handle, respectively. The Nano-25 sensor was located
at the midpoint of the handle (with respect to the X- and
Y-axes; X, Y = 0). The grip width of the handle (defined as
the distance between the contact surface of the Nano-25
sensor and the contact surfaces of the Nano-17 sensors along
the Z-axis of the handle) was set to two different values: 0.10
and 0.32 m, referred to as the narrow and wide configurations, respectively. The point Z = 0 was set as the point
halfway between the two sets of sensors. The centers of all
the sensors were within one plane referred to as the grasp
plane. A circular bulls-eye level with 2° tolerance was placed
on the upper surface of the handle (X, Z = 0). The mass of the
handle was 0.323 and 0.391 kg for the narrow and wide
configurations, respectively. Sandpaper (100-grit) was
attached to the contact surfaces of each sensor to increase the
friction between the digits and the transducers. The finger
pad–sandpaper coefficient of static friction was approximately 1.4 (Pataky et al. 2004). Transducer signals were
amplified and multiplexed using a customized conditioning
box (from ATI Industrial Automation) prior to being routed
to a 12-bit analog to digital converter (PCI-6031, National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). A customized Labview
program (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) was used
for data acquisition and customized MATLAB (Mathworks
Inc., Natick, MA, USA) programs were written for data
processing. Signals were sampled at 100 Hz.

26 ± 2 years of age, 1.77 ± 0.02 m in height, 77.7 ±
12.5 kg in mass, 20.2 ± 0.9 cm for right hand length,
8.7 ± 0.5 cm for right hand width, 20.2 ± 1.0 cm for left
hand length, and 8.9 ± 0.4 cm for left hand width. Average data for the females were: 28 ± 4 years of age,
1.69 ± 0.05 m in height, 62.7 ± 3.5 kg in mass, 18.6 ±
1.5 cm for right hand length, 7.8 ± 0.5 cm for right
hand width, 18.6 ± 1.1 cm for left hand length, and
7.9 ± 0.4 cm for left hand width. Hand length was measured as the distance from the tip of the distal phalanx of
digit three to the distal crease of the wrist with the hand in a
neutral flexion/extension pose. Hand width was measured
between the lateral aspects of the index and little finger
metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints. Handedness was
assessed by the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield 1971),
which ranges from a laterality quotient (LQ) of -100
(which indicates strong left-handedness) to ?100 (which
indicates strong right-handedness). All subjects were
strongly right-handed (LQ average = ?93.1) and had no
previous history of neuropathies or traumas to the upper
limbs. None of the subjects had a history of long-term
involvement in hand or finger professional activities such
as typing or playing musical instruments. All subjects gave
informed consent according to the procedures approved by
the Office of Regulatory Compliance of the Pennsylvania
State University.
Experimental setup
Five six-component force–moment transducers (four Nano17 and one Nano-25; ATI Industrial Automation, Garner,
NC, USA) were mounted on an aluminum handle that could
be adjusted with respect to grip width, see Fig. 1. The center
points of two of the Nano-17 sensors were 0.03 and 0.01 m
above the midpoint of the handle, respectively (X = 0,

Procedure
Subjects sat with an erect posture, arms unsupported, in a
chair facing the experimenter. Their upper arms were

di
dm
dr
dl

rth

rVF

Fig. 1 A schematic of the handle in the wide configuration. The
Nano-17 and Nano-25 sensors (shown as grey blocks) were attached
to vertical aluminum bars. A circular bulls-eye (white block) was
placed at the geometric center of the handle. The global reference

frame (X, Y, Z) of the handle is shown as well as the local axes of the
thumb and index sensors (xth, yth, zth and xi, yi, zi; respectively)
Moment arms for the normal (dj) and tangential (ri) moments are also
denoted
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Local forces and moments of force were computed within
sensor-based reference frames for individual sensors referred to as xj, yj, and zj (where j represents: th, i, m, r, and l refer
to the thumb, index, middle, ring, and little fingers, respectively). Note that the xth and zth axes are in the opposite
direction as compared to the axes of the finger sensors (xi and
zi). Net force and net moment of force data are reported in the
handle-based reference frame (X, Y, Z, see Fig. 1).
The position of the point of finger force application with
respect to the center of the surface of the corresponding
sensor is denoted as COPx and COPy, and was calculated
using the equations for the point of wrench application
(Zatsiorsky 2002). The values for COPy were used in
determining the moment arms for individual fingers (d, see
‘‘Model’’). Moments due to the normal forces acting on the
handle were calculated with respect to the geometric center
of the handle (X, Y, Z = 0). Moments produced by the
tangential forces were calculated with respect to an axis
corresponding to the balanced static moments of the handle
about the X-axis.

abducted at approximately 45° in the frontal plane, flexed
45° in the sagittal plane, and internally rotated approximately 30°. Each of the hands was in a neutral supination–
pronation position. The wrists were extended approximately 10° during each task. At the beginning of each trial,
the signals from each of the sensors were set to zero.
Subjects were instructed to not touch the handle during the
zeroing process.
Subjects were instructed to grasp the handle using one of
six different finger combinations (six for the narrow
configuration and five for the wide configuration). Finger combinations were: TR ? IMRLR, TL ? IMRLR,
TE ? IMRLR, IL ? IMRLR, IE ? IMRLR, Object ?
IMRLR; where T = thumb, I = index, M = middle,
R = ring, L = little fingers, and the subscripts denote the
hand to which the fingers belong (R = right, L = left,
E = experimenter). In the Object ? IMRLR condition, the
handle (in the upright position) was pressed against a large
flat inanimate object (with an approximate coefficient of
friction of 0.8) which had a level surface normal to the zaxis of the thumb sensor. Throughout the results section
and following figures, IMRLR will be referred to as VFR
for brevity. Note that the TR ? IMRLR configuration was
anatomically impossible for the wide configuration. Subjects were permitted to select comfortable postures of the
opposing hand during bimanual tasks (specifically,
TL ? IMRLR and IL ? IMRLR).
Once the handle was grasped, subjects were instructed to
statically hold the handle in the air without deviations from
the vertical (Y) axis, using the bulls-eye level as a feedback
device. Contact between the hands was not permitted. When
subjects reported that they were holding the handle as
instructed, data collection began. Subjects were given a
practice trial prior to testing each finger combination. During
data collection, signals were recorded for 10 s. After data
collection stopped, the experimenter retrieved the handle and
10 s of rest was given to the subject. A rest period of 3 min
was allowed between finger combinations and a 10-min rest
interval was given between testing blocks. The presentation
of tested finger combinations was block randomized, such
that handle width (narrow and wide) were the blocking
factors. Fifteen trials for each finger combination were collected. A total of 165 trials were performed by each subject.

Model
For an object in static equilibrium, two equations should be
T
Pn
Pn * q
T
~p
satisfied:
p¼1 F ¼ ½0; W; 0 and
q¼1 M ¼ ½0; 0; 0 ;
where W is the weight of the object. For this study, we have
chosen to focus on the constraints that satisfy these two
equations in the grasp (Y - Z) plane.
1.

2.

3.

Data analysis
The data were processed off-line using customized MATLAB software (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). The
force and moment data were low-pass filtered at 10 Hz
using a second order, zero-lag Butterworth filter. Data from
the interval 5–6 s from each trial were considered during
all analyses; all subjects in all conditions held the handle
steadily within that time interval.
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The sum of normal (grip) forces of the individual
fingers (along the Z-axis) on the object should be equal
and opposite to the normal force of the thumb.
n
n
Z
Z
0 ¼ FVF
 FTH
¼ FVF
 FTH

ð1Þ

Z
FVF

ð2Þ

¼

Fiz

þ

Fmz

þ

Frz

þ

Flz

The sum of the vertical tangential forces of the
individual fingers and of the thumb (load bearing
forces; along the Y-axis) should be equal to the weight
of the object.
t
t
Y
Y
W ¼ FVF
þ FTH
¼ FVF
þ FTH

ð3Þ

Y
FVF
¼ Fiy þ Fmy þ Fry þ Fly

ð4Þ

The moment of normal forces (moment due to forces
acting along the Z-axis) produced by the individual
fingers and the thumb (or another opposing effector) is
defined as:
n
n
n
n
þ MTH
¼ FVF
dVF þ FTH
dTH
M n ¼ MVF

ð5Þ

n
n
MVF
¼ FVF
dVF ¼ Fiz di þ Fmz dm þ Frz dr þ Flz dl

ð6Þ

The moment of tangential forces (moment due to
forces acting along the Y-axis) produced by the
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individual fingers and the thumb (or another opposing
effector) is defined as:

5.

t
t
t
t
þ MTH
¼ FVF
rVF þ FTH
rTH
M t ¼ MVF

ð7Þ

t
t
¼ FVF
rVF ¼ Fiy ri þ Fmy rm þ Fry rr þ Fly rl
MVF

ð8Þ

(ANOVAs) were performed on the force and moment of
force data with the factors: Finger Configuration (six levels
for the narrow handle width and five levels for the wide
handle width; TR ? VFR, TL ? VFR, TE ? VFR,
IL ? VFR, IE ? VFR, Object ? VFR), Width (two levels;
narrow and wide), and Finger (four levels; one for each of
the single digits of VFR involved in the task). A random
factor of Subject (ten levels; one for each subject) was also
used in the statistical analyses; however, significant effects
of this factor are not necessarily interpretable and thus not
presented in this paper. Post hoc pair-wise comparisons
were performed using Tukey’s tests and Bonferroni statistics to analyze significant effects of ANOVAs. Safety
margin data were subjected to Fisher z-transformation to
mitigate the ceiling effects inherent to this variable. Nontransformed data are presented in the figures to avoid
confusion.

The total moment in the grasp plane (about the X-axis)
should be equal to zero.
M TOT ¼ M n þ M t ¼ 0;

ð9Þ

where F represents force; M is moment of force; W the
weight of the object; r the moment arm along the Z-axis;
d the moment arm along the Y-axis; the superscripts n
and t refer to moments produced by normal and
tangential forces, respectively; the subscripts VF, TH,
i, m, r, and l refer to the virtual finger, thumb, index,
middle, ring, and little fingers, respectively.
The SM has been defined in literature (Johansson and
Westling 1984; Burstedt et al. 1999; Pataky et al. 2004) as:
SM ¼

ðF z  jF y j=ls Þ
;
Fz

Results

ð10Þ

This section is organized in the following way. Results are
presented for SM, normal forces (Fn), tangential forces
(Ft), moments due to the normal forces (Mn), moments due
to the tangential forces (Mt), and total moment (MTOT).
Note that positive moment values indicate rotational effort
towards the opposing effector in the grasp plane (pronation) while negative moment values indicate rotational
effort towards the VF in the grasp plane (supination). In
describing the data for each of these variables, we describe
the tasks at two levels: the VF–TH level and the IF level.
At the VF–TH level, the VF and the opposing effector
together are considered as a unit; while at the IF level, the
four fingers of the right hand are considered as a unit. For
the sake of brevity, here we present the data at the VF–TH
level for SM, Fn, and Ft (the results related to Hypothesis
#1) and at the IF level for Ft, Mn, Mt, and MTOT (the results
related to Hypotheses #2 and #3). A summary of main
results can be found in Table 1 and a summary of the
ANOVA findings can be found in Table 2. In the following
sections, a detailed description of the data and statistical
analyses related to these effects are presented. The
remainder of results at both the VF–TH and IF levels, not
specifically related to Hypotheses 1–3, have been included
for the sake of completeness and can be found in
‘‘Appendix’’.
Since the TR ? VFR condition was not possible for the
wide configuration (see ‘‘Methods’’), two sets of mixed
effects ANOVAs were performed to analyze the effects of
finger configuration. ANOVA-1 refers to analysis of all
finger configurations except TR ? VFR (for both the narrow and wide handle widths) with the factors Width and
Finger Configuration. ANOVA-2 refers to analysis of all

where ls is the coefficient of static friction between the
finger pad and sandpaper interface. Thus, the maximum
value for SM is unity if no tangential force (Fy) is exerted
on the object and the minimum value for SM is zero if just
enough force is exerted on the object to prevent slipping.
Resultant normal force (FR) was defined as the difference
between the grip forces (along the Z-axis) produced by the
VF and the corresponding opposing effector (TR, TL, TE, IL,
IE, or Object; depending on the task conditions), such that
positive FR was always directed towards the opposing
effector (?Z, see Fig. 1). Total grip force (FGRIP) was defined
as the sum of the grip force magnitudes produced by the VF
and the opposing effector. Total vertical tangential force
(FTAN) was defined as the sum of the tangential forces (along
the Y-axis) produced by the VF and the opposing effector.
Levels of analysis
Analysis of the biomechanical variables were performed at
two hierarchical levels: the IF level and the VF–TH level.
At the IF level, the outputs of fingers within the VF are
analyzed (namely IMRLR). This output includes: normal
forces of individual digits (Fzj ; j = i, m, r, and l), tangential
forces of individual digits (Fyj ), and the moments produced
by these forces (Mnj and Mtj). At the VF–TH level, the output
of the VF and opposing effector are analyzed. This output
includes: FGRIP, FTAN, Mn, Mt, and MTOT (see Eqs. 1–9).
Statistics
The data are presented in the text and figures as means and
standard errors. Mixed model analyses of variance
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Overall, SM showed the following systematic differences
across the conditions (panel a, Fig. 2): it was the highest
for the five-digit grasp by one hand (TR ? VFR) and the
lowest for the two conditions with the experimenter providing the opposing force to the VF of the subject
(IE ? VFR and TE ? VFR). Panel a of Fig. 2 shows the SM
results across all conditions; white bars show the data for
conditions tested using the narrow handle while gray bars
show the data for the wide handle. There was a nearly twofold difference in the values of SM between the TR ? VFR
condition and both of the IE ? VFR and TE ? VFR conditions. These differences were confirmed using ANOVA-1
and ANOVA-2; main effects of Finger Configuration
(F4,85 = 96.09, P \ 0.001 and F5,45 = 74.34, P \ 0.001,
respectively) were found without an effect of Width and no
interactions. Pair-wise post hoc Tukey tests revealed that
SM for TR ? VFR was the largest among all finger configurations and that SM for TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR was
significantly smaller than SM for each of the other finger
configurations, while they were not different from each
other.

Table 1 Summary of the mechanical output
Variable

Level

Result

Fn

VF–TH

–

IF

I [ M, R [ L

VF–TH

–

IF

I[R[M[L

VF–TH

–

IF

|I| [ |L| [ |R| [ |M|

Ft
Mn
Mt
MTOT

VF–TH

VF [ OE

IF

|I| [ |M|, |R| [ |L|

VF–TH

VF [ OE

IF

|I| [ |M|, |R| [ |L|

Inequality relationships among effectors at the two hierarchical levels
(VF–TH and IF) are shown. Variables Fn, Ft, Mn, Mt, and MTOT refer
to: normal force, tangential force, moment of normal forces, moment
of tangential forces, and total moment of force, respectively
VF virtual finger, OE oppsing effector, I index, M middle, R ring, L
little fingers

finger configurations (including TR ? VFR) possible for
the narrow handle width only; hence, ANOVA-2 involves
only the Finger Configuration factor, but not the Width
factor.

Normal forces (Fn)
Analysis at the VF–TH level

Safety margin
In this section, we analyse how the normal forces of the VF
and opposing effector changed across the experimental
conditions. In general, the resultant normal force (FR) was
quite small (0.12 ± 0.11 N) across all conditions and

Here we present the results of analysis of the SM; specifically, we were interested whether SM changed with the
number of persons in a task, consistent with Hypothesis 1.
Table 2 Summary of
ANOVAs

Variable

Level

Result

SM

VF–TH
IF

TR ? VFR [ TL, IL, Object ? VFR [ TE, IE ? VFR
–

Fn

VF–TH

N\W
TR ? VFR [ TL, IL, Object ? VFR [ TE, IE ? VFR
N\W

IF
Significant inequality
relationships among levels of
factors tested at the two
hierarchical levels (VF–TH and
IF) are shown. Variables Fn, Ft,
Mn, Mt, and MTOT refer to:
normal force, tangential force,
moment of normal forces,
moment of tangential forces,
and total moment of force,
respectively
N narrow handle width, W wide
handle width; TR ? VFR,
TL ? VFR, TE ? VFR,
IL ? VFR, IE ? VFR, and
Object ? VFR and the six
respective finger configurations
(as presented in ‘‘Methods’’)

123

TR ? VFR [ TL, IL, Object ? VFR [ TE, IE ? VFR
Ft

VF–TH

N\W
TR ? VFR [ TE, IE, TL, IL ? VFR [ Object ? VFR
N\W

IF
n

|M |

VF–TH

TR ? VFR [ TL, IL, Object ? VFR [ TE, IE ? VFR

IF

N\W

VF–TH

N\W

TR ? VFR [ TL, IL, Object ? VFR [ TE, IE ? VFR
|Mt|

TE, IE ? VFR [ TL, IL ? VFR [ TR, Object ? VFR
|M

TOT

|

IF

N\W

VF–TH

N[W
TR, Object ? VFR [ TE, IE TL, IL ? VFR

IF

NT \ W
R,
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A

A

0.8

8

0.6

6

Fn (N)

SM (--)

10

NARROW
WIDE

1.0

0.4

4

0.2

2

0

0

B

B
2.5

20

2.0

Ft (N)

15

FGRIP (N)

NARROW
WIDE

10

1.5

1.0

5
0.5

0

TR + VFR
TL + VFR

TE + VFR
IL + VFR

0

IE + VFR

TR + VFR

Obj + VFR

TL + VFR

TE + VFR
IL + VFR

IE + VFR
Obj + VFR

Fig. 2 The safety margin (SM, a, dimensionless) and grip force
(FGRIP, b) for the narrow (white bars) and wide (gray bars) handle
widths. The data averaged across all subjects with standard error bars
are shown. The abscissa shows finger configurations; T thumb, I index
finger, Obj inanimate object, subscripts R and L refer to the right and
left hands, subscript E refers to the experimenter

Fig. 3 The normal force (Fn, a) and tangential force (Ft, b) of the
virtual finger of the right hand (VFR) for the narrow (white bars) and
wide (gray bars) handle widths. The data averaged across all subjects
with standard error bars are shown. Abbreviations are the same as in
Fig. 2

subjects, as could be expected from the constraints of
statics; thus we have chosen to not analyze it further.
However, total grip force (FGRIP, defined as the sum of the
grip force magnitudes produced by the VF and the
opposing effector) was considered across all tested conditions and subjects. Overall, FGRIP depended on the number
of persons involved in a given task. Configurations in
which digits from an experimenter were used resulted in
the lowest FGRIP values as compared to all other finger
configurations while it was the highest for the five-digit
grasp by one hand, similar to the SM results. Handle width
also significantly affected these results; grip forces exerted
on the narrow handle were smaller than those for the wide
handle over the sets of finger combinations used for both
handle width values, i.e. excluding the TR ? VFR condition. Panel b of Fig. 2 shows the FGRIP results across all
tested conditions, for both the narrow (white bars) and wide

(gray bars) handle configurations. The results were confirmed using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2; main effects of
Width (F1,81 = 14.6, P \ 0.005) and Finger Configuration
(F4,81 = 81.83, P \ 0.001 and F5,45 = 108.38, P \ 0.001,
respectively) were found with no interactions. Pair-wise
Tukey tests revealed that FGRIP was largest for the
TR ? VFR condition and smallest for the TE ? VFR and
IE ? VFR conditions.
Separate analysis of the VF normal force (Fn) is not
presented as it was very close to 50% of FGRIP since the
resultant normal force was close to zero. The data show
that the Fn output of VFR depended on the number of
persons in the task, just like the FGRIP results. This pattern
is shown in panel a of Fig. 3. Figure 3 illustrates Fn and Ft
output of the VF in all finger configurations averaged
across all subjects for the narrow (white bars) and wide
(gray bars) handle widths.
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Analysis at the IF level

findings were confirmed using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2;
main effects of Width (F1,81 = 350.05, P \ 0.001) and
Finger Configuration (F4,81 = 14.58, P \ 0.001 and
F5,45 = 26.49, P \ 0.001) were found with no interactions.
Pair-wise Tukey tests confirmed that Ft of VFR was the
smallest for Object ? VFR and the narrow handle width
conditions while it was the largest for the TR ? VFR
condition.

Please see the Appendix.
Tangential forces (Ft)
Analysis at the VF–TH level
In this section, we examine whether or not the tangential
force produced by the VF and opposing effector changed
across experimental conditions; in particular, whether the
sharing of the load-resisting force remained the same
across the tasks as suggested by Hypothesis 2. In general,
total load force (FTAN) was not significantly different from
the weight of the handle in either the narrow or wide
configurations (mean resultant FTAN = 0.01 ± 0.05 N).
This is consistent with the assumption that the handle was
held statically.
Overall, the tangential force output (Ft) of the virtual
finger was smallest when the object was supported by an
inanimate object and when subjects used the narrow handle. Panel b of Fig. 3 illustrates this assertion. These

A

n

F (N)

4.0

t

F (N)

C

Narrow Conditions

Analysis at the IF level
In this section, the tangential forces produced by the
individual fingers within the VF are analyzed across all
tested conditions. Examination of the individual finger
forces within VFR revealed that IR produced the largest Ft
compared to each of the other fingers in VFR across all
tested finger configurations and handle widths, as shown in
panels c and d of Fig. 4. Panel c shows the contribution
of the individual fingers to the Ft output of VFR for
the narrow handle while panel d shows the contribution of
the individual fingers for the wide handle conditions.
Handle width also had a significant effect, such that

B

3.5

3.5

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

D

1

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0

0

TE + VFR
TL + VFR

IL + VFR

-0.2
IE + VFR
Obi + VFR

Fig. 4 The normal force (Fn) and tangential force (Ft) for individual
fingers within the virtual finger of the right hand (VFR) are shown
across all finger configurations. a Fn for the narrow handle. b Fn for
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I
M
R
L

1

0.8

-0.2 T + VF
R
R

Wide Conditions

4.0

TE + VFR
TL + VFR

IE + VFR
IL + VFR

Obi + VFR

the wide handle. c Ft for the narrow handle. d Ft for the wide handle.
The data averaged across all subjects with standard error bars are
shown. Abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 2
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Ft(narrow) \ Ft(wide). These effects were supported by
ANOVA-1 with the additional factor Finger. Statistically
significant effects of Width (F1,351 = 60.88, P \ 0.001)
and Finger (F3,351 = 92.43, P \ 0.001) were found with
no interactions. Pair-wise Tukey tests also confirmed that
Ft(IR) [ Ft(RR) [ Ft(MR) [ Ft(LR).
When all six finger configurations were considered for
the narrow handle, a similar pattern of Ft sharing among
the four fingers of VFR was found except in the case of
TR ? VFR, as shown in panel c of Fig. 4. In this panel, it
is shown that the Ft output by IR does not appear to be
significantly different from zero. These results were
analyzed using ANOVA-2 with the additional factor
Finger. Significant effects of Finger Configuration
(F5,207 = 3.62, P \ 0.005), Finger (F3,207 = 18.56,
P \ 0.001), and the interaction Finger 9 Finger Configuration (F12,207 = 4.83, P \ 0.001) were found. Pair-wise
Tukey tests found that Ft(IR) [ Ft(RR) [ Ft(MR) [ Ft(LR),
consistent with the results of ANOVA-1. Pair-wise analysis
did not show statistically significant differences among
finger configurations despite a trend towards
Ft(TR ? VFR) \ Ft (all other finger configurations), in
contrast to expectations based on panel c of Fig. 4. The
interaction Finger 9 Finger Configuration showed that the
output of IR in the TR ? VFR configuration was significantly smaller that IR output in all other tested finger
configurations.

mechanical advantage, consistent with Hypothesis 3. This
analysis revealed that IR contributed to |Mn(VFR)| more than
other fingers. Figure 5 shows the contribution of individual
finger moments of force to the total output of VFR for Mn,
Mt, and MTOT; the data illustrating Mn for the individual
finger are shown in panels a and b. It was also found that
finger configurations IE ? VFR and TE ? VFR showed
generally smaller |Mn| across fingers in VFR as compared to
TR ? VFR. This was tested using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA2 with the additional factor Finger. Main effects of Width
(F1,346 = 8.73,
P \ 0.005),
Finger
Configuration
(F4,346 = 41.84, P \ 0.001 and F5,207 = 55.2, P \ 0.001),
Finger (F3,346 = 328.07, P \ 0.001 and F3,207 = 255.55,
P \ 0.001), and the interaction Finger 9 Finger Configuration (F12,346 = 9.63, P \ 0.001 and F15,207 = 13.3,
P \ 0.001) were found. Pair-wise post hoc Tukey tests
revealed that |Mn(narrow)| \ |Mn(wide)| and |Mn(IR)| [
|Mn(LR)| [ |Mn(RR)| [ |Mn(MR)|. The interaction Finger 9 Finger Configuration showed that |Mn(IR)| was
smallest for the TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR conditions and
largest for the TR ? VFR condition.

Moment produced by normal forces (Mn)

Analysis at the IF level

In general, the moment of grip forces (Mn) was not
significantly different from zero (mean Mn =
-0.005 ± 0.002 Nm); whereas the moment of tangential
forces (Mt), and total moment (MTOT) were small but significantly less than zero (mean Mt = - 0.014 ± 0.003 Nm,
mean MTOT = - 0.019 ± 0.002 Nm; the negative sign
denotes a supination moment). The rather small non-zero
MTOT was likely related to two factors, possible deviations
of the handle from the vertical and errors in the sensor
readings. Generally, Mn contributed to 45 and 16% of
MTOT at the VF–TH and IF levels, respectively.

Next, we analyze how moment of tangential force was
shared among fingers within VFR. Examination of Mt
produced by the individual fingers within the VFR revealed
that IR contributed to Mt more so than other fingers whereas
LR contributed the least. Panels c and d of Fig. 5 illustrate
the contribution of individual finger moments of force to
the total output of Mt(VFR). Panel c shows the contribution
of the individual fingers to the Mt output of VFR for the
narrow handle while panel d shows the contribution of the
individual fingers for the wide handle conditions. Handle
width was confirmed to be significant, such that |Mt(narrow)| \ |Mt(wide)|. This was found using ANOVA-1 and
ANOVA-2 with the additional factor of Finger. Main
effects of Width (F1,346 = 1042.41, P \ 0.001), Finger
(F3,346 = 71.8, P \ 0.001 and F3,207 = 35.61, P \ 0.001),
and the interaction Width 9 Finger (F3,346 = 20.76,
P \ 0.001) were found. Pair-wise Tukey tests confirmed
|Mt(IR)| [ |Mt(MR)|, |Mt(RR)| [ |Mt(LR)|. The Width 9
Finger interaction from ANOVA-1 indicated that
|Mt(IR)| [ |Mt(RR)| and |Mt(LR)| for the narrow conditions
while |Mt(IR)| [ |Mt(MR)| and |Mt(RR)| [ |Mt(LR)| for the
wide conditions.

Moment produced by tangential forces (Mt)
Analysis at the VF–TH level
Please see the Appendix.

Analysis at the VF–TH level
Please see the Appendix.
Analysis at the IF level
At this level of analysis, the results of |Mn(VFR)| are analyzed for individual fingers within VFR. More specifically,
we tested whether the sharing of the total moment of normal
forces among the four fingers followed the principle of
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Fig. 5 The moment of normal force (Mn), moment of tangential
forces (Mt), and total moment of force (MTOT) for individual fingers
within the virtual finger of the right hand. a Mn for the narrow handle.
b Mn for the wide handle. c Mt for the narrow handle. d Mt for the

wide handle. e MTOT for the narrow handle. f MTOT for the wide
handle. The data averaged across all subjects with standard error bars
are shown. Abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 2

Total moment of force (MTOT)

mechanical advantage of fingers was used, consistent with
Hypothesis 3. Examination of the total moments of force
produced by individual fingers within the VFR revealed
that IR contributed the most to MTOT(VFR) while LR contributed the least. Panels e and f of Fig. 5 show the
contribution of individual finger moments of force to
MTOT(VFR). Panel e shows the contribution of the individual fingers to the MTOT output of VFR for the narrow
handle while panel f shows the contribution of the individual fingers for the wide handle conditions. Handle width

Analysis at the VF–TH level
Please see the Appendix.
Analysis at the IF level
Lastly, we analyzed how total moment of force was shared
among fingers within VFR and whether or not the
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was found to be significant, such that |MTOT (narrow)| \ |MTOT (wide)|. This was confirmed by ANOVA-1
with the additional factor of Finger. Main effects of Width
(F1,346 = 618.23, P \ 0.001), Finger (F3,346 = 369.9,
P \ 0.001), and the interaction Width 9 Finger (F3,351 =
45.3, P \ 0.001) were found. Pair-wise Tukey tests
revealed that |MTOT(IR)| [ |MTOT(MR)|, |MTOT(RR)| [
|MTOT(LR)|. The interaction Width 9 Finger indicates that
|MTOT(IR)| [ |MTOT(MR)|, |MTOT(RR)|, |MTOT(LR)| for both
the narrow and wide handles, while |MTOT(MR)| [
|MTOT(LR)| and |MTOT(RR)| [ |MTOT(LR)| was true only for
the wide handle.
Further analysis of narrow handle width conditions,
indicated that individual finger contributions to
|MTOT(VFR)| was largest when one hand was used in the
task (TR ? VFR and Object ? VFR) and lowest when fingers from an experimenter were used (TE ? VFR and
IE ? VFR). It was also found that IR contributed the most
to |MTOT(VFR)|. These findings are illustrated in panel e of
Fig. 5 and were confirmed using ANOVA-2 with the
additional factor Finger. Main effects of Finger Configuration (F5,207 = 15.09, P \ 0.001), Finger (F3,207 =
343.8, P \ 0.001), and the interaction Finger 9 Finger
Configuration (F15,207 = 4.18, P \ 0.001) were found.
Pair-wise Tukey tests showed that the finger configurations
TR ? VFR and Object ? VFR had the largest |MTOT(VFR)|,
particularly compared to TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR. The
interaction Finger 9 Finger Configuration showed that
|MTOT(IR)| was smallest for the TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR
conditions.

Safety margin and grip force in one- and two-person
tasks
In our experiment, both SM and grip force produced by the
VF were highest in the unimanual prehension task and
lowest in the two-person prehension tasks. This finding was
in direct conflict with our initial hypothesis. We had
assumed that the uncertainty in force production between
the two individuals participating in the given task would
result in an increase in the grip force output (and the
resulting SM) to ensure that the object would not slip. Note
that our observations are in an apparent conflict with a
report by Burstedt et al. (1997) who studied two-digit
precision grip and found no changes in the SM when the
number of hands involved in the task changed.
It is possible that the difference between the results of the
two studies reflects the differences in how the hand deals
with the main constraints of statics in two-digit precision
grip and in five-digit cylindrical grip. In particular, changes
in the sharing pattern of the normal force among the four
fingers in the five-digit grip allow the point of application of
the VF normal force to move within a rather large range.
This allows the use of a broad range of solutions for the
rotational constraint (Eq. 9 in ‘‘Methods’’). In contrast, in
precision grip, the range of lever arm changes of the normal
VF force is limited by a few millimeters, an order of
magnitude smaller than in the five-digit grip. This limits the
range of solutions for the equations of statics and results in
more stereotypical solutions that become independent of the
number of hands or persons participating in the task.
Changes in the normal VF force across the tasks in our
experiments may reflect the trade-off between ensuring
secure grip and close to zero resultant force. When the
subject was certain in the amount of force produced by the
opposing effector and in variations of this force (for
example in the most common one-hand task) he or she
applied large normal forces. When the opposing effector
was less predictable, applying too much force could be
expected to lead to a proportional increase in force variability (reviewed in Newell and Carlton 1993) and cause
substantial deviations of the resultant force from zero.
Although the inanimate object’s mechanical action in
response to changes in the VF force was perfectly predictable (because of the Newton’s Third Law), even better
predictable than that of the thumb of the same hand, subjects applied higher normal forces with the four fingers
when acting against the inanimate object as compared to
acting against the right thumb. The inanimate opposing
effector showed similar SM and normal force to those
shown by the thumb and index finger of the subject’s other
hand; these forces were larger than those produced in trials
with the experimenter’s thumb. The results suggest that the
CNS varies the grip force magnitude based on two factors,

Discussion
In ‘‘Introduction’’, we formulated three hypotheses, and
two of them have been falsified in this experiment. First,
we hypothesized that two-hand conditions would show
larger grip forces and safety margins. The results were
exactly opposite showing the largest SMs for the one-hand
condition. In contrast to our second hypothesis, there were
substantial differences in the distribution of the tangential
forces between the VF and the opposing effector across
tasks. The third hypothesis on the role of the mechanical
advantage of fingers in the production of moments of force
has been confirmed: The index and little fingers, on average, produced larger magnitudes of the moment of force
than the middle and ring fingers. There were substantial
differences across the conditions; in particular, the unimanual prehension condition showed patterns that differed
from the other conditions for most of the analyzed
mechanical variables. Further, we discuss implications of
these findings for the one-hand and two-hand static prehensile tasks.
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task components across the fingers. In other tasks, the
fingers were used in a more uniform, stereotypical way. We
address this hypothesis in more detail in the companion
paper (Gorniak et al. 2009).

ensuring sufficient SM and predictability of the opposing
effector’s force. With respect to the second factor, the
thumb of the same hand was trusted most to produce
exactly the required opposing force to the VF force
resulting in the highest SM, the digits of the other hand
were trusted on par with the Third Newton’s Law, and
digits of another person were the least trustworthy.

Keeping rotational equilibrium
Although the magnitudes of the total moment of force were
relatively low, they could show significant deviations from
zero and significant differences across the conditions
Fig. 6c, see Appendix). All the subjects showed a tendency
to produce a net supination total moment of force, particularly in the trials with the narrow handle. Note that the
vertical orientation of the object was part of the task, but
the subjects could tilt it slightly given the accuracy (2°) of
the level that served as the visual feedback.
The one-hand condition was different from other conditions in this task component as well. In particular, subjects
produced a non-zero moment of the normal forces into
pronation and a non-zero moment of tangential forces into
supination in the one-hand condition. In all other conditions
with the narrow handle, there was a tendency of producing
supination moments by both normal and tangential forces.
The presence of the apparent compensation between the two
moment components in the one-hand conditions and its
absence in the two-hand conditions corroborates our earlier
hypothesis on more variable sharing patterns used in the
most common one-hand tasks as compared to all other tasks
(see also the companion paper Gorniak et al. 2009).
Analysis of the rotational equilibrium presents an
example of balanced adjustments of the outputs of different
contributors to the moment of force applied to the handle.
Such adjustments have been described as chain effects,
cause-consequence pairs related to constraints of statics
(reviewed in Zatsiorsky and Latash 2004, 2008). For
example, the fingers of the right hand produced a smaller
total tangential force in the one-hand task as compared to all
other tasks (Fig. 3b). Since the total load-resisting force had
to be equal to the weight of the object, this means that the
thumb produced higher tangential force in the one-hand
tasks leading to a non-zero moment of tangential forces into
supination (Fig. 6b). To keep the object from rotating, this
moment had to be counterbalanced by a non-zero moment
of normal forces into pronation (Fig. 6a). This was achieved
by the disproportionally large normal force produced by the
index finger in the one-hand condition (Fig. 4a).
The more pronounced balanced adjustments in the onehand condition may be due to different roles of feed-forward and sensory-based feedback mechanisms of
adjustments in mechanical variables. Studies by Johansson
and colleagues (Johansson 1996, 1998, 2002; Johansson
and Westling 1984, 1987) have emphasized the importance
of afferent-based feedback for adjustments of hand action.

Coordination of normal and tangential digit forces
Many studies have reported parallel changes in the normal
and tangential forces during object manipulation tasks. In
particular, changes in the normal force are commonly seen
prior to an expected change in the tangential (load) force
during object lifting (Johansson and Westling 1984), rotation (Gao et al. 2006), and other actions (Flanagan and
Wing 1993, 1995; Flanagan and Tresilian 1994; Kinoshita
et al. 1996). In the cited studies, the magnitude of the normal force adjustment scaled with the expected magnitude of
the load force. These studies have resulted in a hypothesis
that normal (grip) forces are adjusted to ensure a particular
value of the SM (Burstedt et al. 1997; Pataky et al. 2004).
Some of our results do not comply with this hypothesis.
In particular, at the VF–TH level, the VF produced the
highest normal force in the unimanual (TR ? IMRLR)
condition. In contrast, the VF contribution to the total
tangential force was the smallest for the unimanual condition (Fig. 3, panels a, b). VF normal force was the
smallest for the conditions involving the experimenter,
while this was not true for the VF tangential force.
At the single-finger level, individual finger forces
showed sharing patterns that differed across conditions
such that the index finger produced most of the VF normal
force, particularly in the unimanual condition (Fig. 4a).
The sharing of the tangential force was dramatically different: The index finger produced virtually no tangential
force in the one-hand condition, while its contribution to
the total tangential force was higher than that of the other
fingers in all other conditions (Fig. 4c).
Earlier studies of five-digit prehension have come up
with a conclusion that the middle and ring fingers serve
mostly as the load-bearing fingers producing most of the
total tangential force, while the index and little fingers with
their larger moment arms for the normal forces served to
produce a required moment of force (Gao et al. 2006; Shim
et al. 2004a, 2005). Our results confirm this conclusion but
only for the one-hand conditions (see Fig. 4c). In all other
conditions, when the four fingers were opposed by an
unusual effector, the index and little fingers generated as
much tangential force as the middle and ring fingers. Based
on these results, one may offer a hypothesis that in the most
common, unimanual task the subjects use their fingers in a
more versatile way with a broader sharing of the different
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normal force action, XACT,1 and XACT,2 are actual coordinates along the same axis, and f1 and f2 are functions.
Control using Eq. 11 has certain advantages, such as the
equality of the magnitudes of the two opposing forces.
Control using Eqs. 12 and 13 requires using feedback
sensory signals (or additional position stabilizing
mechanical properties of the effectors) to adjust the two
opposing forces. Equations similar to Eqs. 11–13 can be
written for the tangential force and for the total moment of
force. In all cases, using a single controller leads to
adjustments of the forces and moments produced by the
opposing effectors that does not require using sensory
feedback for correction of control signals (RC). These
adjustments happen because of the mentioned action of the
tonic stretch reflex given a fixed RC value. Using two
controllers, as in Eqs. 12 and 13, requires using sensory
feedback to adjust reference positions of the two endeffectors (XREF,1 and XREF,2) based on, for example, cutaneous, subcutaneous, and/or proprioceptive information of
digit tip pressure (the importance of all these information
sources for adjustments of grip force has been emphasized
by Johansson 1996, 1998; Boudreau and Smith 2001). It is
also possible that such adjustments can be made using
visual information from the bull’s eye level. There may
also be moment-to-moment compensatory adjustments
among the digits. Such adjustments may rely on sensory
feedback (Todorov and Jordan 2002) or result from a
particular feed-forward organization of descending signals
(Goodman and Latash 2006). The issue of synergic digit
force adjustments is addressed in the companion paper
(Gorniak et al. 2009).

However, those studies focused mostly on effects of perturbation on the hand produced forces. Several recent
studies of unperturbed hand actions have emphasized an
important role of feed-forward mechanisms in stabilization
of mechanical variables produced by the hand (Goodman
and Latash 2006; Gorniak et al. 2008; Shapkova et al.
2008). Such mechanisms may be expected to dominate in
well practiced actions such as the one-hand task in our
experiments. All other tasks were rather novel and, as such,
they could be expected to use feedback sensory loops to
stabilize the handle (see Bernstein 1996). This is especially
true for two-person tasks when the two opposing effectors
were controlled by two central nervous systems.
Possible physiological mechanisms and relation to the
reference configuration hypothesis
We would like to use the framework of the equilibriumpoint hypothesis (Feldman 1966, 1986) and its more recent
development as the reference configuration (RC) hypothesis (Feldman and Levin 1995; Feldman et al. 2007) to
illustrate some of our conclusions. To remind, according to
the RC hypothesis, digit forces emerge as a result of a
discrepancy between a centrally defined RC of the hand and
its actual configuration (Pilon et al. 2007). The main
physiological mechanism that contributes to the force production is the tonic stretch reflex leading to active muscle
force, which is a monotonic function of the difference
between the reference (threshold) value of the muscle
length and its actual length (Matthews 1959; reviewed in
Feldman 1986). In particular, grip force results from a
difference between the reference aperture and actual aperture that cannot change because the grasped object prevents
the opposing digits from moving towards each other:
F G ¼ f ðAREF  AACT Þ;
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ð11Þ

where FG is grip force (equal in magnitude for each
effector), AREF is reference aperture, AACT is actual
aperture, and f is a function. This scheme works well for
a natural one-hand grasp. When an unusual pair of effectors
is involved in the action, control with reference aperture
may become impossible because the neural circuits
controlling each of the opposing effectors are either
completely independent (belonging to different persons)
or belonging to different hemispheres of the same brain. In
such a situation, reference positions of each of the two
effectors have to be specified independently of each other:


F n1 ¼ f1 XREF;1  XACT;1 ;
ð12Þ


n2
ð13Þ
F ¼ f2 XREF;2  XACT;2 ;

Appendix
In the Appendix, we present the results of analyses that
were not crucial for addressing the main hypotheses formulated in ‘‘Introduction’’. However, we believe that this
information may be useful and present it for the sake of
completeness.
Normal forces (Fn)
Analysis at the IF level
At this level of analysis, normal forces produced by individual fingers of the VF are examined across all tested
conditions. Analysis of the individual finger forces within
VFR revealed that IR produced larger Fn compared to each

where Fn1 and Fn2 are normal forces of the two effectors,
XREF,1 and XREF,2 are reference coordinates along the
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of the other fingers in VFR across all tested finger configurations and handle widths, as shown in panels a and b of
Fig. 4. Panel a shows the contribution of the individual
fingers to the Fn output of VFR for the narrow handle while
panel b shows the contribution of the individual fingers for
the wide handle conditions. When fingers of an experimenter were used in the tasks, the smallest values of Fn for
each of the individual fingers in VFR were produced.
Handle width was found to have a significant effect, such
that Fn(narrow) \ Fn(wide). These findings were confirmed using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2 with the additional
factor Finger. Main effects of Width (F1,351 = 17.15,
P \ 0.001), Finger Configuration (F4,351 = 66.69,
P \ 0.001 and F5,207 = 86.9, P \ 0.001), Finger
P \ 0.001
and
F3,207 = 82.23,
(F3,351 = 120.22,
P \ 0.001), and the interaction Finger 9 Finger Configuration (F12,351 = 3.69, P \ 0.001 and F12,207 = 6.23,
P \ 0.001) were found. Pair-wise Tukey tests showed that
Fn(IR) [ Fn(MR), Fn(RR) [ Fn(LR). Post hoc analysis also
confirmed the finger configurations TE ?VFR and
IE ? VFR having the smallest individual finger values of
all tested conditions while the finger configuration
TR ? VFR yielded the largest individual finger values. The
interaction term from ANOVA-1 highlighted the finding
that the output of both IR and MR was significantly lower in
the TE ?VFR and IE ? VFR conditions, compared to their
output in the TL ? VFR, IL ? VFR, and Object ? VFR
conditions. The interaction term from ANOVA-2 revealed
that the output for IR, MR, and RR was largest in the configuration TR ? VFR compared to all other finger
configurations

NARROW
WIDE

A 0.04

M n (Nm)

0.02
0
-0.02
-0.04
-0.06
-0.08

B

0.04

M t (Nm)

0.02
0
-0.02
-0.04
-0.06
-0.08

C 0.04

MTOT (Nm)

0.02

Moment produced by normal forces (Mn)

0
-0.02
-0.04

Analysis at the VF–TH level

-0.06

Here we address a question whether the moment of normal
forces changed across tested conditions; specifically whether it changed with the number of persons involved in a
task. The magnitude of the total moment of normal forces
(|Mn|) was not affected by any of the tested factors (Finger
Configuration or Width) in either ANOVA-1 or ANOVA-2
at the VF–TH level. The Mn data averaged across subjects
can be found in panel a of Fig. 6.
Overall, the magnitude of Mn produced by the virtual
finger (|Mn(VFR)|) changed with the number of persons
involved in a given task. In conditions in which digits from
an experimenter were used, smaller |Mn(VFR)| was produced as compared to all other finger configurations. Panel
a of Fig. 7 illustrates that |Mn(VFR)| is smallest for tasks
involving force production involving two persons for both
handle widths where white bars represent the narrow
handle data and gray bars represent wide handle data. The
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-0.08

TR + VFR

TE + VFR

TL + VFR

IE + VFR

IL + VFR

Obi + VFR

Fig. 6 The moment of normal force (Mn, a), moment of tangential
forces (Mt, b), and total moment of force (MTOT, c) are shown for the
narrow (white bars) and wide (gray bars) handle widths. The data
averaged across all subjects with standard error bars are shown.
Abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 2

data were analyzed using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2; a
main effect of Finger Configuration (F4,81 = 6.96,
P \ 0.001 and F5,45 = 15.22, P \ 0.001) were found.
Pair-wise Tukey tests revealed that |Mn(VFR)| was largest
for the finger configuration TR ? VFR and smallest for
TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR.
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(|Mt|) was largest when one hand was involved in the task
(Object ? VFR and TR ? VFR) and smallest when both the
right and left hands of one person were used (TL ? VFR
and IL ? VFR). Handle width was also found to have
significant effects, such that |Mt(narrow)| \ |Mt(wide)|.
Data for both the narrow (white bars) and wide handle
widths (gray bars) are illustrated in panel b of Fig. 6.
Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA-1 and
ANOVA-2; main effects of Width (F9,81 = 5.22, P \ 0.05)
and Finger Configuration (F4,81 = 4.75, P \ 0.005 and
F5,45 = 28.23, P \ 0.001) were found with no interactions,
respectively. Pair-wise post hoc Tukey tests revealed that
the magnitude of Mt was largest for the TR ? VFR and
Object ? VFR finger configurations but smallest for
TL ? VFR and IL ? VFR.
Further we analyzed how |Mt| was shared between the
thumb and VF. Analysis of the magnitude of Mt produced
by the virtual finger (|Mt(VFR)|) showed that this value
changed with the number of persons involved in a given
task. When digits from an experimenter were used,
|Mt(VFR)| was largest as compared to all other finger
configurations. In contrast, when only one hand was
involved in the task, |Mt(VFR)| was smallest. Width was
also determined to be significant, such that |Mt(narrow)| \ |Mt(wide)|. Panel b of Fig. 7 illustrates that
|Mt(VFR)| is highest for tasks involving force production
involving two persons, particularly for the wide handle
width. This was confirmed by ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2,
which showed main effects of Width (F1,81 = 11245.33,
P \ 0.001) and Finger Configuration (F4,81 = 17.42,
P \ 0.001 and F5,45 = 26.38, P \ 0.001) with no interactions. Pair-wise Tukey tests revealed that |Mt(VFR)| was
the lowest for the Object ? VFR and TR ? VFR configurations and largest for the TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR
configurations.

0.35
NARROW
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WIDE

M n (Nm)

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0
-0.05

B

0.35
0.30

M t (Nm)

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0

C

0.35

MTOT (Nm)

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05

Total moment of force (MTOT)

0

TR + VFR

TE + VFR

TL + VFR

IE + VFR

IL + VFR

Obi + VFR

Analysis at the VF–TH level

Fig. 7 The moment of normal force (Mn, a), moment of tangential
forces (Mt, b), and total moment of force (MTOT, c) produced by the
virtual finger of the right hand are shown for the narrow (white bars)
and wide (gray bars) handle widths. The data averaged across all
subjects with standard error bars are shown. Abbreviations are the
same as in Fig. 2

In this section, the total moment of force produced by the VF
and opposing effector is examined across all tested conditions. Overall, the magnitude of total moment of force
(|MTOT|) was largest when one hand performed the task
(Object ? VFR and TR ? VFR) compared to all other finger
configurations. It was also found that |MTOT| was largest for
tasks performed with the narrow handle. The data supporting
these claims can be found in panel c of Fig. 6. This was
confirmed using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2; main effects of
Width (F1,81 = 20.72, P \ 0.001) and Finger Configuration
(F4,81 = 14.32, P \ 0.001 and F5,45 = 16.2, P \ 0.001)
were found with no interactions. Pair-wise Tukey tests
revealed that |MTOT| was larger for the narrow handle and for

Moment produced by tangential forces (Mt)
Analysis at the VF–TH level
Here, we present the results of analysis of the moment of
tangential forces produced by the VF and opposing effector. The magnitude of the total moment of tangential forces
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Feldman AG, Levin MF (1995) Positional frames of reference in
motor control: their origin and use. Behav Brain Sci 18:723–806
Feldman AG, Ostry DJ, Levin MF, Gribble PL, Mitnitski AB (1998)
Recent tests of the equilibrium-point hypothesis (k model).
Motor Control 2:189–205
Feldman AG, Goussev V, Sangole A, Levin MF (2007) Threshold
position control and the principle of minimal interaction in motor
actions. Prog Brain Res 165:267–281
Flanagan JR, Tresilian JR (1994) Grip-load force coupling: a general
control strategy for transporting objects. J Exp Psychol Hum
Percept Perform 20:944–957
Flanagan JR, Wing AM (1993) Modulation of grasp force with load
force during point-to-point arm movements. Exp Brain Res
95:131–143
Flanagan JR, Wing AM (1995) The stability of precision grasp forces
during cyclic arm movements with a hand-held load. Exp Brain
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during movements of hand-held loads. J Neurosci 17:1519–1528
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of static prehension II. Multi-digit synergies. (in review, the
companion paper)
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control during object manipulation in cerebral stroke. Clin
Neurophysiol 114:915–929
Jenmalm P, Goodwin AW, Johansson RS (1998) Control of grasp
stability when humans lift objects with different surface
curvatures. J Neurophysiol 79:1643–1652
Johansson RS (1996) Sensory control of dextrous manipulation in
humans. In: Wing A, Haggard P, Flanagan R (eds) Hand and
Brain. Academic Press, San Diego, pp 381–414
Johansson RS (1998) Sensory input and control of grip. Novartis
Foundation Symposia 218:45–59 (discussion 59–63)
Johansson RS (2002) Dynamic use of tactile afferent signals in control
of dexterous manipulation. Adv Exp Med Biol 508:397–410
Johansson RS, Westling G (1984) Roles of glabrous skin receptors
and sensorimotor memory in automatic control of precision grip
when lifting rougher or more slippery objects. Exp Brain Res
56:550–564
Johansson RS, Westling G (1987) Significance of cutaneous input for
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the Object ? VFR and TR ? VFR conditions as compared to
all other finger configurations.
Additional analysis of |MTOT| produced by the virtual
finger (|MTOT(VFR)|) was largest when the hands of one
person were used in the task (TR ? VFR, TL ? VFR, and
IL ? VFR configurations). The data were also affected by
handle width, such that |MTOT(narrow)| \ |MTOT(wide)|.
Panel c of Fig. 7 illustrates that |MTOT(VFR)| was highest
for tasks involving hands of the same person, especially for
the wide handle width. These findings were confirmed
using ANOVA-1; main effects of Width (F1,81 = 8930.02,
P \ 0.001), Finger Configuration (F4,81 = 9.53, P \ 0.001
and F5,45 = 7.24, P \ 0.001), and the interaction
Width 9 Finger Configuration (F4,81 = 5.27, P \ 0.005)
were found. Pair-wise Tukey tests revealed that
|MTOT(VFR)| was the highest for the TR ? VFR, TL ? VFR,
and IL ? VFR configurations. The Width 9 Finger Configuration interaction from ANOVA-1 reflected higher
|MTOT(VFR)| in the conditions TL ? VFR and IL ? VFR
compared to IE ? VFR and Object ? VFR, particularly for
the wide handle.
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force stabilizing synergies. We invoke the notion of chain
effects and generalize it for relations among variance
components related to stabilization of different mechanical
variables. The reference configuration hypothesis offers a
fruitful framework for analysis of prehension synergies.

Abstract The purpose of this study was to explore the
ability of the central nervous system (CNS) to organize
synergies at two levels of a hypothetical control hierarchy
involved in two-hand multi-finger prehension tasks with
one or more persons participating in the task together. At
the higher level of the hierarchy, the total force and
moment of force produced on an object are distributed
between the thumb and the virtual finger (an imagined
finger with mechanical output equal to the involved fingers
of the hand), while at the lower level the virtual finger
action is distributed among the four fingers. We tested a
hypothesis that the CNS is able to organize synergies at
only one level of the hierarchy. The subjects held vertically
one of the two handles, a narrow one and a wide one. They
used the four fingers of the right hand opposed by the right
hand thumb, the left hand thumb, the left hand index finger,
the thumb of an experimenter, the index finger of an
experimenter, or an inanimate object. Forces and moments
of force produced by each digit were recorded. Indices of
synergies stabilizing the mechanical output variables at
each of the two levels were computed. Contrary to the
expectations, force and moment of force stabilizing synergies were found at one or both levels of the hierarchy
across all tasks. Unimanual tasks exhibited higher synergy
indices compared to all tasks, while intrapersonal synergy
indices were higher than those of interpersonal synergies.
The results suggest that both feed-forward and feedback
mechanisms may be used to create force and moment of

Keywords Prehension  Hierarchical control  Hand 
Bimanual actions  Synergy

Introduction
When a person grasps an object and statically maintains its
position, an infinite number of finger-tip force combinations can be used to perform such a task; this is an example
of the so-called Bernstein problem (Bernstein 1967; Turvey 1990; Latash 1996). The abundance of such solutions
allows the central nervous system (CNS) to select different
force patterns that may vary from trial to trial while the
total output of the digits remains relatively unchanged.
According to the principle of abundance (Gelfand and
Latash 1998), commands to the fingers do not vary independently across trials; they are organized by the CNS into
synergies that reduce deviations in resultant force and
moment of force to maintain static equilibrium of the
object. Here, we consider synergies as neural organizations
that produce stable output by coordinating the outputs of
elements of the hand(s).
In previous studies, the hand has been viewed as being
controlled by a two-level hierarchy (Arbib et al. 1985;
MacKenzie and Iberall 1994). The total force and moment
of force produced on an object are distributed at the higher
level of the hierarchy between the thumb and the virtual
finger (VF, an imagined finger with mechanical output
equal to the involved fingers of the hand). At the lower
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Department of Kinesiology, The Pennsylvania State University,
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Thus, we have decided to explore whether the CNS is
limited in creating synergies at both levels of the hierarchy
simultaneously during tasks that involved unimanual prehension and during similar but less usual tasks involving
two hands of the same person, two hands of different
persons and one hand helped by an inanimate object. Based
on the mentioned studies, we expected to observe force and
moment of force stabilizing synergies at both levels of the
control hierarchy, the VF-TH and IF levels, during unimanual tasks. When the four fingers are opposed by a digit
from the other hand, we expected the task to become sufficiently novel such that the synergies would be observed
only at the VF-TH level, but not at the IF level (similar to
Gorniak et al. 2007a, b). However, when the opposing
force is provided by another person or by an inanimate
object, the IF level becomes the highest level for the subject’s CNS, and hence we expected synergies at this level
to re-emerge. As in the companion paper, we manipulated
object width in this experiment with an underlying
assumption that two-hand actions are more natural for
larger objects. This assumption is based on studies that
explored preferred grasping patterns for objects of different
size and weight (Cesari and Newell 1999, 2000). We did
not know a priori whether or not object width would affect
the presence and/or strength of synergies at either hierarchical level; hence, this was an exploratory manipulation.
In this paper, we present only the results of synergy
analyses. In the companion paper (Gorniak et al. 2009),
details describing the mechanical behavior of the digits are
presented and discussed.

level of the hierarchy, the VF action is distributed among
the fingers that form the VF.
A recent development of the equilibrium-point hypothesis (Feldman 1966, 1986) has addressed the issue of grasp
force production as a particular example of neural control
using reference body configurations (Ostry and Feldman
2003; Pilon et al. 2007). Within this framework, peripheral
motor patterns, such as finger tip forces, emerge as results
of a discrepancy between a centrally specified reference
position and an actual position that may be constrained by
external forces. In particular, grip force may be viewed as
resulting from a discrepancy between the centrally specified reference aperture and actual aperture. The reference
aperture may be viewed as resulting from a set of reference
positions for all the digit tips––potentially a redundant
problem. This problem does not have to be solved
explicitly but may be associated with synergies among
digit tip reference positions stabilizing the reference aperture. We assume that in static tasks with an unchanged
aperture, digit forces are adequate peripheral reflections of
the centrally specified reference positions. We perform
analysis in the space of finger forces since accurate
recording of the reference configuration of all the involved
digits in a sufficient number of trials (to perform variance
analysis) is beyond our current technical means.
There have been several recent studies exploring force
and moment of force stabilizing synergies at the two levels of
the hypothetical hierarchy in unimanual prehensile tasks
(Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001; Gao et al. 2005; Shim et al.
2005a, b; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003a). At the higher hierarchical
level (the VF-TH level), force and moment of force produced by the VF and thumb co-vary to stabilize the total
force and moment of force applied to the hand-held object
(Budgeon et al. 2008; Shim et al. 2005a; Zatsiorsky et al.
2003a). At the lower hierarchical level (the individual finger
level, the IF level) the forces produced by the individual
fingers co-vary to stabilize the overall VF force direction
(Gao et al. 2005) and magnitude (Shim et al. 2005a).
In contrast, several studies of multi-finger pressing tasks
have reported the absence of co-variation of finger forces
(or hypothetical commands to fingers, finger modes, Danion et al. 2003) at the lower level of the hierarchy in twohand tasks (fingers of each hand were viewed as a VF)
despite strong force stabilizing synergies at the upper level
of the hierarchy (across the hands; Gorniak et al. 2007a, b;
Kang et al. 2004). Such observations have promoted the
hypothesis that the CNS is able to create new synergies at
only the highest level of the hierarchy. Note that these
studies used rather artificial multi-finger pressing tasks by
the two hands while the earlier mentioned studies that
produced evidence for synergies at both levels of the
hypothetical control hierarchy used well practiced unimanual prehensile tasks.
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Methods
Detailed information regarding subjects, experimental
setup, experimental procedure, and basic data analysis can
be found in the Methods of the companion paper (Gorniak
et al. 2009). Here we only describe methodological details
pertinent to the variance analyses presented in this paper.
Briefly, five male and six female students served as
subjects in this study. The subjects sat in a chair and
grasped the handle instrumented with six-component force/
torque sensors using one of six different finger combinations (six for the narrow handle and five for the wide
handle). Finger combinations were: TR ? IMRLR, TL ?
IMRLR, TE ? IMRLR, IL ? IMRLR, IE ? IMRLR,
Object ? IMRLR; where T = thumb, I = index, M =
middle, R = ring, L = little fingers, and the subscripts
denote the hand to which the fingers belong (R = right,
L = left, E = experimenter). In the Object ? IMRLR
condition, the handle (in the upright position) was pressed
against a large flat inanimate object, which had a level
surface parallel to the contact surface of the thumb sensor.
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Throughout the Results and in the figures, IMRLR will be
referred to as VFR for brevity. Data were collected over ten
seconds during steady-state holding of the vertically oriented handle.

interested in examining the co-variation of the following
quantities produced by the VF and the opposing effector:
Fn, Ft, Mn, Mt, and the total moment of force, MTOT (see
Eqs. 1–9 of the companion paper). The following timevarying variables were computed for each subject over the
fifteen trials within each condition:

Variance analysis

1.

The purpose of this analysis was to compute indices of covariation of elemental variables (forces and moments of
force) produced by sets of effectors that reflect the stabilization of combined effector outputs. This analysis has
been performed at two levels: the individual finger (IF)
level and the virtual finger-thumb (VF-TH) level. At the IF
level, co-variation of elemental variables produced by
individual fingers was studied; while at the VF-TH level,
co-variation of elemental variables produced by the VF and
the opposing effector was studied. The index of co-variation was computed as the difference between the sum of the
P
variances of elemental variables [ Var(EV)] and the
variance of the total output of these elemental variables
P
[Var( EV)]. According to the Bienaymé theorem (Loeve
1955), for independently varying variables, the two values
should be equal to each other. Hence positive values of the
index corresponded to predominantly negative co-variation
among the elemental variables, which we interpret as stabilization of their combined output. The index of covariation was computed across trials using values measured
within the interval 5–6 s of each trial. It was further norP
malized by
Var(EV) to allow comparisons across
conditions and subjects.
For an object to be in static equilibrium, the sum of all
forces and moments of force acting on the object should be
equal to zero. For this study, we focused on the constraints
that satisfy these conditions in the grasp (Y–Z) plane. Thus,
the three following requirements should be satisfied to
achieve static equilibrium:

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

The total normal (grip) and vertical tangential (load
bearing) forces: FnTOT(t) and FnTOT(t) of all the digits
involved in the given task, and their respective
variances, VarFnTOT(t)and VarFtTOT(t);
The sum of variances of individual finger forces
P
produced by the fingers of the VF:
VarFjn ðtÞand
P
t
VarFj ðtÞ;
Variance of the VF and opposing effector forces:VarFnVF(t), VarFtVF(t), VarFnOE(t), VarFtOE(t). Forces
generated by the VF were computed as the sum of the
forces produced by the index, middle, ring and little
fingers of the right hand;
The moments of force: Mn(t) and Mt(t) and their
respective variances VarMn(t) and VarMt(t);
The sum of variances of individual finger moments of
P
force produced by the fingers of the VF:
VarMjn ðtÞ
P
t
and
VarMj ðtÞ; and
The variance of the VF and opposing effector moments
of force: VarMnVF(t), VarMtVF(t), VarMnOE(t), and
VarMtOE(t). MnVF and MtVF were computed as the
moments produced by the resultant normal and
tangential forces generated by the index, middle, ring,
and little fingers, respectively.

Further, an index of force co-variation (for both normal
and tangential forces) at the IF level was computed as:
hX
i.X
VarFj ðtÞ:
DVF;IF ðtÞ ¼
VarFj ðtÞ  VarFVF ðtÞ
ð1Þ
A similar index of force co-variation at the VF-TH level
(for both normal and tangential forces) was computed as:

(a)

The sum of the normal forces of the four digits
consisting the virtual finger should be equal and
opposite to the normal force of the thumb;
(b) The sum of vertical tangential forces of produced by
all of the digits should be equal to the weight of the
object; and
(c) The total moment of force produced by the digits
should be equal to zero.

DVF;VFTH ðtÞ ¼ ½ðVarFVF ðtÞ þ VarFOE ðtÞÞ  VarFTOT ðtÞ
=ðVarFVF ðtÞ þ VarFOE ðtÞÞ

ð2Þ

Likewise, indices for moment co-variation (for the
moments produced by the grip and load forces; as well as
their sum, total moment, MTOT) at the IF and VF-TH levels
were computed as:
hX
i.X
VarMj ðtÞ
VarMj ðtÞ  VarMVF ðtÞ
DVM;IF ðtÞ ¼

For more detailed description of these constraints,
please see the companion paper (Gorniak et al. 2009).
At the IF level, we were interested in examining the covariation of the following elemental variables produced by
the individual fingers within the VF: normal forces of
individual digits (Fnj , j = i, m, r, and l), tangential forces of
individual digits (Ftj), and the moments produced by these
forces (Mnj , Mtj). Similarly, at the VF-TH level, we were

ð3Þ
DVM;VFTH ðtÞ ¼ ½ðVarMVF ðtÞ þ VarMOE ðtÞÞ  VarMðtÞ
ð4Þ
=ðVarMVF ðtÞ þ VarMOE ðtÞÞ
where OE stands for opposing effector.
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Here, we have defined DV indices in such a way that
their positive values imply predominantly negative covariation among forces (or moments of force) produced
by the individual digits. We interpret such values as signs
of a force (or moment of force) stabilizing synergy
(Gorniak et al. 2007a, b; Kang et al. 2004; Shim et al.
2005b). Large positive DV values correspond to larger
amounts of negative co-variation, thus a stronger synergy.
A result of DV = 0 implies independent variation of digit
forces (or moments of force), and correspondingly the
absence of a synergy, while DV \ 0 may be interpreted as
co-variation of elemental variables destabilizing their
combined output. Here, the normalization limits the value
of DV indices by ?1 for perfect force (or moment) stabilizing synergies (the individual elemental variables
change their value in time but variance of the performance variable equals zero).

elements. A summary of force and moment of force sharing
between the VF and opposing effector are presented in the
Appendix.
A summary of the main statistical results on the DV
indices can be found in Table 1 (DV [ 0 implies a synergy
stabilizing that particular performance variable, while
DV B 0 implies a lack of such a synergy, see ‘‘Methods’’).
Note that Table 1 does not include subdivisions for the DV
indices for each of the tested digit configurations. In brief,
this is due to our finding that these indices did not show the
patterns of co-variation suggested by the hypotheses presented in the Introduction but rather showed common
patterns across digit configurations that differed for different performance variables. Synergies were found at one
or more levels of the proposed hierarchy for all tested
variables, independently of finger configuration. In the
following subsections, a detailed description of the data
and statistical analyses used to determine these effects are
presented.
Since the TR ? VFR condition was not possible for
the wide configuration, two sets of mixed effect ANOVAs were performed in order to analyze the effects of
this finger configuration. ANOVA-1 refers to analysis of
all finger configurations except TR ? VFR (for both the
narrow and wide handle widths) with the factors: Subject, Width, Finger Configuration, and any interaction
terms. ANOVA-2 refers to analysis of all finger configurations (including TR ? VFR) possible for the narrow
handle width only; hence, ANOVA-2 involves the Subject and Finger Configuration factors, but not the Width
factor.

Statistics
The data are presented in the text and figures as means and
standard errors. Mixed model analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) were performed on the DV data with the factors: Finger Configuration (six levels for the narrow handle
width and five levels for the wide handle width; TR ? VFR,
TL ? VFR, TE ? VFR, IL ? VFR, IE ? VFR, Object ?
VFR), Width (two levels; narrow and wide), and Finger
(four levels; one for each of the single digits of VFR
involved in the task). A random factor of Subject (ten
levels; one for each subject) was also used in the statistical
analyses; however significant effects of this factor are not
necessarily interpretable and thus not presented in this
paper. Post hoc pair-wise comparisons were performed
using Tukey’s tests and Bonferroni statistics to further
analyze significant effects of ANOVAs. The DV data were
subjected to Fisher transformation during ANOVA testing
to mitigate the ceiling effects; however, untransformed
data are shown in the figures to avoid confusion. Individual
t-tests with Bonferroni corrections were performed to
compare DV indices with zero.

Normal force co-variation DV(Fn)
To quantify normal force stabilizing synergies we used
indices of normal force co-variation, DV(Fn), at both hierarchical levels. The analysis has shown normal force
stabilizing synergies at only the VF-TH level across all

Table 1 Summary of DV indices at the two hierarchical levels

Results
This section is organized in the following way. The results
of the DV analysis are presented for normal forces, DV(Fn);
tangential forces, DV(Ft); moments due to the normal
forces, DV(Mn); moments due to the tangential forces,
DV(Mt); and total moment of force, DV(MTOT). The analyses were performed at two levels: the VF-TH level and the
IF level. At the VF-TH level, the VF and the opposing
effector were considered as elements; while at the IF level,
the four fingers of the right hand were considered as
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Variable

DVVF-TH

DVIF

Fn

>0

*0

Ft

>0

>0

Mn

>0

\0

Mt

\0

>0

MTOT

>0

>0

Synergy indices (DV) at the two hierarchical levels of analysis (VFTH and IF) are shown. Variables Fn, Ft, Mn, Mt, and MTOT refer to:
normal force, tangential force, moment of normal forces, moment of
tangential forces, and total moment, respectively. DV [ 0 (shown in
bold) indicates the existence of a synergy at a given hierarchical level
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Narrow Conditions

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.0

-0.5

-0.5

-1.0

-1.0

C

D

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

Wide Conditions

IF
VF-TH

t

∆V F (--)

n

∆V F (--)

1.0

0.0

0.0

TR + VFR

TE + VFR
TL + VFR

IE + VFR
Obi + VFR
IL + VFR

TE + VFR
TL + VFR

IE + VFR
IL + VFR

Obi + VFR

Fig. 1 Mean and standard error of indices of co-variation of normal
[DV(Fn)IF and DV(Fn)VF-TH] and tangential forces [DV(Ft)IF and
DV(Ft)VF-TH] for both levels of the proposed synergy hierarchy
[denoted by the subscripts, individual finger level (IF) and virtual
finger - thumb level (VF - TH)] are shown across finger configurations and handle widths. a DV(Fn)IF and DV(Fn)VF-TH for the narrow

handle. b DV(Fn)IF and DV(Fn)VF-TH for the wide handle. c DV(Ft)IF
and DV(Ft)VF-TH for the narrow handle. d DV(Ft)IF and DV(Ft)VF-TH
for the wide handle. The abscissa shows finger configurations; T
thumb, I index finger, Obj inanimate object, subscripts R and L refer
to the right and left hands, subscript E refers to the experimenter

finger configurations and handle widths (gray columns in
panels a and b of Fig. 1). Note that DV(Fn)VF-TH indices
were significantly larger than zero across all conditions,
while DV(Fn)IF indices (the white columns) were not significantly different from zero, with the exception of the
TR ? VFR and IE ? VFR conditions. This was confirmed
with individual t-tests with Bonferroni corrections (lA [ 0;
grand average DV(Fn)VF-TH = 0.836 ± 0.017, t [ 49.0,
P \ 0.001; grand average DV(Fn)IF = 0.0136 ± 0.0543,
t = 0.25, P [ 0.1). Additional analysis indicated that
DV(Fn)IF for the TR ? VFR finger configuration was significantly less than zero (t = -4.23, P \ 0.001) while
the same index for the IE ? VFR finger configuration
was larger than zero (for both the narrow and wide conditions; t = 4.11, P \ 0.001 and t = 3.32, P \ 0.01,
respectively).
Further analysis revealed that DV(Fn)VF-TH was largest
when one hand from one person performed the task

(TR ? VFR and Object ? VFR) and lowest when two
people held the object (TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR). This
was confirmed using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2; main
effects of Finger Configuration (F4,81 = 14.87, P \ 0.001,
F5,45 = 12.19, P \ 0.001) were found, respectively. Pairwise comparisons have shown that finger configurations
TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR yielded the smallest DV(Fn)VF-TH
overall.
Tangential force co-variation DV(Ft)
In contrast to the normal force results, tangential force
stabilizing synergies were found at both the VF-TH and IF
levels across all finger configurations; as indicated by
positive DV(Ft)VF-TH and DV(Ft)IF values shown in panels
c and d of Fig. 1. Panel c shows DV(Ft)IF as white bars and
DV(Ft)VF-TH as gray bars for the narrow conditions while
panel d shows the same indices for the wide conditions.
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Further analysis has indicated that DV(Mn)VF-TH was
lowest for finger configurations involving the digits of
another person but was not affected by handle width. This
was confirmed using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2; main
effects of Finger Configuration (F4,81 = 22.98, P \ 0.001,
F5,45 = 11.43, P \ 0.001) were found. Pair-wise Tukey
tests also revealed that DV(Mn)VF-TH was lowest for the
TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR configurations compared to the
other finger configurations.

These findings were confirmed with individual t-tests
with Bonferroni corrections (lA [ 0; grand average
DV(Ft)VF-TH = 0.5639 ± 0.0278, t = 20.30, P \ 0.001;
grand average DV(Ft)IF = 0.773 ± 0.0173, t = 45.77,
P \ 0.001).
The DV(Ft)VF-TH index was consistently smaller for the
wide handle as compared to the narrow handle. This was
confirmed using ANOVA-1; a main effect of Width
(F1,81 = 80.32, P \ 0.001) was found with no interactions.
Analysis of DV(Ft)VF-TH for the narrow width revealed no
significant effects in regard to finger configuration.
Statistical analysis of DV(Ft)IF indicated that this covariation index was consistently larger for the wide handle
as compared to the narrow handle. Comparison of finger
configurations indicated that the unimanual condition
(TR ? VFR) yielded the lowest DV(Ft)IF index. This was
confirmed using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2; main
effects of Width (F1,81 = 96.47, P \ 0.001) and Finger
Configuration (F5,45 = 4.78, P \ 0.005) were found,
respectively. Pair-wise comparisons have confirmed that
the condition TR ? VFR showed the lowest DV(Ft)IF values across all finger configurations.

Moment of tangential force co-variation DV(Mt)
In this section, we examined whether moment of tangential
force stabilizing synergies were present by analyzing
DV(Mt) at both hierarchical levels. Statistical analysis
showed that moment of tangential force stabilizing synergies were found at only the IF level across all finger
configurations and both handle widths. Values for these
indices can be found in panels c (narrow conditions) and d
(wide conditions) of Fig. 2. It can be seen that DV(Mt)VF-TH
was less than zero while DV(Mt)IF was significantly
greater than zero. This was confirmed with individual t-tests
with Bonferroni corrections (lA [ 0; grand average
DV(Mt)VF-TH = -0.5634 ± 0.0276, t = -20.38, P [
0.05; grand average DV(Mt)IF = 0.7772 ± 0.0170, t =
45.77, P \ 0.001).
Additional investigation of DV(Mt)VF-TH indicated that
the index was significantly negative across all finger configurations (lA \ 0; grand average DV(Mt)VF-TH =
-0.5634 ± 0.0276, t = -20.38, P \ 0.001). ANOVA
testing also showed that DV(Mt)VF-TH was larger for the
wide handle. This was confirmed using ANOVA-1 and
ANOVA-2; a main effect of Width (F1,81 = 76.52,
P \ 0.001) was found.
Further analysis has shown that while DV(Mt)IF was
larger for the wide handle width; it was smallest for the
one-hand condition (panel c of Fig. 2). This was confirmed
using ANOVA-1 and ANOVA-2; main effects of Width
(F1,81 = 96.43, P \ 0.001) and Finger Configuration
(F5,45 = 4.78, P \ 0.005) were found with no interactions.
Pair-wise analysis confirmed that the TR ? VFR condition
yielded the lowest DV(Mt)IF values across all tested
conditions.

Moment of normal force co-variation DV(Mn)
Moment of normal force stabilizing synergies were found at
only the VF-TH level across all finger configurations and
handle widths, as shown in panels a and b of Fig. 2.
Figure 2 shows DV(Mn), DV(Mt), and DV(MTOT) indices
across all finger configurations tested for both handle
widths. Panel A shows DV(Mn)IF as white bars and
DV(Mn)VF-TH as gray bars for the narrow conditions while
panel b shows the same indices for the wide conditions.
Panels a and b of Fig. 2 illustrate that DV(Mn)VF-TH was
significantly larger than zero while DV(Mn)IF was less than
zero for all finger configurations except TR ? VFR. This
was confirmed with individual t-tests with Bonferroni corrections (lA [ 0; grand average DV(Mn)VF-TH = 0.9645 ±
0.0058, t = 166.24, P \ 0.001; grand average DVnM,IF =
-0.4543 ± 0.0378, t = -12.01, P [ 0.05). Additional
investigation of DV(Mn)IF indicated that the index was
significantly negative across all finger configurations
(lA \ 0; DV(Mn)IF = -0.4543 ± 0.0378, t = -12.01,
P \ 0.001).
The DV(Mn)IF index was the most negative for finger
configurations involving two persons (TE ? VFR and
IE ? VFR). This was confirmed using ANOVA-1 and
ANOVA-2; main effects of Finger Configuration
(F5,40 = 6.38, P \ 0.001) were found only for ANOVA-2.
Pair-wise Tukey tests revealed that DV(Mn)IF was lowest
for the TE ? VFR and IE ? VFR configurations compared
to the other finger configurations.
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Total moment of force co-variation DV(MTOT)
In this final subsection of the Results, we investigate
whether total moment of force stabilizing synergies were
present at both hierarchical levels. Here, we defined total
moment of force for the virtual finger as the sum of
moments of both normal and tangential forces produced by
the fingers of the right hand. Similarly, we defined total
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Fig. 2 Mean and standard error of indices of co-variation of the
moments of normal forces [DV(Mn)IF and DV(Mn)VF-TH], moments of
tangential forces [DV(Mt)IF and DV(Mt)VF-TH], and total moment of
force [DV(MTOT)IF and DV(MTOT)VF-TH] for both levels of the
proposed synergy hierarchy are shown across finger configurations
and handle widths. a DV(Mn)IF and DV(Mn)VF-TH for the narrow

handle. b DV(Mn)IF and DV(Mn)VF-TH for the wide handle. c DV(Mt)IF
and DV(Mt)VF-TH for the narrow handle. d DV(Mt)IF and DV(Mt)VF-TH
for the wide handle. e DV(MTOT)IF and DV(MTOT)VF-TH for the narrow
handle. f DV(MTOT)IF and DV(MTOT)VF-TH for the wide handle.
Abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 1

moment of force produced by the opposing effector as the
sum of moments of normal and tangential forces produced
by that effector. Overall, it was found that total moment of
force stabilizing synergies were found at both the VF-TH

and IF levels across all finger configurations; as indicated
by positive DV(MTOT)VF-TH and DV(MTOT)IF shown in
panels e and f of Fig. 2. Panel e shows DV(MTOT)IF as
white bars and DV(MTOT)VF-TH as gray bars for the narrow
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persons, and possible central mechanisms involved in the
prehension synergies.

conditions while panel f shows the same indices for the
wide conditions. These findings were confirmed with individual t-tests (lA [ 0; grand average DV(MTOT)VF-TH =
0.3781 ± 0.0288, t = 13.13, P \ 0.001; grand average
DV(MTOT)IF = 0.7405 ± 0.0182, t = 40.79, P \ 0.001).
It was found that DV(MTOT)VF-TH was consistently larger for the narrow handle as compared to the wide handle
but no differences were found across finger configurations.
This was confirmed using ANOVA-1; a main effect of
Width (F1,81 = 17.08, P \ 0.001) was found.
Statistical analysis of DV(MTOT)IF indicated that this covariation index was consistently larger for the wide handle
as compared to the narrow handle with no differences
across finger configurations. This was confirmed using
ANOVA-1; a main effect of Width (F1,81 = 208.54,
P \ 0.001) was found.

Hierarchies of synergies
The concepts of control hierarchies and synergies were
developed by Nikolai Bernstein in describing the coordinated action of muscle groups (Bernstein 1947, 1967,
1996). Later work by Gelfand and Tsetlin (1966) refined
the definition of synergies (‘‘structural units’’) as neural
organizations of many elements organized in a hierarchical way: Each synergy receives an input from a
hierarchically higher synergy and produces an output,
which serves as an input to a hierarchically lower synergy. Here, we assume that the highest level of the
hierarchy receives an input from the task and its lowest
level acts on the environment. In fact, the idea of a twolevel hierarchy controlling the hand (the VF-TH level and
the IF level) is a simplification of a much more complex
control structure. This simplification bypasses such
important steps as the generation of neural control variables and their projection on the many muscles and motor
units involved in any hand action.
Several recent studies have addressed hierarchies of
synergies during tasks involving digit coordination. It has
been shown that the VF and the thumb are coordinated to
stabilize the hand gripping and rotational action (BaudBovy and Soechting 2001; Shim et al. 2005a; Zatsiorsky
et al. 2003a) while fingers within the VF are coordinated to
stabilize the direction and magnitude of VF force (Gao
et al. 2005; Shim et al. 2005a; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003a). In
contrast, recent studies of multi-finger pressing tasks have
reported a lack of force stabilizing synergies within the VF
during both unimanual and bimanual tasks (Gorniak et al.
2007a, b; Kang et al. 2004).
In the current study, force-stabilizing synergies could be
simultaneously present at both levels of the synergy hierarchy during bimanual tasks, similar to results from the
cited studies of unimanual actions. However, this was true
only for the load-resisting tangential force and for the total
moment of force. For other components of the prehensile
action, force- and moment of force-stabilizing synergies
were only seen at one level of the hierarchy; not necessarily
at the higher level of the hierarchy, in contrast with previous research (Gorniak et al. 2007a, b; Kang et al. 2004).
Force- and moment of force-stabilizing synergies were
exhibited at the higher VF-TH level for normal forces
applied to the object (and the resulting moment of normal
force). Synergies were present only at the lower hierarchical level for the moment produced by the tangential
forces. A summary of the main findings can be found in
Table 1.

Discussion
The main purpose of the current experiment was to
establish whether or not the CNS is able to organize both
force and moment of force stabilizing synergies simultaneously at two levels of a control hierarchy during
unimanual and bimanual prehension. Within our proposed
hierarchy, at the higher level the task is distributed
between two effectors, the VF and an opposing digit; at
the lower level, VF output is distributed among the
individual digits that form the VF. We quantified both
force- and moment of force stabilizing synergies during
prehension tasks involving one hand (by itself as well as
against an inanimate object) and two hands (of one or two
persons). The main finding is that both force and moment
of force stabilizing synergies were not consistently present at both levels of the control hierarchy. In fact, such
synergies might exist at the lower level of the hierarchy
but not at the higher level and vice versa. However,
across all conditions tested, synergies were observed for
each of the finger combinations at one or both hierarchical levels.
In the following paragraphs, we address the presence
and absence of synergies within a hierarchy for tasks
involving one or two hands. The results of this study are
compared to static unimanual prehensile tasks as well as
bimanual force production tasks. While our hypotheses on
the presence or absence of synergies depending on the
number of hands (and persons) has been falsified, we found
consistent patterns of force and moment of force stabilizing
synergies with respect to normal and tangential forces (and
their respective moments of force) across all tasks examined. Accordingly, we will focus the discussion on such
issues as chain effects, tasks involving one and two
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B

A
F1

expected to co-vary to stabilize VF force; hence, VVF
corresponds to ‘‘bad variance’’ in that space (VBAD in
panel c of Fig. 3). Thus an increase in VGOOD at the
higher hierarchical level would cause an increase in VBAD
at the lower hierarchical level. Hence, a two-level hierarchical control scheme has an inherent trade-off between
synergies at the two levels.
For synergies to exist at both levels, the inequality
VGOOD [ VBAD must be satisfied for both levels of
analysis. This is possible but requires that VGOOD,IF [
VBAD,IF and VGOOD,VF-TH [ VBAD,VF-TH (compare panels
b and d of Fig. 3). In our experiments, we observed
examples of all possible situations: VGOOD,IF [ VBAD,IF
and VGOOD,VF-TH [ VBAD,VF-TH (for the tangential force
and for the total moment of force), VGOOD,IF \ VBAD,IF
and VGOOD,VF-TH [ VBAD,VF-TH (for the normal force and
for the moment of normal force), and VGOOD,IF [ VBAD,IF
and VGOOD,VF-TH \ VBAD,VF-TH (for the moment of tangential force). These differences may in part be due to
phenomena termed ‘‘chain effects’’ which are discussed
and developed in the next section.

TASK level, synergy

FTH

VGOOD
VBAD

VGOOD > VBAD

F1+F2 = F
F2

C

VF level, no synergy

Ff1

VVF

D

FVF

VF level, synergy

Ff1

VVF = VBAD
VGOOD = VBAD
Ff2

VVF = VBAD
VGOOD > VBAD

Ff2

Fig. 3 a An illustration of variability in a two effector force
production task. In the space of elemental variables (forces produced
by the two effectors) the ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’ variance components are
shown, denoted as VGOOD and VBAD. b An illustration of a VF-TH
force production task, in which VGOOD [ VBAD. VF force variability
is by definition VBAD at the lower hierarchical level. c An illustration
of force production by the VF consisting of two fingers. In this
example, VGOOD = VBAD, i.e., there is no force stabilizing synergy. d
In this example, VGOOD [ VBAD at the lower hierarchical level, i.e.,
there is a VF force stabilizing synergy

Chain effects
Chain effects have been previously suggested for planar
prehension tasks (Zatsiorsky and Latash 2004; Zatsiorsky
et al. 2003b) and have also been documented in threedimensional unimanual prehension tasks (Shim et al.
2005a). Those studies implied that under chain effects,
sequences of cause effect pairs may lead to non-trivial
co-variation patterns between pairs of elemental variables. In the current experiment, we observed chain
effects of this type (see the companion paper, Gorniak
et al. 2009) as well as a different type of chain effects
that we would like to term synergic chain effects. Consider the following example of the former chain effects:
the normal force produced by the index and middle fingers (primarily the index finger) was larger than the
normal force output of the ring and little fingers. This
imbalance led to a pronation moment of force about the
X-axis. In order to maintain static equilibrium of the
handle, the moment of load-resisting forces produced by
the thumb and the VF was in the direction of supination
about the X-axis. Since the lever arms of these forces
were constant, this was achieved by increasing the
upwards thumb force and decreasing the upward force of
the VF (to make sure that the weight of the handle was
balanced by the sum of the two load-resisting forces).
Similar modulation of load-resisting forces in response to
changes in grip forces has also been noted in other
prehensile studies (Frietas et al. 2007; Jaric et al. 2006;
Pataky et al. 2004).

In previous papers (Gorniak et al. 2007a, b), we
associated the lack of synergies at the lower hierarchical
level with a limitation of the CNS to form synergies at
the two levels simultaneously. It is possible that the CNS
is faced with a trade-off during such force and moment of
force production tasks. Consider Fig. 3, which illustrates a
simple case when two effectors (fingers) contribute to the
VF force (the lower level), while the VF and the thumb
act together to produce a constant total force (the higher
level) required by the task. This example may be viewed
as an illustration of the load-resisting (tangential) action
of the digits in static prehension. At the higher level of
the hierarchy, variance in the space of elemental variables
may be viewed as consisting of two components. One of
them, labeled ‘‘good variance’’ (VGOOD) does not affect
the combined output of the two variables (F); while the
other one labeled ‘‘bad variance’’ (VBAD) does (panel a in
Fig. 3). By definition (reviewed in Latash et al. 2007), a
total force stabilizing synergy has to be associated with an
inequality DV [ 0 where DV = [VGOOD - VBAD]/VTOTAL
(panel b in Fig. 3). Thus, an increase in VGOOD would
contribute to a stronger synergy at the higher hierarchical
level. However, VGOOD contributes to the total variance of
the output of each of the two effectors, for example
variance in the VF force (VVF in panel b of Fig. 3). At the
lower level of the hierarchy, two elemental variables are
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Despite the different signs of DV for Mt and Mn at the
VF-TH level, the DV index for MTOT was positive at the
VF-TH level, compatible with the task of maintaining
rotational equilibrium of the handle.

The synergic chain effects relate to chain relations in the
amounts of good and bad variance (illustrated in Fig. 3) for
related variables at different levels of analysis. To satisfy
the equilibrium constraints, the three variables that
describe the hand action on the handle (Ft, Fn, and MTOT)
are expected to show low variability and synergies at the
VF-TH level stabilizing those variables. This was true for
Fn; its DV index showed very high positive values at the
VF-TH level; these values were also positive but significantly smaller for Ft and MTOT. At the IF level, the relation
inverted with higher DV index values for Ft and MTOT. On
the other hand, contributors to MTOT, Mt and Mn, could
show negative values of the index of synergy. Why is it so?
Consider the following logical chain.
At the VF-TH level, one of the main constraints of
statics required the total tangential force to be equal to the
weight of the handle. A strong Ft stabilizing synergy might
be expected. However, such a synergy would lead to
destabilization of the moment of tangential forces (see
DV(Mt)VF-TH \ 0 in Fig. 2), which could potentially complicate the task of keeping rotational equilibrium. Indeed,
since the tangential forces of the VF and the opposing
effector have to add up to the weight of the handle (cf.
DV(Ft)VF-TH [ 0), a change in one has to be associated
with a change in the other in opposite direction. This leads
to negative co-variation of forces but positive co-variation
of the moments these forces produce in pronation-supination, Mt about a horizontal axis passing through the center
of the handle. Our results suggest that the controller solved
the problem by organizing a Ft stabilizing synergy but
keeping its ‘‘good variability’’, VGOOD relatively low to
keep down negative effects on the moment these forces
produce.
In contrast, at the IF level, stabilization of the VF tangential force directly leads to stabilization of the moment
this force produces because the lever arms of all the finger
forces are constant and their rotational effects sum up
exactly like the forces do. Hence, there is no trade-off
between force and moment of force stabilizing synergies,
and the controller facilitated strong synergies stabilizing Ft
at the IF level.
Given the mentioned inherent lack of Mt stabilizing
synergy at the VF-TH level, to avoid large variations in the
total moment of force applied to the handle, the controller
organized a synergy stabilizing the other contributor to
MTOT, namely Mn (cf. Fig. 2a, b). This resulted in relatively high VGOOD for Mn produced by the opposing
effector and VF, which translated into large variance of VF
Mn. As illustrated in Fig. 3, this makes it hard for the
controller to have a Mn stabilizing synergy at the IF level
reflected in DV \ 0.
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Unimanual versus bimanual tasks
The results of the current study show that, generally,
synergy indices are higher for unimanual tasks as compared to bimanual tasks. In particular, indices of synergies
at the VF-TH level for Fn and Mn were higher for the
unimanual task as compared to tasks involving both hands
of one person as well as two hands from different persons. Similarly, indices of synergies at the IF level for Ft
and Mt were higher for the unimanual tasks as compared
to tasks involving two hands from different persons. It is
possible that these results are due to the over-practiced
nature of unimanual prehension. In day to day activities,
unimanual prehension is used quite commonly––in contrast to situations in which unusual combinations of
fingers from both hands (or from the hand of another
person) are used. Such habits may encourage use of
variable solutions in force and moment of force production. It is possible that the synergies in the bimanual tasks
would strengthen with training, similarly to the previously
published results (Kang et al. 2004; Sharp and Newell
2000).
Our observations have implications with respect to
upper limb rehabilitation. Several recent studies have
proposed the use of bimanual training as treatment for
stroke and cerebral palsy patients (Charles and Gordon
2006; Rose and Winstein 2004; Steenbergen et al. 2008).
Specifically, Steenbergen et al. (2008). recommend
bimanual activities during rehabilitation to facilitate the
redevelopment of fine force control of an affected hand.
Our finding of synergies at both hierarchical levels for load
force supports this approach to rehabilitation. The results
with respect to other mechanical variables such as grip
force and moment of force ask for more caution: In the
presence of trade-offs between hierarchical levels, using bimanual tasks may slow down restoration of within-a-hand
synergies.
Synergies in one- and two-person actions
The existence of interpersonal synergies has been documented in rhythmic coordination tasks (Black et al. 2007;
Schmidt et al. 1990). Here, we confirm the existence of
both intrapersonal and interpersonal synergies during static
prehension tasks. Note that interpersonal synergies
were generally weaker as compared to intrapersonal
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synergies, supporting the observations by Black et al.
(2007). This was found to be true at the higher hierarchical
level for Mn as well as at the lower hierarchical level for Ft
and Mt.
At the VF-TH level, the stronger intrapersonal synergies are likely due to the direct neural coupling of the two
hands. Several hypotheses have been formulated on the
neural origin of synergies. According to one of them,
synergies emerge as the result of feed-forward control
involving superposition of two neural signals, only one of
which is related to the explicit task (Goodman and Latash
2006). According to this scheme, only effectors that are
controlled by shared neural structures are expected to
show synergies. An optimal feedback control scheme
implies an important role of peripheral feedback in synergy formation (Todorov and Jordan 2002). According to
this scheme, both intrapersonal and interpersonal synergies are possible as long as appropriate feedback is
available for the CNS. Our results are partly compatible
with each of these schemes. On the one hand, interpersonal synergies (DV [ 0) were observed, in line with the
feedback-based scheme. On the other hand, they were
significantly weaker, more in line with predictions of the
feed-forward control scheme. It is possible, therefore, that
synergies can be based on either principle or even on a
combination of both.
When the four fingers of a subject were opposed by an
inanimate object, some of the co-variation patterns at the
VF-TH level could be expected from the Third Newton’s
Law. In particular, variations in the VF normal force were
expected to be accompanied by equal variations of the
reactive force thus stabilizing the resultant normal force.
Similarly, stabilization of the total load force (Ft) could be
expected. When the opposing force was provided by
another person, the situation was more complex because of
two factors. First, the opposing digit could be expected to
provide non-rigid, elastic resistance to VF force variations
(cf. Flash 1987). Second, there could be active changes in
the opposing digit’s force. This might be the reason for
generally smaller DV values for the two-person tasks as
compared to the task involving action against an inanimate
object.

the lower hierarchical level (the IF level). In contrast, at
the higher hierarchical level (VF-TH level), synergy
indices were either unchanged or smaller for the digit
configurations with the wide object. These observations
may be seen as reflections of the mentioned trade-off
between synergies at the two hierarchical levels (see
Fig. 3). It is indeed possible that holding a wider object
favors more independent control of the two opposing
effectors. This results in stronger within-an-effector synergies (the IF level), which naturally limit the ‘‘good
variability’’ at the higher (VF-TH) level and makes it
harder for the neural controller to organize synergies at
the higher level.
Possible physiological mechanisms
Several views have been expressed on possible neurophysiological mechanisms involved in multi-element
synergies stabilizing a particular performance variable.
Two models are based on explicit corrections of the
outputs of the elements based either on sensory signals
from peripheral receptors (Todorov and Jordan 2002) or
using central back-coupling loops similar to the system of
recurrent inhibition (Latash et al. 2005). As mentioned in
the earlier subsection, sensory feedback, likely from
pressure-sensitive receptors (reviewed in Johansson 1996,
1998), may lead to the formation of synergies more in
line with the optimal feedback control model by Todorov
and Jordan (2002). The stronger, intrapersonal synergies
may also be based on a similar mechanism. However, a
number of recent experimental studies (Gorniak et al.
2008; Shapkova et al. 2008) have provided evidence that
favors a feed-forward control scheme more in line with a
model by Goodman and Latash (2006). Likely, synergies
may be based on a variety of neural mechanisms, possibly
even on schemes combining feed-forward and feedback
loops.
The reference configuration hypothesis (an extension of
the equilibrium-point hypothesis, Feldman and Levin
1995; Feldman et al. 2007) suggests that the CNS defines
a time profile of a reference configuration defined as a
configuration of the body at which all the muscles would
be at the threshold for activation. Such configurations are
typically unattainable because of external force fields and
anatomical constraints. For example, the production of
task-specific Fn, Ft and MTOT in unimanual tasks may be
associated with specification of a reference aperture
between the thumb and VF (cf. Pilon et al. 2007), a
reference hand position in the vertical direction, and a
reference pronation-supination hand orientation (in our
experiments, the external torque was close to zero; hence,
the reference hand orientation was neutral). Consider, for

Effects of object width
In this experiment, we manipulated object width with an
underlying assumption that two-hand actions are more
natural for larger objects. This assumption is based on
studies that explored preferred grasping patterns for
objects of different size and weight (Cesari and Newell
1999, 2000). The experiments have shown larger synergy
indices for grip configurations using the wide object at
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example, what could be expected from setting the reference aperture with a certain trial-to-trial variability.
Varying the reference aperture may be expected to lead to
corresponding variability of the normal forces of both
effectors while keeping the resultant force close to zero
because the principle of control forces the system to reach
an equilibrium. This means, in our terms, very low VBAD
for the resultant Fn while VGOOD for this variable may be
high or low. The same can be said about the other two
variables: Setting their reference positions makes the
system reach an equilibrium where the total action (Ft or
MTOT) is exactly balanced by the external force and
moment of force. For example, setting a somewhat different reference vertical position in a particular trial will
not lead to an error in the total tangential force but rather
to a perfect balance between the force of gravity and the
total tangential force applied to the handle at a somewhat
different vertical location. Hence, this mode of control is
expected to lead to required values of the three performance variables with low trial-to-trial variability (low
VBAD), while being compatible with both high and low
VGOOD. Hence, control with reference configurations is
compatible with synergies stabilizing the three performance variables, although it does not dictate their
presence.
When the neural structures controlling the two
opposing effectors are not shared (as in two-person trials) or shared via the transcortical loops (as in oneperson, two-hand trials), the mode of control may
change: reference configurations are expected to be
specified for the opposing effectors separately and
adjusted to fit the task requirements based on sensory
feedback from visual, cutaneous, and proproiceptive
receptors (Johansson 1996, 1998; Boudreau and Smith
2001). This type of control resembles the scheme
developed by Smeets and Brenner (1999, 2001) who
analyzed reach-to-grasp action as a superposition of two
pointing movements by the two opposing effectors. Covaried changes in the reference configurations for the
two effectors leading to synergies at the VF-TH level are
expected to be based on feedback loops. The presence of
synergies at the VF-TH level across all conditions suggests that this is possible; however, the higher indices of
synergies for the one-hand tasks suggest that the feedback-based mode of static prehension control may be
viewed as less efficient (see also the companion paper,
Gorniak et al. 2009). This conclusion is in line with an
intuitive consideration that specifying three variables at a
control level is preferred to specifying six variables
(three per effector).
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Appendix
Force and moment of force sharing at the VF-TH level
The equations of statics impose constraints on the forces
and moments of force produced by the elements at both
VF-TH and IF levels. However, the system is redundant
at both levels (reviewed in Zatsiorsky and Latash 2008);
hence, different magnitudes of the outputs of individual
elements can be used at both levels. Only data for the
virtual finger––opposing effector level are presented
here; the data for the individual fingers within the VF
can be found in the companion paper (Gorniak et al.
2009).
Figure 4 presents average data across subjects normal
force, tangential force, and moment of total force data for
the virtual finger and opposing effector across all tested
conditions. Force and moment of force produced by the
virtual finger are represented by white bars while opposing
effector forces and moments of force are represented by
gray bars. Data are presented in local frames of reference
(sensor based frames of reference); note that moments
produced by the virtual finger would pronate the object
while moments exerted by the opposing effector would
supinate the object.
Panels a and b of Fig. 4 show the magnitudes of normal
forces for both the narrow and wide handle widths,
respectively. Note that each of the two opposing effectors
produced normal forces that varied broadly across the
conditions while, within each condition, the forces were
nearly equal to each other in magnitude. The tangential
forces produced by the two effectors (panels c and d of
Fig. 4) were similar to each other in all conditions except
the one-hand grasp, TR ? VFR, for which VF produced
significantly lower force as compared to the opposing
effector. The total moment of force was not exactly zero,
corresponding to a net supination moment of force as
shown in panels e and f of Fig. 4. Statistical analysis
revealed that total moment of force was smallest for the
narrow handle and finger configurations involving two
persons. This was confirmed with ANOVA-1 and
ANOVA-2; main effects of Width (F1,81 = 20.72,
P \ 0.001) and Finger Configuration (F4,81 = 14.32,
P \ 0.001 and F5,45 = 16.2, P \ 0.001) were found,
respectively. Pair-wise comparisons have shown that finger
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Fig. 4 The normal force (Fn, panels a and b), tangential force (Ft,
panels c and d), and total moment of force (MTOT, panels e and f)
exerted on the handle for the narrow (panels a, c, and e) and wide
(panels b, d, and f) handle widths. The data averaged across all
subjects with standard error bars are shown. White bars indicate

forces and moments of force produced by the virtual finger (VF)
while grey bars indicate forces and moments of force produced by the
opposing effector (OE). The data averaged across all subjects with
standard error bars are shown. Abbreviations are the same as in
Fig. 1
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CHAPTER 6
Transporting Real and Imaginary Objects with Two Hands

Chapter 6 contains the following original paper reprinted by the permission from Elsevier:
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a b s t r a c t
We studied multi-joint coordination during tasks of transporting real and imaginary objects with two
arms. One of the arms was unexpectedly arrested in one-third of trials performed. In the absence of
perturbation, multi-joint synergies stabilizing the distance between the arms early and late in the movement were seen in both conditions and even were stronger in the imaginary object condition. However,
quick adjustments in the non-perturbed arm were seen only in the real object condition, whereas the
non-perturbed arm did not react to the perturbation in the imaginary object condition. We conclude that
tactile information is important for the central nervous system to quickly respond to perturbations in
bimanual tasks. The results underscore potential differences between stability in the absence of external
perturbations that may be ensured by setting a reference aperture between the hands and stability that
requires adjustments in this reference aperture following a major perturbation.
© 2009 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Recent developments of the equilibrium-point hypothesis [6,7]
to multi-joint, multi-effector, and whole-body movements have
resulted in a view that voluntary movements are controlled with
setting reference conﬁgurations for salient variables (reviewed in
[8]). The neural control of an object transport action may be associated with setting time proﬁles of two control variables, reference
aperture between the grasping effectors and reference position of
the grasped object [14]. Setting the former variable translates into
the generation of grip forces, while setting the latter variable leads
to movement of the object in space. When two hands are used to
carry a brick-shaped object by pressing on its sides, the reference
aperture may be set as a single, higher level control variable or
it can emerge from setting reference positions for the two hands
separately.
We explored these two possibilities using two methods. First,
we quantiﬁed multi-joint synergies deﬁned as co-varied changes
in joint angles that (partly) reduce the across-trial variability of
the distance between the hands [5,15,16]. For this purpose, joint
angle co-variation was analyzed using the uncontrolled manifold
hypothesis (UCM) method [12,15], which allows for computation
of an index corresponding to the relative amount of joint conﬁguration variance compatible with average across-trials trajectories.
Second, we applied an unexpected perturbation to one of the hands
and quantiﬁed the reaction of the other hand. Both analyses were
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run under two conditions, when the subjects transported a real
object (and hence the two hands were mechanically coupled) and
when they were asked to imagine an object and “transport it”
(no direct mechanical coupling between the hands). Our speciﬁc
hypotheses were—H1: Carrying an object (either real or imagined) is associated with setting a reference aperture between
the hands resulting in a multi-joint synergy stabilizing the vectorial distance between the hands. H2: Tactile information is
crucial for stabilization of the distance between the arms under
unexpected mechanical perturbations applied to one of the arms
[4,20,21].
Four male and four female healthy subjects without any known
neurological disorders volunteered to participate in this study.
Their average age was 26 ± 4 years; average height of 1.70 ± 0.05 m;
average mass of 67.7 ± 7.7 kg. All subjects were right-handed with
an average laterality quotient of +95, measured in accordance with
the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [13]. All subjects gave written
consent according to the procedures approved by the Institutional
Ethics Committee (Centre for Interdisciplinary Research in Rehabilitation of Montreal area).
Subjects sat in a chair with both shoulders supported such that
scapular motion was constrained to a small range of motion via
straps crossing the chest. Subjects comfortably rested their forearms on a table of adjustable height. In one block of conditions,
subjects were instructed to move an object (0.15 m wide, 0.15 m
long, 0.07 m thick, mass 0.049 kg) quickly and accurately using a
bimanual palmar opposition grasp from a ﬁxed location on the left
hand side of the body to a ﬁxed ﬁnal target located on the right hand
side of the body (Fig. 1). Each of the targets was located 0.19 m from
the midline of the subject’s torso, 0.10 m away from the body in the
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the experimental setup. (A) The subject is shown moving a
real object. The perturbation device is attached to the left forearm, near the distal
end. (B) Joint angles and coordinate system used for the UCM analysis are labeled
similar to Domkin et al. [5].

mid-frontal plane. The beginning and ﬁnal target locations were
placed symmetrically with respect to the midline of the torso. Two
target sizes were tested: wide target (0.15 m wide, 0.15 m long, and
spaced 0.3 m apart) and narrow target (0.07 m wide, 0.15 m long,
and spaced 0.38 m apart). The center of each target location was
consistent for both target types across all subjects. Subjects were
instructed to place the object (real or imaginary) on top of the ﬁnal
target in all trials. In the second block of conditions, subjects were
instructed to move an imaginary object from the same initial location to the same ﬁnal target location quickly and accurately as in
the conditions with a real object. Overall, four main testing conditions were presented: real object (wide or narrow target) and
no object (wide or narrow target). Object width was manipulated
for exploratory purposes. The order of conditions was block randomized for each subject. One practice trial per block was given
to subjects to familiarize them with each condition. No subjects
reported difﬁculty in performing the task. Forty trials per block
were recorded; a total of 160 trials were recorded for this experiment. Subjects were given 3 min of rest every 20 trials to prevent
fatigue.
Subjects were instructed to lift the object (real or not) off of the
table prior to each trial. After a brief pause, in response to the auditory cue, subjects were to move to the target location quickly and
accurately. In 13 of the 40 trials in each block (one-third of the trials per block), a perturbation was introduced to the distal end of
the left forearm after the onset of movement. The apparatus providing the perturbation consisted of two components: a plastic rod
with an adjustable bracelet and a cylindrical electromagnet. The
plastic rod was attached to the left distal forearm via the bracelet
on one end; the other end was connected to the electromagnet
using universal joints and ball bearings. When the electromagnet
was activated, the rod was arrested and movement of the left distal forearm was prevented for approximately 300 ms. For further
details on this apparatus, see Ustinova et al. [18]. The duration of
all trials, perturbed and control, were time normalized for acrosstrial comparisons and reduced to 100 evenly spaced data points.
The onset of perturbation happened, on average, at 22 ± 1% of the
normalized movement time in perturbed trials. The order of trials
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(control and perturbed) were randomly assigned within each block
for each subject.
Three-dimensional movement kinematics were recorded at
100 Hz using a high-speed camera system (Optotrak, Northern Digitial Inc., Waterloo, Canada) and 12 infrared light emitting diodes
(IREDs). The IREDs were afﬁxed using double-sided adhesive tape
on the following anatomical landmarks of both the right and left
sides of the body: the tip of the index ﬁnger, the styloid process of
the radius, lateral epicondyle of the humerus, the greater tubercle
of the humerus, the acromion process of the scapula, and the sternal
end of the clavicle. Coordinates of the IREDs in the XZ plane (Fig. 1B)
were used to compute joint angles by using the scalar products of
the XZ plane vectors joining the markers of adjacent segments [3].
The onset of each trial was determined as the ﬁrst frame in which
the IREDs of the two markers of the left hand began to move in
the X-direction; the termination of trials was determined as the
ﬁrst frame in which the IREDs of the two markers of the left hand
stopped moving in the X-direction near the ﬁnal target location.
Variability in joint angle conﬁgurations was analyzed as
described in detail by Domkin et al. [5]. Brieﬂy, we used the framework of the uncontrolled manifold hypothesis (UCM) [12,15] to
quantify, for each time sample of the time-normalized trials, the
across-trials variance in the space of joint angles. Two components
of the joint conﬁguration variance were computed per degree-offreedom; one that did (VBAD ) and one that did not (VGOOD ) affect
a selected performance variable. The total variance (VTOT ) of the
joint conﬁguration was also computed in the same manner. The two
variance components were computed for midpoint location of each
hand and for the vectorial distance between the hand midpoints
as performance variables. Note that this distance could vary even
when the subjects carried the object between the hands, because
the subjects did not put their palms ﬂat on the object but were
free to move the palms with respect to the object, as long as it did
not drop. To quantify the relative amounts of VGOOD and VBAD at
each time sample, we computed an index of co-variation, V, such
that V = (VGOOD − VBAD )/VTOT . If VGOOD > VBAD , then V > 0, which is
interpreted as a synergy stabilizing the selected performance variable. If V ≤ 0, this implied the absence of such a synergy [11,17].
The quantities VGOOD , VBAD , and VTOT were normalized based on
the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) in the corresponding
sub-spaces. In the analysis of the vectorial distance, the DOFs are
four, two, and six, respectively; while for the analysis of the hand
endpoint coordinates, the DOFs are one, two, and three, respectively. The V indices were analyzed during the ﬁrst and last 10%
of movement time across all trials.
All kinematic analyses were performed using customized Matlab software (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Prior to all analyses,
the kinematic data were low-pass ﬁltered at 10 Hz using a secondorder, zero-lag Butterworth ﬁlter. The midpoint location of both
hands, the vectorial distance between the hand midpoints, and
elements of the Jacobian matrices for both the bimanual and
unimanual variance analyses were computed using the symbolic
math toolkit in Matlab. Additional kinematic analyses (in particular
velocity and timing analyses) were also used to explore differences
in kinematic performance among trials.
Statistical analyses were performed using t-tests and mixedeffects ANOVAs. In particular, we tested the following factors: Object
(real object vs. no object), Trial (control vs. perturbed), Hand (right
vs. left), and Width (narrow vs. wide). Analysis also included a factor of Interval (the initial vs. the ﬁnal 10% of movement time), in
particular to analyze the joint conﬁguration variance before any
perturbation and at the end of the movement. A random factor of
Subject (8 levels) was used to control for variability found across
subjects but its effects are not interpreted in this paper. The V
data were subjected to Fisher z-transformation prior to ANOVA testing to mitigate the ceiling effects; however, untransformed data
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Fig. 2. Typical right and left hand endpoint trajectories in control and perturbed trials. The vertical bars in Panels C and D denote the onset and end of the perturbation to the
left arm. The continuous black line indicates the left hand endpoint trajectory while the dashed line indicates the right hand endpoint trajectory. (A) Endpoint trajectories
during a control trial with a real object. (B) Endpoint trajectories during a control trial with a no object. (C) Endpoint trajectories during a perturbed trial with a real object.
In this panel, the right and left limb endpoints move together during the perturbation. (D) Endpoint trajectories during a perturbed trial with a no object. In this panel, the
right limb endpoint continues to move to the target location during the perturbation.

are shown in the ﬁgures to avoid confusion. Individual t-tests with
Bonferroni corrections were performed to compare V to zero.
In the following paragraphs, the basic kinematics are described,
followed by analysis of the variance indices described above. All
data are presented in the text and ﬁgures as means and standard
errors.
In control trials, subjects performed the task accurately with
both hands moving in parallel for both real and imagined objects;
an example of typical trajectories along the X-axis (for both real
and imaginary objects) can be found in panels A and B of Fig. 2.
In perturbed trials with a real object, after the perturbation of
the left hand, the right hand endpoint stopped to prevent dropping the object (Fig. 2C). Since the perturbation was applied above
the left wrist, left wrist motion into ﬂexion continued after the
perturbation, which gave the right arm enough time to adjust
without dropping the object. In perturbed trials with an imaginary object, the two arms moved independently along the X-axis
after the perturbation (Fig. 2D). In these perturbed trials, the
right hand continued to move towards a ﬁnal location while
the left hand was arrested. The right hand would stop at the
ﬁnal location and “waited” there for the left hand. Analysis of
the time (tV=0 ) until the right endpoint velocity along the X-axis
was zero in perturbed trials indicated that the right hand endpoint stopped after the onset of perturbation much earlier in the
trials with the real object (“real”) compared to conditions with
no object (“none”): tV=0;real = 264 ± 59 ms, tV=0; none = 494 ± 57 ms
(F1,22 = 21.42, p < 0.001). The duration of trials was also noticeably
different between control and perturbed trials; however, effects
of object type were not found. On average, control trials lasted
688 ± 34 ms while perturbed trials lasted 1055 ± 40 ms. This difference was conﬁrmed via ANOVA, with Trial (F1,51 = 150.84, p < 0.001)
being the only signiﬁcant factor.

For both the narrow and wide target widths, mean scalar
distance (DS ) between the hands was computed over the trial duration. When the subjects moved the real object, DS did not differ
between the control and perturbed trials. In contrast, DS was nearly
twice as large for the perturbed trials as compared to the control trials when the subjects moved an imaginary object (control
DS = 112.1 ± 9.5 mm, perturbed DS = 211.7 ± 18.5 mm). These differences were conﬁrmed with ANOVA, with signiﬁcant effects of
Object (F1,47 = 10.48, p < 0.005), Trial (F1,47 = 36.86, p < 0.001), and
their interaction Object × Trial (F1,47 = 36.23, p < 0.001).
In the subsequent section, analysis of the co-variation index V
is presented for three different measures: VV for the vectorial
distance between the midpoints of the two hands; VR , for the
midpoint coordinate of the right hand; and VL for the midpoint
coordinate of the left hand. Recall that V > 0 is consistent with covariation of joint angles that stabilizes the selected performance
variable, which we refer to as a synergy; while V ≤ 0 implies the
absence of such a synergy. We asked two main questions: Is there
a synergy stabilizing the vectorial distance between the hand midpoints?; and, Are there synergies stabilizing the individual hand
midpoints? To remind, the analysis was run over the ﬁrst 10% of
movement time and the last 10% of movement time to avoid the
effects of poorly reproducible, perturbation related variations in
joint conﬁguration.
Synergies stabilizing the vectorial distance, as well as the left
midpoint coordinate were found (V > 0, p < 0.05). A synergy stabilizing vectorial distance for the right hand midpoint coordinate was
found only for conditions involving a real object. Further investigation of the differences between V indices for real and imagined
objects were performed using individual t-tests with Bonferroni
corrections. The VV index was found to be signiﬁcantly greater
than zero for the imaginary object condition, while VR and VL
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Fig. 3. Mean and standard error of the indices of co-variation of the vectorial distance
between the midpoints of the hands (V), as well as midpoint location for the right
(R) and left hands (L) for real and imaginary objects. The VV index was larger
for imaginary objects while the VR and VL indices were larger for real objects.
The bars show data analyzed across all subjects. Data for real objects are shown by
white bars and data for imaginary objects is shown in gray bars. *F1,112 = 7.17, p < 0.01;
**F1,112 = 4.75, p < 0.05.

indices were signiﬁcantly greater than zero for the real object conditions (t > 2.83, p < 0.01; all indices), as shown in Fig. 3. The other V
indices (VV for real objects, VR and VL for imaginary objects)
were not signiﬁcantly different from zero.
For vectorial distance between the hands, VV was larger for
the imagined object (Fig. 3). This was conﬁrmed with ANOVA that
showed a signiﬁcant effect of Object (F1,112 = 7.17, p < 0.01) with no
interactions. For the right endpoint coordinate, VR magnitude was
larger for the real object, conﬁrmed with ANOVA that showed a signiﬁcant effect of Object (F1,112 = 4.75, p < 0.05) with no interactions.
For the left endpoint coordinate, VL was also larger for the real
object (Fig. 3); however, this effect was not found to be statistically
signiﬁcant.
Our results provided mixed answers to the two speciﬁc hypotheses. With respect to the ﬁrst hypothesis, we observed a two-hand
synergy that stabilized the vectorial distance between the hands,
which was stronger (had larger V indices) as compared to the
synergies stabilizing the trajectories of the endpoints of each arm.
These results are similar to those reported by Domkin et al. [5] in
their study of bimanual pointing movements. However, this was
true only for movements with an imaginary object. During movements with the real object, the V indices for the individual arm
endpoints were higher than the index for the vectorial distance
between the hands. These results look counter-intuitive. Indeed,
in trials with the real object, the object constrained the vectorial
distance between the hands and could be expected to contribute
to higher V indices. On the other hand, the presence of the object
could make the subjects’ performance sloppier because they did
not have to concentrate on keeping the distance between the hand
midpoints constant. When transporting an imaginary object, subjects had to purposefully stabilize the distance between the hands.
This might have contributed to the low VBAD under those conditions while the subjects might allow themselves relatively large
joint conﬁguration variability.
With respect to the second hypothesis, we observed quick reactions in the non-perturbed arm when the subjects transported a real
object, but not when they transported an imaginary object. When
the subjects “moved” the imaginary object, the right arm did not
react to the applied perturbation, but rather moved to a ﬁnal position and waited for the left arm. These observations contrast earlier
reports on quick adjustments to perturbations of one effector in
two-effector tasks where the effectors were linked not mechanically, but by presentation of their combined effect. In those studies,
both effectors showed adjustments to the perturbation [4,20,21].
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In previous studies, tactile information from hand-object interfaces
was shown to have strong effects in manipulation tasks [1,2,9,10,19].
In our experiment, it is likely that such information was used in conditions with a real object to maintain object grasping, while the lack
of such information led to the dissociation of the arms in the imaginary object tasks. The loss of stability of the distance between the
arms after the perturbation contrasts the higher indices of synergy
stabilizing this same distance.
It is possible that, in perturbed trials with the real object, the
drop in the resistive force acting on the right (unperturbed) hand
contributed to its reversal. Although we did not measure the pressing force, it was unlikely to be very high given the very light object
and moderate movement time (and correspondingly modest acceleration). Hence, we do not think that the removal of this force was by
itself sufﬁcient to reverse the endpoint motion. However, without
a special experiment, this question remains open.
Synergy indices reﬂect neural organization that ensures covariation among relatively small spontaneous deviations of
elemental variables (joint angles) as long as the important variable
(distance between the hands) does not deviate too much from its
required pattern. Synergic mechanisms that ensure such local stability by setting a reference aperture between the two hands [14]
cannot handle the mechanical effects of a major perturbation. So,
irrespectively of whether the synergy is weak or strong, a corrective
response to perturbation is necessary, but this correction is possible
only if the hands interact with the object and the tactile feedback
is available. At the end of movement, when both hands approach
a ﬁnal position, the synergy stabilizing the distance between the
hands is restored under both conditions. Based on the results of
the current study, we conclude that synergic local stability may be
immune to the presence or absence of tactile information while
global stability in the presence of major external perturbations
requires this information.
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CHAPTER 7
Prehension of a Fragile Object
7.1 Introduction
Recent studies of multi-finger prehension have focused on the coordination of fingertip
forces and moments of force during the handling (in both static and dynamic tasks) of rigid
objects that do not deform easily (Burstedt et al. 1997, 1999; Shim et al. 2003, 2005a,b;
Zatsiorsky et al. 2003, 2005, 2006). While this is the case for some of the objects we encounter
in everyday life, we also manipulate objects that are fragile and deformable. Currently, it is not
known how the kinematic and kinetic aspects of human prehensile actions change during
manipulation of fragile objects. The aim of the current study is to fill this gap.
With respect to kinematics, there are three variables of interest that may be directly
affected by object fragility: movement time, the time profile of acceleration, and an integral
measure of jerk (time derivative of acceleration). The latter quantity has been used as a measure
of movement smoothness (Teulings et al. 1997). It has also been suggested as a cost function
minimized by the central nervous system during natural fast movements (Hogan 1984; Flash and
Hogan 1985). Moving fragile objects is likely to be associated with an increase in movement
time and smaller magnitudes of object peak acceleration (Hypothesis 1). It is not clear whether
the time profile of acceleration will be adjusted. If this is so, we could expect changes in the
proportion of time spent on accelerating the object as well as in the integral measure of jerk. On
the one hand, smoother object trajectories may be expected during movements with fragile
objects. On the other hand, if the jerk index is normalized by movement time, a less efficient
movement strategy while handling more fragile objects may be expected leading to violations of
the minimum-jerk principle (Hypothesis 2).
It has been well established that, during quick movements of a hand-held object, grip
force shows changes that correlate closely with the resultant force accelerating the object
(Flanagan and Wing 1993, 1995; Flanagan and Tresilian 1994; Wing et al. 1997). These
phenomena have been discussed as evidence for anticipatory (feed-forward) control of grip force
needed for the predicted changes in the load force and affected by the friction between the digits
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and the object (Flanagan and Johansson 2002, 2009; Johansson 2002). When one has to move a
fragile object quickly, a rapid increase in the grip force may be undesirable. Therefore, we
hypothesized that the typical close correlation between grip force and object acceleration will be
violated during movements of fragile objects (Hypothesis 3).
It is likely that increased object fragility will result in lower grip forces and decreased
safety margin (the magnitude of exerted grip forces above which the object begins to slip;
Burstedt et al. 1999; Pataky et al. 2004) in dynamic tasks with fragile objects (Hypothesis 4). It is
not known, however, whether the safety margin changes during the movement are affected by
changes in the object fragility. This was one of the exploratory goals of our experiments.
Studying fragile objects also allows the introduction of a different index related to safety of
performance. We term it safety margin related to fragility (SMFR). It can be defined as the
normalized difference between actual force and the highest force that leads to crushing the
object. Since this index has never been studied to our knowledge, one of the goal of this study
was to explore its behavior during changes in object fragility, at different time intervals during
the movements, and for different effectors.
Another exploratory goal was to study possible changes in the distribution of finger
forces among the fingers acting in opposition to the thumb. Such finger groups are commonly
referred to as the virtual finger (VF, an imagined digits with the mechanical action equivalent to
that of the index, middle, ring, and little fingers together; Arbib et al. 1985; MacKenzie and
Iberall 1994). This term implies a two-level control hierarchy in prehensile tasks. At the upper
level (the TH-VF level), the task is shared between the VF and the thumb. At the lower level, VF
action is shared among the actual fingers of the hand.
We used the mentioned hypothesis on a two-level hierarchy to study digit synergies at
these two levels. We define synergies as co-varied changes in digit forces or moments of force
that stabilize the output of that particular level of analysis (reviewed in Latash et al. 2007;
Zatsiorsky and Latash 2008). Earlier studies have suggested that there may be trade-offs between
synergies at the two hierarchical levels (Gorniak et al. 2007b, 2009b). We hypothesized that,
when a person moves a fragile object, the pressing force produced by the fingers comprising the
VF becomes of a major importance leading to emergence (strengthening) of multi-finger
synergies stabilizing the total normal force produced by the VF (Hypothesis 5). We explore the
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synergy indices for the grip force, load force, and moment of force at both levels of the hierarchy
and at different time intervals.
Finally, we also explored how people move fragile objects using different effectors, the
dominant hand, the non-dominant hand, and both hands together. Our earlier studies have shown
significant differences in variety of kinetic and synergy indices between one-hand and two-hand
conditions (using static tasks, Gorniak et al. 2009a,b). In particular, safety margin was the
highest for the dominant hand. The recent dominance hypothesis (Duff and Sainburg 2007;
Sainburg 2005; Wang and Sainburg 2007) suggests that the dominant hand has an advantage
during dynamic tasks while the non-dominant hand may perform better in static tasks. Based on
this hypothesis, we expected lower jerk indices, higher accelerations, and higher synergy indices
for movements perform by the dominant hand (Hypothesis 6).

7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Participants
Seven male and seven female students served as subjects in this study. Average data for
the males were (mean ± SD): 25 ± 1 years of age, 1.77 ± 0.04 m in height, 70.4 ± 3.1 kg in mass,
19.1 ± 0.9 cm for right hand length, 8.7 ± 0.5 cm for right hand width, 19.0 ± 0.9 cm for left
hand length, and 8.4 ± 0.4 cm for left hand width. Average data for the females were: 21 ± 1
years of age, 1.65 ± 0.09 m in height, 62.5 ± 11.3 kg in mass, 17.8 ± 1.0 cm for right hand
length, 8.0 ± 0.5 cm for right hand width, 18.1 ± 0.8 cm for left hand length, and 7.7 ± 0.6 cm for
left hand width. Hand length was measured as the distance from the tip of the distal phalanx of
digit three to the distal crease of the wrist with the hand in a neutral flexion/extension pose. Hand
width was measured between the lateral aspects of the index and little finger
metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints. Handedness was assessed by the Edinburgh Inventory
(Oldfield 1971), which ranges from a laterality quotient (LQ) of –100 (which indicates strong
left-handedness) to +100 (which indicates strong right-handedness). All subjects were strongly
right-handed (LQ average = +89) and had no previous history of neuropathies or traumas to the
upper limbs. None of the subjects had a history of long-term involvement in hand or finger
professional activities such as typing or playing musical instruments. All subjects gave informed
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consent according to the procedures approved by the Office of Regulatory Compliance of the
Pennsylvania State University.

7.2.2 Experimental Setup
Five six-component force-moment transducers (four Nano-17 and one Nano-25; ATI
Industrial Automation, Garner, NC, USA) were mounted on a handle made of aluminum and
high density polymer components. A hinge joint connected the aluminum and high density
polymer components such that the location of the thumb along the Z-axis of the object could be
altered, see Figure 1. The width of the object was maintained by the presence of a small solenoid
attached at the bottom of the object, placed in opposition to the thumb. The electrical current
flow through the solenoid was controlled by an external device, such that a range of levels of
current flow corresponded to the total grip force of the digits that the setup could withstand just
prior to collapse. Further information on the fragility settings used in this experiment can be
found in the section titled “7.2.4 Object Fragility”.
The center points of two of the Nano-17 sensors were 0.03 m and 0.01 m above the
midpoint of the object, respectively (X = 0, Y = 0.03 and 0.01 m; capital letters are used for
coordinates in the handle-based reference frame, Figure 1). The center points of the remaining
two Nano-17 sensors were 0.01 m and 0.03 m below the midpoint (X = 0, Y = –0.01 and –0.03
m) of the object, respectively. The Nano-25 sensor was located at the midpoint of the object
(with respect to the X- and Y-axes; X, Y = 0). The point Z = 0 was set as the point halfway
between the two sets of sensors. The centers of all the sensors were within one plane referred to
as the grasp plane. The grip width of the object (defined as the distance between the contact
surface of the Nano-25 sensor and the contact surfaces of the Nano-17 sensors along the Z-axis
of the handle) was set at 0.085m when the object was not in the collapsed state. When the object
had been collapsed, the width was 0.082m.
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Figure 7.1: A schematic of the collapsible object. The Nano-17 and Nano-25 sensors (shown as
light grey blocks) were attached to vertical aluminum and high density polyethylene bars. A
circular bulls-eye (white block) was placed at the geometric center of the object. The global
reference frame (X,Y,Z) of the handle is shown as well as the local axes of the thumb and index
sensors (xth,yth,zth and xi,yi,zi; respectively) Moment arms for the normal (dj) and tangential (ri)
moments are also denoted. The solenoid that controlled object fragility can be found at the
bottom virtual finger-side of the object; the body of the solenoid remained on the virtual finger
side of the object at all times. A small metal plunger that moved if the object was collapsed was
in contact with the thumb-side of the object. The hinge joint that allowed for object collapse is
shown as the black circle on the thumb side of the object. Marker (3 passive markers) locations
are denoted by numbered white stars.
A circular bulls-eye level with 2° tolerance was placed on the upper surface of the object
(X, Z = 0). The mass of the object was 0.733 kg. Sandpaper (320-grit) was attached to the
contact surfaces of each sensor to increase the friction between the digits and the transducers.
The finger pad – sandpaper coefficient of static friction was approximately 0.96 (Savescu et al
2008). Transducer signals were amplified and multiplexed using a customized conditioning box
(from ATI Industrial Automation) prior to being routed to a 12-bit analog to digital converter
(PCI-6031, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). A customized Labview program (National
Instruments, Austin, TZ, USA) was used for data acquisition and customized MATLAB
(Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) programs were written for data processing. Signals were
sampled at 480 Hz.
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In addition, kinematics of object movement were recorded using passive markers (2cm in
diameter) and a four camera ProReflex system (MCU240, Qualysis Inc., Gothenburg, Sweden) at
240 Hz, controlled by proprietary software (QualysisTrack Manager, Qualysis Inc., Gothenburg,
Sweden). This software package was also used to digitize and reconstruct marker locations.
Three passive markers were affixed to the object at three specific locations: one marker was
located just below the bulls-eye level on the VF aspect of the object; another was located 3cm
from the most lateral end of the solenoid on the VF aspect of the object (attached to the object
via a lightweight rigid attachment), and the third marker was located at the bottom TH aspect of
the object, 5 cm from the most lateral aspect of the object (attached to the object via a
lightweight rigid attachment). The locations of these markers can be found in Figure 1. The
orientation and location of these markers on the object remained constant throughout the testing
of all subjects. A three dimensional accelerometer (Model 356B11, ICP Accelerometer; PCB
Pizotronics, Depew, NY, USA) was also affixed to the object oriented along the +Y axis, just
below the circular bulls-eye level, to measure object acceleration along the object’s long axis
aligned with the gravity vector, sampled at 480 Hz. The three data collection systems were
synchronized via a rectangular electrical triggering pulse monitored by Labview.

7.2.3 Procedure
Subjects sat with an erect posture, arms unsupported, in a chair facing a small table. The
height of the table was 0.725m above the ground. Subjects were instructed to grasp the object
using one of three different finger configurations: with the digits of the right hand (RIGHT); with
the digits of the left hand (LEFT); and with the index, middle, ring, and little digits of the right
hand in opposition to the index digit of the left hand (2 HAND). Four fragility settings were
tested in this experiment, see Table 1. The presentation of tested conditions was block
randomized for each subject; finger configuration was used as the blocking factor. A total of 12
experimental conditions were tested.
At the onset of the task, the upper arm(s) of the subjects were abducted at approximately
45° in the frontal plane, flexed 45° in the sagittal plane, and internally rotated approximately 30°.
Each of the hands was in a neutral supination-pronation position. The wrists were flexed
approximately 30° during each task. In tasks involving only one hand, the non-involved hand
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was permitted to rest on the subject’s lap. In two hand tasks, the two hands of the subject were
not permitted to touch each other at any point during recording. At the beginning of each trial,
the signals from each of the sensors were set to zero. Subjects were instructed to not touch the
handle during the zeroing process. The object remained at rest, oriented vertically, prior to each
trial. Prior to each of the tested conditions, subjects were required to grasp the object using the
finger configuration of the current testing block and instructed to slowly squeeze and “crush” the
object. This was done to orient the subject in regard to the fragility setting for each testing
condition.
Once the object was grasped, subjects lifted the object to a height of 0.10m above the
surface of the table, indicated by a visual target. At that point, subjects were asked to maintain
the orientation and location of the object without deviations from the vertical (Y) axis, using the
bulls-eye level as a feedback device. When subjects indicated that they were ready to start a
trial, data collection began. Subjects were instructed to move the object quickly and accurately
0.30m vertically to a new visual target and remain there until the end of the trial. During data
collection, signals from all three data collection systems were recorded for five seconds.
Subjects were given practice trials prior to testing each finger configuration and fragility setting.
Three successful practice trials were required prior to the onset of data collection for each
condition. A minimum of 15 successful trials were recorded for each experimental condition; a
total minimum number of trials performed by each subject was 216 (180 recorded trials and 36
practice trials).

7.2.4 Object Fragility
Object fragility was controlled by altering the current flow to the solenoid maintaining
object width. The grip forces corresponding to the fragility indices (FR-indices) tested in this
experiment can be found in Table 1. FR-index was calculated as the quotient of the minimum
grip force required to maintain the object in static equilibrium (FGRIP min = 7.5N) divided by the
grip force needed to collapse the object. As the object becomes more rigid, FR-index approaches
zero.
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FR-index FGRIP collapse (N)
0.45
0.37
0.24
0.15

16.7
20.2
30.8
50.2

Table 7.1: FR-indices tested with corresponding FGRIP required for object collapse.

7.2.5 Data Analysis
The data were processed off-line using customized MATLAB software (Mathworks Inc.,
Natick, MA, USA). The force and moment of force data were low-pass filtered at 10 Hz using a
2nd order, zero-lag Butterworth filter. The onset and termination of object movement were
determined using data from the accelerometer, which were filtered using a low-pass 5 Hz, 2nd
order, zero-lag Butterworth filter. Movement onset was determined as the time of 3% maximal
object acceleration; movement termination was determined as the time of 3% of the minimum
object acceleration. All force, moment of force, and kinematic data were normalized with
respect to movement time via splines.
Local forces and moments of force were computed within sensor-based reference frames
for individual sensors referred to as xj, yj, and zj (where j represents: th, i, m, r, and l refer to the
thumb, index, middle, ring, and little fingers, respectively). Note that the xth and zth axes are in
the opposite direction as compared to the axes of the finger sensors (xi and zi). Net force and net
moment of force data are reported in the handle-based reference frame (X,Y,Z, see Figure 1).
The position of the point of finger force application with respect to the center of the
surface of the corresponding sensor is denoted as COPx and COPy, and was calculated using the
equations for the point of wrench application (Zatsiorsky 2002). The values for COPy were used
in determining the moment arms for individual fingers (d, see Model section). Moments due to
the normal forces acting on the handle were calculated with respect to the geometric center of the
handle (X,Y,Z = 0). Moments produced by the tangential forces were calculated with respect to
an axis corresponding to the balanced static moments of the handle about the X-axis.
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7.2.6 Kinematic Analysis
Object acceleration recorded by the accelerometer was used to calculate mean squared
jerk during object movement. Jerk is the time derivative of acceleration while mean squared jerk
has been used as an index of movement smoothness over a given time period (Hogan 1984;
Hogan and Flash 1987). Mean squared jerk is calculated as the integral of squared jerk with
respect to time:

MSJ =

MT

∫
0

J2
dt
2

(1)

Where MT is the duration of the movement (also known as movement time) and J is the
derivative of the recorded acceleration.
Orientation and location of the object during the experiment were recorded using infrared
emitting cameras and a passive marker system consisting of three markers (see “Methods –
Experimental Setup”). A customized three dimensional model of the object was created via QTM
software. A schematic of the object location and the global and local axes of the system can be
found in Figure 1. The origin of the object was consistently defined as Marker 1. The location
and orientation of the object was calculated using standard 3D kinematic procedures, as
described by Hamill and Selbie (2004). The displacement of the object along the Z-axis was
used to calculate the normalized mean squared jerk, a measure of movement smoothness that
takes into account both movement time and object displacement (Teulings et al. 1997):

NMSJ =

MT

∫
0

J 2 MT 5
* 2 dt
2
L

(2)

Where MT is the duration of the movement, J is the derivative of the recorded acceleration, and
L is the displacement of the object.
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7.2.7 Kinetic Analysis
For an object moving in the vertical direction, the equations of motion with respect to the
forces and moments acting on the object can be assumed. For this study, we have chosen to
focus on these equations in the grasp (Y-Z) plane for an object that has not been significantly
deformed by the application of external forces and moments of force. These equations are as
follows:
1. The sum of normal (grip) forces of the individual fingers (along the Z-axis) on the
object should be equal and opposite to the normal force of the thumb.
0 = FVFn + FTHn = FVFZ + FTHZ

(3)

FVFZ = Fiz + Fmz + Frz + Flz

(4)

2. The sum of the vertical tangential forces of the individual fingers and of the thumb
(load bearing forces; along the Y-axis) plus its weight should be equal to the mass of the
object multiplied by acceleration of the object.
Y
maZ = FVFt + FTHt − mg = FVFY + FTH
− mg

(5)

Y
FVF
= Fiy + Fmy + Fry + Fly

(6)

3. The moment of normal forces (moment due to forces acting along the Z-axis) produced
by the individual fingers and the thumb (or another opposing effector) is defined as:
n
n
M n = M VF
+ M TH
= FVFn d VF + FTHn d TH

(7)

n
M VF
= FVFn d VF = Fi z d i + Fmz d m + Frz d r + Fl z d l

(8)

4. The moment of tangential forces (moment due to forces acting along the Y-axis)
produced by the individual fingers and the thumb (or another opposing effector) is
defined as:
t
t
t
M t = M VF
+ M TH
= FVFt rVF + FTH
rTH

(9)

t
M VF
= FVFt rVF = Fi y ri + Fmy rm + Fr y rr + Fl y rl

(10)
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5. The total moment in the grasp plane (about the X-axis) is defined as

M TOT = M n + M t ,

(11)

where F represents force; M is moment of force; m is the mass of the object; g is acceleration due
to gravity, r is the moment arm along the Z-axis; d is the moment arm along the Y-axis; the
superscripts n and t refer to moments produced by normal and tangential forces, respectively; the
subscripts VF, TH, i, m, r, and l refer to the virtual finger, thumb, index, middle, ring, and little
fingers, respectively.
The safety margin (SM, the amount of grip force exerted beyond what is required to
prevent object slip) has been defined in literature (Johansson and Westling, 1984; Burstedt et al.
1999; Pataky et al. 2004) as:
(F z − F y μ s )

SM =

(12)

Fz

where Fz is the normal force applied to the object, Fy is the tangential force applied to the object,
and μs is the coefficient of static friction between the finger pad and sandpaper interface. Thus,
the maximum value for SM is unity if no tangential force (Fy) is exerted on the object and the
minimum value for SM is zero if just enough force is exerted on the object to prevent slipping.
While the traditional value for safety margin describes the amount of grip force applied to
an object in comparison to the grip force required to prevent object slip, another type of safety
margin can be calculated with respect to object fragility. The safety margin due to object
fragility is defined as:
SM FR =

G
Fmax
−Fz
G
Fmax

(13)

where FGmax is the maximal grip force the object can withstand prior to collapse and Fz is the
normal force applied to the object.
An index comparing the ratio of applied forces above the slip threshold to the applied
grip force below the crush threshold of the object is also of interest. This index has been termed
drop-crush index and is defined as:
I DC =

(F z − F y μs )
G
max

(F

(14)

−F )
z
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where Fz is the normal force applied to the object, Fy is the tangential force applied to the object,

μs is the coefficient of static friction between the finger pad and sandpaper interface, and FGmax is
the maximal grip force the object can withstand prior to collapse.

7.2.8 Levels of Analysis
Analysis of several of the kinetic variables (Fn, Ft, and MTOT) was performed at two
hierarchical levels: the VF-TH level and the IF level. At the VF-TH level, the output of the VF
and opposing effector are analyzed. At the IF level, the outputs of fingers within the VF are
analyzed (namely IMRLR).

7.2.9 Variance Analysis
The purpose of this analysis was to compute indices of co-variation across trials of
elemental variables (forces and moments of force) produced by sets of effectors that reflect the
stabilization of combined effector outputs. This analysis has been performed at two levels: the
virtual finger – thumb (VF-TH) level and the individual finger (IF) level. At the VF-TH level,
co-variation of elemental variables produced by the VF and the opposing effector (thumb of the
same hand or the left index finger in the two-hand condition) was studied, while at the IF level,
co-variation of elemental variables produced by individual fingers was studied. The index of covariation was computed as the difference between the sum of the variances of elemental
variables [∑Var(EV)] and the variance of the total output of these elemental variables
[Var(∑EV)]. According to the Bienaymé theorem (Loeve, 1955), for independently varying
variables, these two values should be equal to each other. Positive values of the co-variation
index correspond to predominantly negative co-variation among the elemental variables, which
are interpreted as stabilization of their combined output. The co-variation index was further
normalized by ∑Var(EV) to allow comparisons across conditions and subjects. The index of covariation was computed across trials during three intervals: 1-10% of movement time, 45-55% of
movement time, and 91-100% of movement time. Subsequent analysis did not reveal significant
differences between the 1-10% and 90-100% time intervals; as a result, the data for these two
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intervals were averaged, resulting in one value representing behavior at the initial and final 10%
of the movements.
At the IF level, we were interested in examining the co-variation of the following
elemental variables produced by the individual fingers within the VF: normal forces of
individual digits ( F jn , j = i, m, r, and l), tangential forces of individual digits ( F jt ), and the total
moment produced by these forces ( M TOT
). Similarly, at the VF-TH level, we were interested in
j
examining the co-variation of the following quantities produced by the VF and the opposing
effector: F n, F t, and M

TOT

(see equations 3-11). The following time-varying variables were

computed for each subject over the fifteen trials within each condition:
n
1. The total normal (grip) and vertical tangential (load bearing) forces: FTOT
(t ) and
t
FTOT
(t ) of all the digits involved in the given task, and their respective variances,

n
t
Var FTOT
(t ) ;
(t ) and Var FTOT

2. The sum of variances of individual finger forces produced by the fingers of the VF:

∑ Var F

n
j

(t ) and

∑ Var F

t
j

(t ) ;

n
3. Variance of the VF and opposing effector forces: Var FVFn (t ) , Var FVFt (t ) , Var FOE
(t ) ,
t
Var FOE
(t ) . Forces generated by the VF were computed as the sum of the forces

produced by the index, middle, ring and little fingers of the right hand;
4. The moments of force: M n (t ) , M t (t ) , M TOT (t ) , and their respective variances

Var M n (t ) , Var M t (t ) , and Var M TOT (t ) ;
5. The sum of variances of individual finger moments of force produced by the fingers of
the VF:

∑Var M

n
j

(t ) and

∑ Var M

t
j

(t ) ; and

n
6. The variance of the VF and opposing effector moments of force: Var M VF
(t ) ,

t
n
t
n
t
Var M VF
(t ) , and Var M OE
(t ) . M VF
(t ) , Var M OE
and M VF
were computed as the

moments produced by the resultant normal and tangential forces generated by the
index, middle, ring, and little fingers, respectively.
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Further, an index of force co-variation (for both normal and tangential forces) at the IF
level was computed as:

ΔVF , IF (t ) = [ΣVar F j (t ) − Var FVF (t )] ΣVar F j (t ) .

(15)

A similar index of force co-variation at the VF-TH level (for both normal and tangential forces)
was computed as:
ΔVF ,VF −TH (t ) = [(VarFVF (t ) + VarFOE (t ) ) − VarFTOT (t )] (VarFVF (t ) + VarFOE (t ) )

(16)

Indices for moment co-variation (for the total moment, MTOT) at the IF and VF-TH levels were
computed using two different methods (the effector approach (E) and the component approach
(C)). Using the effector approach, the total moment (M n +M t) produced by each of the effectors
(VF and the oppositional effector at the VF-TH level; the individual digits of the VF at the IF
level) are computed separately, then compared using the ΔV indices:

ΔVE , M , IF (t ) = [ΣVar M j (t ) − Var M VF (t )] ΣVar M j (t )

(17)

ΔVE , M ,VF −TH (t ) = [(VarM VF (t ) + VarM OE (t ) ) − VarM TOT (t )] (VarM VF (t ) + VarM OE (t ) ) (18)

where OE stands for opposing effector. In the component method, the Mn and Mt components of

MTOT are calculated and directly compared using the ΔV indices:
ΔVC , M , IF (t ) = [ΣVar ( M n (t ) + M t (t )) j − Var M VF (t ) ] ΣVar ( M n (t ) + M t (t )) j

(19)

ΔVC , M ,VF −TH (t ) = [(VarM n (t ) + VarM t (t ) ) − VarM TOT (t )] (VarM n (t ) + VarM t (t ) )

(20)

Here, we have defined ΔV indices in such a way that their positive values imply
predominantly negative co-variation among forces (or moments of force) produced by the
individual digits. We interpret such values as signs of a force (or moment of force) stabilizing
synergy (Gorniak et al. 2007a,b; Kang et al. 2004; Shim et al. 2005b). Large positive ΔV values
correspond to larger amounts of negative co-variation, thus a stronger synergy. A result of ΔV =
0 implies independent variation of digit forces (or moments of force), and correspondingly the
absence of a synergy, while ΔV < 0 may be interpreted as co-variation of elemental variables
destabilizing their combined output. Here, the normalization limits the value of ΔV indices by +1
for perfect force (or moment) stabilizing synergies (the individual elemental variables change
their value in time but variance of the performance variable equals zero).
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7.2.10 Statistics

The data are presented in the text and figures as means and standard errors. Mixed model
analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed on the kinematic, kinetic, and ΔV data with the
factors: FR-index (four levels; 0.45, 0.37, 0.24, and 0.15), Hand (three levels; Right, Left, and
Two-Hand), and Interval (three levels; the first 10% of movement time (ΔT1), the 45-55% range
of movement time (ΔT2), and the last 10% of movement time (ΔT3)). A random factor of Subject
(10 levels; one for each subject) was also used in the statistical analyses; however significant
effects of this factor are not necessarily interpretable and thus not presented in this paper.
An additional factor of Digit (four levels; one for each of the single digits of VF involved
in the task) was used in analyzing the share pattern among digits within the VF for Fn and Ft.
Two separate mixed effects ANOVAs were used to analyze the share patterns, since the four
share percentages were non-independent (their sum was 100%). The first ANOVA compared the
share percentages of the middle, ring, and little fingers; whereas the second ANOVA compared
the share percentages of the index and middle fingers. The index and middle share comparison
was performed since previous studies have found that the index and middle fingers have nearly
identical share percentages in both pressing and grip tasks (Amis 1987, Li et al. 1998,
Radhakrishan and Nagaravindra 1993).Post-hoc pair-wise comparisons were performed using
Tukey’s tests and Bonferroni statistics to analyze significant effects of ANOVAs.
Safety margins, ΔV data, and R2 values from the regression analysis between grip force
and object acceleration were subjected to Fisher z-transformation to mitigate the ceiling effects
inherent to these variables. Non-transformed data are presented in the figures to avoid confusion.
Individual t-tests with Bonferroni corrections were also performed to compare ΔV indices with
zero.

7.3 Results
This section is organized in the following manner: the results for kinematic data, such as
object acceleration, movement time, and (normalized) mean squared jerk, are presented in Part I;
the results for kinetic data, normal (grip) force, tangential (load bearing) force, total rotational
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moment, safety margin, and safety margin due to object fragility, as well as the correlation
between grip force and object acceleration are presented in Part II; and the results for the covariation indices of specific kinetic measures (normal force, tangential force, and total moment
of force) are presented in Part III. In describing the data for normal force, tangential force, and
total moment of force; the output is described at two hierarchical levels: the VF-TH and IF
levels. At the VF-TH level, the outputs of the virtual finger and opposing effector (either the
thumb or the index finger of the left hand) are analyzed. At the IF level, the outputs of the four
fingers comprising the virtual finger (index, middle, ring, and little fingers) are analyzed.

7.3.1 Part I

7.3.1.a Object Acceleration
Typical movement trajectories were smooth, sigmoid, with bell-shaped velocity and
double-peaked acceleration across all conditions tested in this experiment. Analysis of object
acceleration showed that peak acceleration (maximum AZ) scaled with respect to FR-index.
Overall, maximum AZ decreased as object fragility increased, as shown in Panel A of Figure 2.
Panel A shows the maximum AZ results across all of the tested conditions; white, gray, and black
bars show average values of AZ (+ standard errors) for the Right, Left, and Two-Hand
conditions, respectively. As object fragility (FR-index) increased, a 50% decrease in maximum
AZ was found. Maximum AZ was largest during movements performed by the right hand and
lowest in movements performed by the two-hands (on average, by 17%). These differences were
confirmed via mixed effects ANOVA; main effects of FR-index (F3,142 = 68.99, p < 0.001) and

Hand (F2,142 = 9.12, p < 0.001) were found with no interactions. Pairwise post-hoc Tukey testing
indicated that maximum AZ was significantly different among FR-indices in the following
manner: AZ (0.45) < AZ (0.37) < AZ (0.24), AZ (0.15). In addition, post-hoc testing also
confirmed that maximum AZ was largest in right hand tasks and lowest in two-hand tasks.
Similarly, the deceleration peak of object acceleration (minimum acceleration) also
scaled with object fragility, as shown in Panel C of Figure 2. As object fragility increased, the
magnitude of minimum AZ decreased by 39%. The magnitude of minimum AZ was largest
during movements performed by one-hand (by either the right or left hand separately) as
compared to two-hand movements (on average, by 13%). These differences were confirmed via
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a mixed effects ANOVA; main effects of FR-index (F3,142 = 35.52, p < 0.001) and Hand (F2,142 =
7.32, p < 0.001) were found with no interactions. Pair-wise post-hoc testing indicated that the
magnitude of minimum AZ was significantly different among FR-indices in the same manner as
maximum AZ: AZ (0.45) < AZ (0.37) < AZ (0.24), AZ (0.15). In addition, post-hoc testing also
confirmed that the magnitude of minimum AZ was larger in one-hand tasks than in two-hand
tasks.
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Figure 7.2: Mean and standard error of maximum object acceleration (AZ), minimum object
acceleration, total movement time (MT), and percent of movement time of positive object
acceleration (MTACC). Data are shown for the four different FR-indices. A: Maximum object
acceleration for the right, left, and two-hand conditions. B: Total movement time for the right,
left, and two-hand conditions. C: Minimum object acceleration for the right, left, and two-hand
conditions. D: Percent of movement time of positive object acceleration, averaged across hand
conditions.
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7.3.1.b Movement Time
Overall, MT was longest for the most fragile object, as shown in Panel B of Figure 2.
Panel B shows MT results across all of the tested conditions; white, gray, and black bars show
average values of MT (+ standard errors) for the Right, Left, and Two-Hand conditions,
respectively. Additionally, an effect of Hand was also found; however, post-hoc testing did not
indicate any significant differences among the tested Hand conditions. These findings were
confirmed with a mixed effect ANOVA; main effects of FR-index (F3,142 = 49.5, p < 0.001) and

Hand (F2,142 = 4.03, p < 0.05) were found with no interactions. Pairwise post-hoc testing
indicated that MT was significantly different among FR-indices in the following manner:
MT(0.45) > MT(0.37) > MT(0.24), MT(0.15).
Analysis on the percent of movement time in which the object was accelerating in the +Z
direction (MTACC) showed that this index was significantly less than 50% of overall movement
time (mean = 45.84 ± 4.05; t = -13.29, p < 0.001). Object fragility affected MTACC, such that an
increase in the FR-index was associated with an increase in MTACC, as shown in Panel D of
Figure 2. This was confirmed with a mixed effects ANOVA; a main effect of FR-index (F3,142 =
21.71, p < 0.001) was found. Post-hoc testing indicated that MTACC was largest for the most
fragile object (FR-index = 0.45) compared to the remaining FR-indices; no other differences
were found.
7.3.1.c (Normalized) Mean Squared Jerk
The effects of object fragility and hand(s) involved in the task were also analyzed for
mean squared jerk (MSJ) and normalized mean squared jerk (NMSJ). For MSJ, both object
fragility and hand(s) used had significant effects, as illustrated in Panel A of Figure 3. Panel A
shows MSJ results across all of the tested conditions. Overall, as FR-index increased, MSJ
decreased (on average, by 72%), and movements with the right hand exhibited about 38% higher
MSJ as compared to two-hand movements. These effects were confirmed with a mixed effect
ANOVA; main effects of FR-index (F3,142 = 25.32, p < 0.001) and Hand (F2,142 = 8.77, p < 0.001)
were found with no interactions. Pairwise post-hoc testing indicated that FR-indices 0.45 and
0.37 had lower MSJ compared to FR-indices 0.24 and 0.15. In addition, post-hoc testing
indicated that movements with the right hand had significantly larger MSJ values as compared to
movements with two-hands.
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Analysis of normalized mean squared jerk (NMSJ) only showed an effect of object
fragility (Panel B of Figure 3). Overall, NMSJ increased by 9% as FR-index increased. This was
confirmed with a main effect of FR-index (F3,142 = 4.66, p < 0.01) with no effect of Hand and no
interactions. Post-hoc analysis indicated that NMSJ (FR = 0.45) > NMSJ (FR = 0.24); however,
no other significant effects were found.
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Figure 7.3: Mean and standard error of mean squared jerk (MSJ) and normalized mean squared
jerk (NMSJ). Data are shown for the four different FR-indices. A: Mean squared jerk for the
right, left, and two-hand conditions. B: Normalized mean squared jerk, averaged across hand
conditions.
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7.3.2 Part II

In this section, the analyses performed on the collected kinetic data are presented.
Namely, the results for normal (grip) force (Fn), tangential (load bearing) force (Ft), total moment
of force (MTOT), safety margin (SM), and a new index termed “safety margin related to object
fragility” (a measure comparing the total grip force to the crush threshold of the object, SMFR)
are presented in the following paragraphs. For the first three measures mentioned (Fn, Ft, and
MTOT), the data are analyzed at the highest hierarchical level (VF-TH) such that the results
directly relate to task performance. Afterwards, the sharing pattern among the digits of the virtual
finger for each of the three measures is analyzed. Data analysis of SM and SMFR are presented
only for the VF-TH level. Data for each of the measures are analyzed in two specific intervals:
the first 10% of movement time and the last 10% of movement time (ΔT1 and ΔT3 , respectively).
Additionally, the data on correlation between object acceleration and Fn (at the VF-TH level) are
also included at the end of this section.
7.3.2.a Normal Force (Fn)
Overall, the average total normal force was 12.5 ± 0.1 N across all the tested conditions
and intervals. The normal forces produced by the virtual finger and oppositional effector were
nearly perfectly matched; on average, the VF normal force was 99.4% of the thumb normal
force. Total normal force depended on three factors: hand(s) used in the task, object fragility, and
time interval analyzed. Total normal force was lowest when two hands were used together during
movement, for the most fragile object, and at the onset of movement (Panels A and B of Figure
4). Figure 4 shows total normal force results across all of the tested FR-indices; white, gray, and
black bars show average values of Fn (+ standard errors) for the Right, Left, and Two-Hand
conditions, for Interval ΔT1 (Panel A) and Interval ΔT3 (Panel B), respectively. These effects
were confirmed using a mixed effects ANOVA; main effects of FR-index (F3,297 = 108.77, p <
0.001), Hand (F2,297 = 9.58, p < 0.001), Interval (F1,297 = 57.78, p < 0.001), and the interaction

Hand x FR-index (F6,297 = 2.42, p < 0.05) were found. Pair-wise post-hoc testing confirmed that
Fn significantly decreased as FR-index increased; Fn (0.15) > Fn (0.24) > Fn (0.37) > Fn (0.45).
Post-hoc testing also confirmed that Fn was significantly lower in two-hand tasks as compared to
one-hand tasks and that Fn was lowest in the first 10% of movement.
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Separate analysis of the distribution of normal forces within the virtual finger revealed
that the index finger contributed the most to normal force production, followed in order by the
middle, ring and little fingers. In addition, normal force distribution differed depending on the
hand(s) involved in the task; namely, the percentage of normal force produced by the index
finger was much larger in the two-hand condition as compared to the one-hand conditions. The
sharing of Fn among the digits of the virtual finger can be found in Panel A of Figure 5. The
mentioned effects were confirmed using two separate mixed effect ANOVAs (see “Methods –
Statistics” for further details). Main effects of Digit (F2,976 = 266.14; F1,645 = 412.82; p < 0.001),

Hand (F2,976 = 18.49; F1,645 = 9.13; p < 0.001), and the interaction Digit x Hand (F4,976 = 4.58;
F2,645 = 25.96; p < 0.01) were found. Post-hoc analysis confirmed that the percent of Fn share
was, from highest to lowest: Fn (I) > Fn (M) > Fn (R) > Fn (L). Post-hoc testing also indicated that
Fn output by the index finger was significantly higher in the two-hand condition as compared to
the right and left hand conditions separately.
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Figure 7.4: Mean and standard error of total normal and tangential forces produced at the VFTH level. Data are shown for the four different FR-indices in Panels A and B for the normal
force while the data are shown for the right, left, and two-hand conditions in Panel C. A: Total
normal force produced at the VF-TH level in Interval ΔT1 for the right, left, and two-hand
conditions. B: Total normal force produced at the VF-TH level in Interval ΔT3 for the right, left,
and two-hand conditions. C: Total tangential force produced at the VF-TH level in Intervals ΔT1
and ΔT3 for the right, left, and two-hand conditions.
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Figure 7.5: Mean and standard error of the sharing percentages of fingers within the virtual
finger for normal and tangential forces. Data are shown for the four different FR-indices for the
index (I), middle (M), ring (R), and little (L) fingers. A: Share percentages for digits within the
VF for normal force. B: Share percentages for digits within the VF for tangential force.

7.3.2.b Tangential Force (Ft)
Overall, the average total tangential force was 6.76 ± 0.01 N across all the tested
conditions and intervals. The distribution of tangential force between the virtual finger and
oppositional effector (OE) was not even, on average VF = 54.9 ± 0.3%. Further analysis
indicated that the tangential force produced by the VF was larger in two-hand tasks (on average,
by 1.2%) as well as in Interval ΔT3 (by 2.2%). This was confirmed with a mixed effects
ANOVA; main effects of Hand (F2,297 = 3.63, p < 0.05) and Interval (F1,297 = 28.66, p < 0.001)
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were found with no interactions. Post-hoc analysis confirmed that the tangential force produced
by the VF was larger in two-hand tasks than that produced in one-hand tasks.
Total tangential force depended only on two factors: hand(s) used in the task and time
interval analyzed. Total tangential force was lowest when the left hand was used and at the onset
of movement (Panel C of Figure 4). These effects were confirmed using a mixed effects
ANOVA; main effects of Hand (F2,297 = 41.69, p < 0.001), Interval (F1,297 = 41.58, p < 0.001),
and the interaction Hand x Interval (F2,297 = 33.00, p < 0.001) were found. Post-hoc testing also
confirmed that Ft was significantly higher in two-hand tasks as compared to tasks performed by
the left hand and that Ft was lowest in the first 10% of movement.
Separate analysis of the distribution of tangential forces produced within the virtual
finger revealed that the index and middle fingers contributed the most to tangential force
production, followed in order by the ring and little fingers, respectively. In addition, tangential
force distribution differed depending on the hand(s) involved in the task, similar to the normal
force results; namely, the percentage of tangential force produced by the index finger was much
larger in the two-hand condition as compared to the one-hand conditions. The sharing
distribution of Ft among the digits of the virtual finger can be found in Panel B of Figure 5.
These effects were confirmed using two separate mixed effect ANOVAs (see “Methods –
Statistics” for further details). Main effects of Digit (F2,976 = 427.54; p < 0.001), Hand (F2,976 =
32.88; F1,645 = 3.83; p < 0.05), and the interaction Digit x Hand (F4,976 = 23.11; F2,645 = 92.15; p <
0.001) were found. Post-hoc analysis confirmed that the percent of Ft share was, from highest to
lowest: Ft (I), Ft (M) > Ft (R) > Ft (L). Post-hoc testing also indicated Ft output by the index
finger was significantly higher in the two-hand condition as compared to the right and left hand
conditions separately.
7.3.2.c Safety Margin (SM)
Overall, SM dropped as FR-index increased, as shown in Panel A of Figure 6, from about
0.5 to about 0.3 (by 40%). Additionally, an effect of hand(s) used in the task was found, such
that SM in one-hand tasks was larger than SM in two-hand tasks by about 10%. An effect of
interval was also found, indicating that SM was larger at the end of movement by 12%. These
effects were confirmed using a mixed effects ANOVA; main effects of FR-index (F3,297 = 176.01,
p < 0.001), Hand (F2,297 = 28.43, p < 0.001), and Interval (F1,297 = 76.49, p < 0.001) were found
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with no interactions. Pair-wise post-hoc testing indicated that SM dropped significantly for each
FR-index such that SM(FR = 0.15) > SM(FR = 0.24) > SM(FR = 0.37) > SM(FR = 0.45). In
addition, post-hoc testing also showed that SM was lowest in two-hand movements as compared
to movements by the right and left hands separately.
7.3.2.d Safety Margin due to Object Fragility (SMFR)
Recall that SMFR was computed as the difference between the force required to crush an
object and the total normal (grip) force applied to the object; this quantity is subsequently
normalized by the maximum allowable applied force to the object prior to collapse to allow for
comparison across conditions. Overall, it was found that three factors had a major influence on
SMFR: object fragility, hand(s) used in the task, and the tested interval; these effects are
illustrated in Panels B and C of Figure 6. These panels show average (+ standard error) SMFR
across FR-indices for each of the tested hand configurations in the two intervals tested; Panel B
shows data for interval ΔT1 (movement initiation) while Panel C shows data for interval ΔT3
(movement termination). Analyses performed with respect to object fragility indicated that SMFR
decreased as object fragility increased while analyses performed with respect to hand(s) used in
the task indicated that SMFR was larger by 5% for two-hand tasks as compared to one-hand tasks.
Finally, analyses performed with respect to tested interval indicated that SMFR was larger by 9%
in the initial 10% of movement time across trials. These effects were confirmed using a mixed
effects ANOVA; main effects of FR-index (F3,297 = 978.16, p < 0.001), Hand (F2,297 = 13.49, p <
0.001), and Interval (F1,297 = 94.05, p < 0.001) with no interactions were found. Post-hoc testing
confirmed that SMFR drops as FR-index increases in the following manner: SMFR (0.15) >
SMFFR (0.24) > SMFR (0.37), SMFR (0.45) and that SMFR is larger for two-hand movements as
compared to movements made by either the right or left hand separately.
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Figure 7.6: Mean and standard error of safety margin (SM) and safety margin due to object
fragility (SMFR). Data are shown for the four different FR-indices. A: Safety margin for the right,
left, and two-hand conditions. B: Safety margin due to object fragility (SMFR) in Interval ΔT1 for
the right, left, and two-hand conditions. C: Safety margin due to object fragility (SMFR) in
Interval ΔT3 for the right, left, and two-hand conditions.
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7.3.2.e Drop – Crush Index (IDC)
Another new index reflecting the combined effect of both the slip and crushing thresholds
on total grip forces was computed in this experiment. For this index, the drop-crush index (IDC),
the numerator consists of the difference between the total applied grip force and the slip
threshold of the object, the denominator consists of the difference between the crush threshold of
the object and the total grip force applied to the object. In general, three major factors affected
the drop-crush index in this experiment: object fragility, hand(s) used in the task, and the tested
interval; these effects can be seen in Panels A and B of Figure 7. The panels of Figure 7 show
average (+ standard error) of IDC across the tested FR-indices and hand configurations in the two
tested intervals; Panel A for interval ΔT1 and Panel B for interval ΔT3. Analysis of IDC with
respect to object fragility indicated that IDC decreased by 63% as object fragility increased. A
similar analysis indicated that IDC was larger in one-hand tasks (on average, by 23%) as
compared to two-hand tasks and that IDC was largest in the final 10% of movement time. These
effects were confirmed using a mixed effects ANOVA; main effects of FR-index (F3,297 = 128.71,
p < 0.001), Hand (F2,297 = 13.54, p < 0.001), Interval (F1,297 = 101.08, p < 0.001) and the
interaction FR-index x Interval (F3,297 = 9.4, p < 0.001) was found. Post-hoc testing confirmed
that IDC increases as FR-index increases in the following manner: IDC (0.45) < IDC (0.37) <
IDC (0.24), IDC (0.15) and that IDC is larger for one-hand movements as compared to movements
made by two hands together. Subsequent analysis of the FR-index x Index interaction confirms
that IDC increases as object fragility increases; however, the values of IDC for the FR-indices
(0.45) and (0.37) may not be significantly different from each other during interval ΔT3 (the last
10% of movement time).
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Figure 7.7: Mean and standard error of the drop-crush index (IDC) for the four different FRindices. A: Drop-crush index (IDC) in Interval ΔT1 for the right, left, and two-hand conditions.
B: Drop-crush index (IDC) in Interval ΔT3 for the right, left, and two-hand conditions.

7.3.2.f Moments of Force (MTOT, Mn, and Mt)
In general, the total moment of force, moment of normal forces, and moment of
tangential forces were quite small during the first and last 10% of movement time across all
tested conditions. Moment due to normal forces (Mn) was not significantly different from zero
(Mn = 0.003 ± 0.001 Nm), whereas both the total moment and moment due to tangential forces
were small but significantly less than zero (MTOT = -0.013 ± 0.001 Nm; Mt = -0.017 ± 0.001 Nm;
the negative sign denotes a supination moment). The small non-zero value of MTOT was likely
due to slight deviations of the object from the vertical (+Z) axis during movement. Generally,
Mt contributed the most to MTOT at both the VF-TH and IF levels, contributing 56 and 91% of
MTOT, respectively.
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7.3.2.g Correlation between Normal (Grip) Force and Object Acceleration
In addition to reporting both kinematic and kinetic measures, the correlation between two
specific measures, total grip force (FG) and object acceleration (AZ), is of particular interest, as
stated in H1. Overall, it was found that object acceleration correlated strongly with total grip
force from the onset of movement to the time of maximum acceleration (R2 = 0.99, p < 0.001). It
was found that as object fragility increased, the square of the correlation coefficient (R2)
increased and that movements performed by the left hand had a lower overall correlation
between FG and AZ as compared to movements by the right and two-hands. These effects were
confirmed via a mixed effects ANOVA on the Fisher-transformed R2 values; main effects of FR-

index (F3,142 = 4.12, p < 0.05) and Hand (F2,142 = 3.87, p < 0.05) were found with no interactions.
Post-hoc testing indicated that the only significant difference in the R2 values was between the
highest and lowest FR-indices; however, this effect only translated to an average increase in R2
of 2%. No pair-wise differences were detected for Hand.
Additionally, linear regression of total grip force on object acceleration yielded results
indicating that, given the equation FG = b + k*AZ, both the force intercept (b) and the slope of the
regression equation (k) decreased as object fragility increased, by 28% and 14% respectively
(illustrated in Panels A and B of Figure 8). The force intercept (b) was lower for two-hand
conditions compared to one-hand conditions and the regression coefficient of the regression
equation (k) was lower for the two-hand condition as compared to right hand conditions. These
effects were confirmed via a mixed effects ANOVAs; main effects of FR-index (F3,142 = 42.36, p
< 0.001; F3,142 = 3.69, p < 0.05) and Hand (F2,142 = 7.07, p < 0.005; F2,142 = 6.55, p < 0.005) were
found with no interactions. Post-hoc testing for the force intercept (b) indicated that it was
significantly different at each fragility setting, such that b(FR = 0.15) > b(FR = 0.24) > b(FR =
0.37) > b(FR = 0.45) ; in contrast, no pair-wise differences were found for the regression
coefficient with respect to object fragility. Post-hoc testing indicated that both force intercept and
regression coefficient were lower for two-hand conditions compared to one-hand conditions and
the regression coefficient was lower for the two-hand condition as compared to right hand
conditions.
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Figure 7.8: Mean and standard error of the force intercept (b, Panel A) and slope term (k, Panel
B) from the linear regression of total grip force on object acceleration; data are shown for the
four different FR-indices. A: Average force intercept for the right, left, and two-hand conditions.
B: Average slope (grip force / object acceleration) for the right, left, and two-hand conditions.
7.3.3 Part III

In this final portion of the results section, the analysis of the co-variation index, ΔV, is
presented. As a reminder, ΔV values are defined such that positive values reflect predominantly
negative co-variation among digit forces (and moments of force), and are considered as a sign of
a force (or moment of force) stabilizing synergy. Values of ΔV approaching +1 correspond to
large amounts of negative co-variation; thus the presence of a strong synergy. If ΔV ≈ 0, this
implies independent variation of the digit forces (or moments of force); which is interpreted as
the absence of a synergy. If ΔV < 0, this is interpreted as co-variation of the digit outputs that
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destabilizes their total output. Since ΔV indices were normalized, such that their highest value
was +1, ΔV values were z-transformed prior to ANOVA to mitigate this ceiling effect; however,
untransformed values are reported as averages and presented in figures within the text to avoid
confusion.
In the following paragraphs, analyses of normal force (ΔV Fn), tangential force (ΔV Ft),
and total moment of force (ΔV MTOT) are presented for two hierarchical levels (VF-TH and IF
levels). These analyses were performed for two time intervals of interest: Intervals ΔT1-3 and
ΔT2. Interval ΔT1-3 consisted of the average ΔV values during the initial and final 10% of

movement time across trials; these data were combined since there were no differences in ΔV
between these two time periods, as described in “Methods – Variance Analysis”. Interval ΔT2
corresponded to the interval between 45 and 55% of movement time.
A summary of the main statistical results across all tested conditions and intervals can be
found in Table 2. Synergies were found at the upper level or both levels of the assumed hierarchy
for all tested variables, independent of object fragility and the hand(s) used in the task. Analysis
of the effects of object fragility and hand on the ΔV indices is described in detail in the following
paragraphs.
Variable ΔVVF-TH ΔVIF
~0
Fn
>0
Ft
>0
>0
TOT
M
>0
>0
Table 7.2: Synergy indices (ΔV) at the two hierarchical levels of analysis (VF-TH and IF) are
shown. Variables Fn, Ft, and MTOT refer to: normal force, tangential force, and total moment of
force. ΔV > 0 indicates the existence of a synergy at the given hierarchical level.

7.3.3.a Normal Force Co-variation, ΔV(Fn)
In order to quantify normal force stabilizing synergies, indices of normal force covariation (ΔV(Fn)) were calculated at the VF-TH and IF levels. This analysis indicated that there
was a Fn stabilizing synergy only at the VF-TH level across all tested conditions. This finding
was confirmed with individual t-tests and Bonferroni corrections (ΔV(Fn) VF-TH = 0.814 ± 0.006, t
= 121.11, p < 0.001; ΔV(Fn)IF = 0.092 ± 0.029, t = -3.23, p > 0.1). Further analysis of ΔV(Fn)VFTH

indicated that object fragility, hand(s) used in the task, and tested interval all had significant
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effects on synergy strength. It was found that as object fragility increased, synergy strength
decreased, on average by 13%; one-hand tasks resulted in stronger synergies as compared to
two-hand tasks, on average ΔV was higher by 7%; and that Fn stabilizing synergies were larger
during the first and last 10% of movement time (ΔT1-3) as compared to the interval in the middle
of movement time, on average ΔV higher by 4% (ΔT2). These effects are illustrated in Panels A
and B of Figure 9. The effects were confirmed using a mixed effects ANOVA on the Fisher
transformed ΔV(Fn)VF-TH values; main effects of FR-index (F3,297 = 23.54, p < 0.001), Hand
(F2,297 = 19.36, p < 0.001), and Interval (F1,297 = 7.39, p < 0.01) were found with no interactions.
Post-hoc analysis showed significant differences of ΔV(Fn)VF-TH due to FR-index such that
ΔV(Fn)VF-TH (0.45) < ΔV(Fn)VF-TH (0.37), ΔV(Fn)VF-TH (0.24) < ΔV(Fn)VF-TH (0.15). Additionally,

post-hoc testing also indicated that ΔV(Fn)VF-TH was lowest in two-hand movements as compared
to movements performed by the right and left hands separately.
Despite the lack of normal force stabilizing synergies at the IF level, analysis of ΔV(Fn)IF
was performed with respect to object fragility, hand(s) used in the task, and tested interval. All
three factors had a significant effect on ΔV(Fn)IF such that the index increased as object fragility
increased, left hand tasks yielded a lower overall index as compared to two-hand tasks, and the
index was largest in the first 10% of movement time; these effects can be found in Panels A and
B of Figure 10. These effects were confirmed with a mixed effect ANOVA; main effects of FR-

index (F3,297 = 8.78, p < 0.001), Hand (F2,297 = 7.59, p < 0.001), Interval (F1,297 = 22.61, p <
0.001), and the Hand x Fragility interaction (F6,297 = 2.44, p < 0.05) were found. Post-hoc testing
indicated that ΔV(Fn)IF was largest for the most fragile object (FR = 0.45) as compared to more
sturdy objects (FR = 0.24 and 0.15). Post-hoc testing also indicated that the index was largest for
two-hand tasks as compared to left hand tasks.
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Figure 7.9: Mean and standard error of indices of co-variation of normal (ΔV(Fn)VF-TH) and
tangential forces [ΔV(Ft)IF and ΔV(Ft)VF-TH] at the VF-TH and IF levels of the proposed synergy
hierarchy [denoted by the subscripts, individual finger level (IF) and virtual finger – thumb level
(VF-TH)]. Data are shown for the four different FR-indices in Panels A and B; data are shown
for right, left, and two-hand conditions in Panels C and D. A: ΔV(Fn)VF-TH in Interval ΔT1-3 for
the right, left, and two-hand conditions. B: ΔV(Fn)VF-TH in Interval ΔT2 for the right, left, and
two-hand conditions. C: ΔV(Ft)VF-TH of the right, left, and two-hand conditions in Intervals ΔT1t
3 and ΔT2. D: ΔV(F )IF of the right, left, and two-hand conditions in Intervals ΔT1-3 and ΔT2.
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Figure 7.10: Mean and standard error of indices of co-variation of normal (ΔV(Fn)IF) force at
the IF level of the proposed synergy hierarchy. Data are shown for the four different FR-indices
are shown. A: ΔV(Fn)IF in Interval ΔT1-3 for the right, left, and two-hand conditions. B: ΔV(Fn)IF
in Interval ΔT2 for the right, left, and two-hand conditions.

7.3.3.b Tangential Force Co-variation, ΔV(Ft)
In contrast to the normal force results, tangential force stabilizing synergies were found at
both the VF-TH and IF levels across all tested conditions, but only at the initiation and the end of
the movement (ΔT1-3), not at ΔT2. This was confirmed with individual t-tests and Bonferroni
corrections (ΔV(Ft) VF-TH during ΔT1-3 = 0.520 ± 0.015, t = 35.09, p < 0.001; ΔV(Ft) VF-TH during
ΔT2 = -0.343 ± 0.027, t = -12.69, p < 0.001; ΔV(Ft) IF during ΔT1-3 = 0.677 ± 0.012, t = 54.20, p <

0.001; ΔV(Ft)IF during ΔT2 = -0.104 ± 0.048, t = -2.17, p > 0.1). The ΔV(Ft)

VF-TH

index was

larger for the two-hand task as compared to one-hand tasks and was also larger during the initial
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and final 10% of movement time (ΔT1-3) as compared to the interval in the middle of movement
time (ΔT2), as shown in Panel C of Figure 9. These effects were confirmed via a mixed effects
ANOVA on the Fisher transformed ΔV(Ft)VF-TH values; main effects of Hand (F2,297 = 10.26, p <
0.001), Interval (F1,297 = 907.97, p < 0.001), and the interaction Hand x Interval (F2,297 = 7.02, p <
0.01) were found. Post hoc analysis confirmed that two-hand tasks resulted in stronger Ft
synergies at the VF-TH level as compared to movements using the right and left hands
separately.
Statistical analysis of the ΔV(Ft) IF index indicated that Ft synergy strength increased as
object fragility increased and that synergy strength was largest during the first and last 10% of
movement time (ΔT1-3) as compared to the interval in the middle of movement time (ΔT2). These
effects are shown in Panel D of Figure 9 and confirmed via a mixed effects ANOVA on the
Fisher transformed ΔV(Ft)IF values; main effects of FR-index (F3,297 = 10.96, p < 0.001), Interval
(F1,297 = 343.42, p < 0.001), and the interaction FR-index x Interval (F3,297 = 4.04, p < 0.01) were
found. Post-hoc analysis indicated that Ft synergy strength was lowest for the lowest FR-index
(FR = 0.15).
7.3.3.c Total Moment of Force Co-variation, ΔV(MTOT)
Total moment of force could be viewed as the sum of moments (Mn and Mt) produced by
the normal and tangential forces of all the digits involved in the given task or as the sum of total
moments produced by individual digits (∑MTOTi). Correspondingly, the computation of the covariation index, ΔV, for MTOT could be performed in two different ways: with respect to the
effectors involved in the task and with respect to the Mn and Mt that form MTOT. The equations
used to calculate ΔV using both of these methods can be found in “7.2.9 Methods – Variance
Analysis”. Using the effector approach, the moments of force produced by the effectors are
computed separately and then compared using equations (16) and (17). In contrast, when using
the component approach, the Mn and Mt components of MTOT are calculated over all the effectors
and compared using equations (18) and (19).
Both methods of ΔV(MTOT) computation led to similar results. Namely, total moment of
force stabilizing synergies were found at both hierarchical levels across the tested conditions.
This was confirmed with individual t-test and Bonferroni corrections. Using the effector method,
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average values were: ΔVMTOTVF-TH = 0.295 ± 0.015 (t = 19.89, p < 0.001) and ΔVMTOTIF = 0.343
± 0.025 (t = 13.99, p < 0.001). Using the component method, average values were: ΔVMTOTVF-TH
= 0.470 ± 0.011 (t = 43.69, p < 0.001) and ΔVMTOTIF = 0.143 ± 0.014 (t = 10.53, p < 0.001).
Paired t-tests between ΔV values computed using the effector and component approaches
revealed stronger synergies at the VF-TH level using the component approach (ΔΔV = 0.098 ±
0.020, t = 4.81, p < 0.001), while stronger synergies at the IF level were found using the effector
approach (ΔΔV = 0.200 ± 0.021, t = 9.7, p < 0.001).
Further analysis of the ΔVMTOTVF-TH results (for the effector approach) indicated that
stronger total moment of force stabilizing synergies were present during the middle of movement
time as compared to the first and last 10% of movement time. The difference was 67% for the
effector method. In contrast, stronger synergies were found in the first and last 10% of
movement time for component method by 26%. However, the effects due to interval for both
computational methods did not appear to be as strong in two-hand tasks. These effects are found
in Panels A and B of Figure 11; Panel A contains ΔVMTOTVF-TH results computed using the
effector method while Panel B contains ΔVMTOTVF-TH results computed using the component
method. The effects were confirmed using mixed effect ANOVAs; main effects of Interval
(F1,297 = 207.89, p < 0.001; F1,297 = 123.84, p < 0.001) and the interaction Hand x Interval (F2,297
= 3.96, p < 0.05; F2,297 = 3.07, p < 0.05) were found.
Analysis of ΔVMTOT at the IF level also differed between the two computational methods.
Statistical analysis of ΔVMTOTIF (via the effector method) indicated that both object fragility and
tested interval had significant effects on synergy strength. Total moment stabilizing synergies at
the IF level were strongest for fragile objects (particularly clear at ΔT3) and during the initial and
final 10% of movement time, by 40% and 85% respectively, as shown in Panel C of Figure 11.
These effects were confirmed via a mixed effects ANOVA; main effects of FR-index (F3,297 =
7.44, p < 0.001), Interval (F1,297 = 217.76, p < 0.001), and the interaction FR-index x Interval
(F3,297 = 4.04, p < 0.01) were found. Post-hoc testing indicated that synergy strength was largest
for FR-indices 0.45 and 0.37 as compared to FR-indices 0.24 and 0.15, particularly during ΔT3.
Analysis of ΔVMTOTIF (via the component method) indicated only a 74% difference in the total
moment synergy strength between the tested intervals, such that synergies were stronger during
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the first and last 10% of movement time, as shown in Panel D of Figure 10. This was confirmed
via a mixed effects ANOVA; a main effect of Interval (F1,297 = 43.42, p < 0.001) was found.
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Figure 7.11: Mean and standard error of indices of co-variation of the total moment of forces
[ΔV(MTOT)IF and ΔV(MTOT)VF-TH] at the VF-TH and IF levels of the proposed synergy hierarchy
for both the effector (Panels A and C) and component (Panels B and D) approaches. Data are
shown for the right, left, and two-hand conditions in Panels A and B; data are shown for the four
different FR-indices in Panels C and D. A: ΔV(MTOT)VF-TH computed using the effector method
for the right, left, and two-hand conditions in Intervals ΔT1-3 and ΔT2. B: ΔV(MTOT)VF-TH
computed using the component method for the right, left, and two-hand conditions in Intervals
ΔT1-3 and ΔT2. C: ΔV(MTOT)IF computed using the effector method of the right, left, and twohand conditions in Intervals ΔT1-3 and ΔT2. D: ΔV(Ft)IF computed using the component method
of the right, left, and two-hand conditions in Intervals ΔT1-3 and ΔT2.
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7.4 Discussion
In the ‘Introduction’, six hypotheses were formulated; in summary, two of them have
been falsified in this experiment, while the other four have been supported. To describe the
results supporting and contradictory to the six hypotheses, the general findings for each of the
hypotheses are briefly described in the following sentences and then expounded upon further in
the following sub-sections.
The first hypothesis stated that moving fragile objects would be associated with an
increase in movement time and a decrease in the magnitude of object acceleration; the current
results confirm this hypothesis. The second hypothesis stated that smoother object trajectories
would occur for more fragile objects but that this effect may be mitigated by movement time.
The results of the mean squared jerk analyses have confirmed this hypothesis. Thirdly, it was
hypothesized that the typical close correlation between grip force and object acceleration may be
violated during the movement of fragile objects. While the tight coupling between grip force and
object acceleration was confirmed across all tested conditions, a slight decrease in the correlation
was found during the transport of fragile objects; thus partly confirming this hypothesis.
Implications for the additional finding of modulation of both grip force and object acceleration at
different fragility levels are also discussed.
Fourthly, a hypothesis stating that increased object fragility would result in lower grip
forces and safety margin was proposed. This hypothesis was confirmed for grip forces, the
traditional measure of safety margin, as well as a newly proposed safety margin due to object
fragility (introduced in this study). In addition to the first four mechanically centered hypotheses,
the fifth hypothesis focused on the presence and potential changes in strength of multi-digit
synergies stabilizing the forces and moments produced by the fingers as object fragility changed.
Based on the evidence presented in this chapter, the presence of multi-digit synergies was
confirmed, however, the changes in strength of these synergies due to object fragility was not
consistent across tested variables. Finally, the sixth hypothesis involved the dynamic dominance
theory of handedness; such that movements produced by the right hand would be associated with
decreased normalized jerk, higher object accelerations, and higher synergy indices. Overall, this
hypothesis was falsified; in general, no significant differences were found between the right
(dominant) and left (non-dominant) hands, while there were several cases of significant
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differences between single-hand and two-hand tasks. In the following sub-sections, a discussion
of the implications from each of the six hypotheses in regard to manipulation of fragile objects is
presented.

7.4.1 Effect of Object Fragility on Object Acceleration and Movement Time

In the present experiment, both object acceleration and movement time were significantly
affected by an increase in object fragility; such that object acceleration decreased and movement
time increased as object fragility increased, confirming the first listed hypothesis. Object
acceleration and movement time are linked kinematic variables, such that as one increases the
other decreases given a constant movement amplitude.

This scaled relationship between

acceleration and movement time has been described in the motor control literature, in particular
with respect to optimization approaches (Nelson 1983; Smeets 2000).
In addition to the influence of object fragility, object acceleration was also influenced by
the hand(s) used in the task. The magnitude of object acceleration was generally higher for onehanded tasks as compared to two-handed tasks. This decrease in object acceleration in two-hand
tasks can be interpreted in the following manner. Firstly, the bimanual task tested in this study is
a slightly unusual task, which, by itself, could lead to slowing down. Generally, very quick
movement of the limbs (ballistic movements) suggest mostly feed-forward control mechanisms
(Woodworth 1899; reviewed in Newell and Vaillancourt 2001), in which quick corrections of the
movement are not possible. However, given an increase in movement time, a direct result from
the decrease in object acceleration, the CNS is able to receive sensory information and use it to
make corrections to the movement.

Sensory feedback from visual, cutaneous, and

proprioceptive sources are all likely to play a role in prehensile tasks. Thus, the increase in
movement time coupled with a decrease in object acceleration in this study may be interpreted as
further evidence of an increased reliance on sensory feedback during two-handed tasks (Gorniak
et al. 2009a,b).
While movement time and object acceleration were directly affected by object fragility,
the time profile of object acceleration was also influenced by object fragility. For more fragile
objects, there was a nearly 50-50% split in movement time with respect to positive and negative
object acceleration profiles. As object fragility decreased (i.e., objects were less fragile), a
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decrease in the amount of time spent in positive acceleration was found. This finding indicates
that subjects may prefer to accelerate non-fragile objects very quickly then decelerate the object
at a slower pace. This finding is consistent with previous work on single joint elbow flexion
movements; such that faster movements were associated with a symmetrically timed acceleration
and deceleration phases while slower movement were characterized by a shorter acceleration and
prolonged deceleration phase (Jaric et al. 1993, 1998; Wiegner and Wierzbicka 1992). This
suggests that the asymmetry in acceleration profiles is not due to object fragility, but a side effect
of the slower movements made during prehension of fragile objects.

7.4.2 Effect of Object Fragility on Movement Smoothness

Analysis of the second hypothesis of this study confirmed that object trajectories were
smoothest for the most fragile objects tested in this experiment. This finding is likely linked to
the occurrence of longer movement times and lower magnitude of object acceleration for the
transport of fragile objects in this experiment. The increase in movement time accommodates the
production of slow yet smooth movements of the hand(s), as proposed by Hogan and colleagues
(Flash and Hogan 1985; Hogan 1984; Hreljac 1993) with respect to the principle of minimization
of integrated jerk. Such an increase in movement time allows for online corrections to be made
by the central nervous system (CNS) throughout the movement, suggesting that the CNS uses a
combination of both ballistic feed-forward and sensory feed-back mechanisms (via augmented
cutanenous and proprioceptive feedback) to manipulate fragile objects (Hogan 1984; Johansson
2002; Johansson and Westling 1984; Proteau et al. 1992). The data from the normalized mean
squared jerk analysis in this experiment has revealed that jerk is not as well minimized during the
handling of fragile objects as it is during movement of sturdy objects.
Normalization of the mean squared jerk function by both movement amplitude and
movement time revealed larger values of the integrated jerk criterion during the transport of
fragile objects. This finding is consistent with the notion that humans are limited in their ability
to make slow smooth movements (Doeringer and Hogan 1998; Teulings et al. 1997; Yan et al.
2000). This increased jerk measure as well as the increase in movement time are likely
associated with the CNS’s reliance on multi-modal sensory information to regulate the overall
movement (Proteau et al. 1992; Yan et al. 2000). Thus, the increase in normalized mean squared
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jerk with respect to object fragility is reflective of an overall decrease in movement efficiency
(Schnieder and Zernicke 1989).

7.4.3 Correlation Between Grip Force and Object Acceleration

Based on the results presented in this study, the close coupling between grip force and
object acceleration was found for both fragile and non-fragile objects. This is consistent with
previous findings performed on various manipulations of non-fragile objects (Flanagan and
Wing 1993, 1995; Flanagan and Tresilian 1994; Flanagan et al. 1993; Wing et al. 1997). These
studies propose that modulation of grip force is of anticipatory nature due to its nearly
simultaneous changes with respect to object acceleration for a wide variety of prehensile tasks.
While this strong coupling is found during the manipulation of both fragile and non-fragile
objects; manipulation of fragile objects was associated with a slight decrease (by 2%) in the
amount of variance accounted for by linear regression analysis between grip force and
acceleration. Even though this change is quite small, it suggests that the coupling between grip
force and acceleration may suffer in the manipulation of extremely fragile objects.
While the correlation coefficient results showed only a subtle difference due to object
fragility, the coefficients in the regression equations showed that object fragility distinctly
decreased both the intercept (initial grip force and the regression coefficient (force per unit of
object acceleration) during the handling of fragile objects. This result suggests that the central
nervous system uses two mechanisms to avoid crushing a fragile object during its manipulation:
It decreases both the safety margin in steady-state and the acceleration related grip force
increase. The modulation of both grip force and object acceleration may indicate the central
nervous system’s reliance on a combination of cutaneous and proprioceptive feedback during
prehension tasks (Boudreau and Smith 2001; Johansson 1996, 1998).

7.4.4 Effect of Object Fragility on Grip Force and Measures of Safety Margin

In the current study, three measures relating grip force to two important grip force
thresholds were presented and examined: safety margin, safety margin due to object fragility,
and the drop-crush index. The first measure, safety margin, allowed for a comparison between
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the amount of grip force applied to the object and the grip force required to prevent the object
from slipping out of one’s hand(s). Overall, both grip force and safety margin decreased as
object fragility increased. This result is not necessarily surprising, given that fragile objects are
likely gripped less for fear of crushing the object. This suggests that humans reduce grip force
for fragile objects at an increased risk of dropping fragile objects.
The documented decrease in safety margin in two-hand tasks as compared to one-hand
tasks in this study is consistent with a similar decrease in safety margin during two-hand static
prehension tasks as compared to one-hand static tasks (Gorniak et al. 2009a). This phenomenon
may be linked to an overall decrease in grip force in bimanual tasks due to the CNS reducing the
amount of force variability in novel prehension tasks. It is known that as force magnitude
increases, so does the variability in the force being generated (Newell and Carlton 1988). By
reducing the magnitude of force exerted on the object, the amount of force variability decreases,
reducing potentially significant deviations in the resultant grip force and likely reducing errors
that may lead to unintended object movement in the horizontal direction.
A second measure relating grip force to specific task thresholds, safety margin due to
object fragility, was introduced in this study. This measure allowed for comparison between the
grip force required to crush the object and the grip force exerted on the object. Similar to the
results for safety margin, both grip force and safety margin due to object fragility decreased as
object fragility increased. This result indicates that the total grip force exerted on the object was
closer to the force threshold of object collapse for fragile objects; leading to an increased risk of
object collapse. It was also found that safety margin due to object fragility was larger in twohand task; the total grip force is closer to the crush threshold in one-hand tasks as compared to
two-hand tasks. This finding further suggesting that the trade-off between preventing object slip
and preventing object collapse differs between one- and two-hand tasks.
The further decrease in both grip force and safety margins with object fragility in twohand prehension could be due to two different strategies employed by the CNS. In the first
strategy, both grip force and safety margin are decreased in two-hand tasks in order to reduce
potentially destabilizing variations in grip forces between the hands. The reduction in both grip
force and safety margin in two-hand tasks is consistent with observations in static bimanual
prehension (Gorniak et al. 2009a), indicating that a reduction in the variability of the resultant
grip force may be a highly prioritized feature of task performance that the CNS stabilizes. It is
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also possible that the CNS reduces force generated by the virtual finger during two-hand
prehension in order to surely prevent crushing the object. This strategy is plausible since the
physiologically possible magnitude of two-hand force production is much larger than the forces
generated in one-hand prehension (Teixeira 2008). However, previous studies have found larger
indices of negative co-variation of finger forces in two-hand tasks as compared to one-hand tasks
(Gorniak et al. 2009b), suggesting better coordination of grip forces in two-hand tasks.
Direct analysis of the trade-off between preventing object slip and preventing object
collapse was achieved via a third measure, drop-crush index. This measure was also introduced
in this study; it was defined as the ratio of the amount of grip force exerted on the object above
the slip threshold to the amount of grip force less than the crush threshold of the object. While
grip force decreased as object fragility increased, the drop-crush index was designed to indicate
how grip force behaved between the two important thresholds inherent to the task. From the data,
it is shown that the drop-crush index increased as object fragility increased; indicating that the
slip threshold is avoided at an increased risk of crushing the object, particularly for fragile
objects. This novel finding suggests that the inherent trade-off within this dynamic task is
skewed toward preventing object slip despite the lack of a large external motivation for subjects
to focus on such a goal. Exploration and manipulation of reward and consequences affecting the
two task thresholds may provide additional insight into the grip force trade-offs encountered in
the manipulation of fragile objects.

7.4.5 On the Presence and Strength of Multi-digit Synergies

While the concepts of control hierarchies and synergies was developed by N. Bernstein in
describing the coordinated actions of muscle groups (Bernstein 1947, 1967, 1996); later work,
specifically based on a classical paper by Gelfand and Tsetlin (1966), refined the idea of
synergies as flexible neural organizations of many elements organized in a hierarchical manner
to achieve a task. In this hierarchical system, each synergy receives input from a hierarchically
higher synergy and produces an output that serves as the input to a hierarchically lower synergy.
It is assumed that the highest level of the hierarchy receives input based on the given task while
the output of the lowest hierarchical level acts on the environment.
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More recently, the definition of synergies has been reformulated as neural organizations
of multiple elements organized in a hierarchical manner which are used in a coordinated manner
to produce stable output of a relevant performance variable (reviewed in Latash et al. 2002,
2007). Recent studies of force and moment stabilizing synergies in prehensile tasks have
explored the presence of such synergies at both levels of the proposed hieararchy in uni- and
bimanual tasks (Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001; Gao et al. 2005; Gorniak et al 2009b; Shim et
al. 2005a,b; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003). At the higher (VF-TH) level, both force and moments of
force produced by the virtual finger (VF) and oppositional effector have co-varied to stabilize the
total force and moment of force applied to the grasped object (Budgeon et al. 2008; Shim et al.
2005a; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003) while forces and moments of force at the lower (IF) level have covaried within the VF in order to stabilize both the magnitude and direction of forces applied to
the object (Gao et. al 2005; Shim et al. 2005b).
The presence of multi-digit synergies at one or more hierarchical levels during both
dynamic uni- and bimanual tasks was confirmed in this study; supporting a theory that such
multi-level synergies can be found in a wide variety of prehensile tasks, independent of the
number of effectors used in the task (Baud-Bovy and Soechting 2001; Gao et al. 2005; Gorniak
et al. 2009a; Shim et al. 2005b; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003). Four of the six synergy indices examined
in this study were affected by object fragility (for normal force at the VF-TH and IF levels,
tangential force and total moment both at the IF level). In the case of normal force at the higher
(VF-TH) hierarchical level, the manipulation of fragile objects was associated with a decrease in
synergy strength; indicating that negative co-variation of the normal force produced by the
virtual finger and thumb decreased as object fragility increased. This reflects a change in the
proportion of the two types of variability considered in synergy computations: VGOOD and VBAD
(Gorniak et al. 2007b; Latash et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2008). The quantity VGOOD refers to
variability among the involved effectors in the given task in which the co-variation among these
effectors leads to no errors in the overall performance. In contrast, VBAD refers to the variability
among the same effectors that violates the overall performance and destabilizes the overall
output of the system. When VGOOD > VBAD, a synergy stabilizing the particular performance
variable of interest is said to be present. Thus, an increase in the amount of VBAD in the case of
normal force production at the VF-TH level during the manipulation of fragile objects may have
caused the decrease in synergy index.

While such an increase in variability leading to
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destabilization of total normal force applied to the object is plausible, it is also plausible that a
decrease in the amount of VGOOD used by the CNS may have lead to a decrease in synergy index
during the handling of fragile objects. A general decrease in VGOOD indicates that the CNS may
have avoided exploring the null space of task solutions during the manipulation of fragile objects
in order to prevent crushing the object. Currently, it is not known whether only one or both of
these strategies were employed by the CNS in this experiment. Further investigation into this
matter may yield important insights into human behavior in challenging tasks.
In contrast to the findings at the VF-TH level, the three variables of interest (normal
force, tangential force, and total moment) all showed an increase in synergy index during
manipulation of fragile objects. Similarly, negative co-variation of finger forces among the
fingers comprising the virtual finger (index, middle, ring, and little fingers) has been found for
both tangential force and total moment in static uni- and bimanual tasks at the IF level (Gorniak
et al. 2009b). The increase in synergy strength may be due to two different strategies occurring
at the IF level in regard to output variability: the reduction of VBAD or the exploration of a larger
null space of solutions (an increase in VGOOD). A decrease in VBAD would result in better overall
performance of the task while an increase in VGOOD would indicate an increase in negative covariation in order to vertically transport fragile objects. Once again, it is not currently known
whether one or both strategies are used by the CNS in such a task; further work is needed in this
area.
In addition to changes in synergy index associated with object fragility, an effect of
hand(s) used in the task was also found at the highest hierarchical level for both normal and
tangential force production. For both measures, a decrease in negative co-variation was seen in
two-hand tasks as compared to one-hand tasks. This finding is supported by evidence of a
decrease in synergy strength in both variables in static bimanual tasks as compared to static
unimanual tasks (Gorniak et al. 2009b).This phenomenon may be due to the over-practiced
nature of unimanual tasks as compared to the unusual bimanual tasks presented in both studies.
The use of unimanual prehension likely encourages the use and exploration of many flexible
solutions to the problem of motor redundancy encountered in five finger prehension. In light of
this, strengthening of bimanual synergies has been found possible by training of the specific
bimanual task as shown by Kang and collegues (2004) and Sharp and Newell (2000).
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Across all of the tested conditions in this experiment, synergy index also depended on the
time interval over which the synergies were analyzed. Specifically, synergies present in the
tested variables were stronger in the first and last 10% of movement time across trials as
compared to the middle 10% of movement time (the 45-55% movement time interval). The
reduced synergy strength during the middle portion of movement time may, in part, be due to the
documented dependence of synergy index on the rate of change of the corresponding
performance variable, possibly related to variability in the timing of recruitment of elemental
variables (Gorniak et al. 2007a; Kim et al. 2006; Olafsdottir et al. 2005; Goodman et al. 2005). In
the first and last 10% of movement time, lower magnitudes of velocity are present as compared
to the middle of movement time; these lower velocities may be associated with well practiced
and predictable changes in finger forces and moments. This is supported by modeling work done
by Goodman and colleagues (2005); who have shown that quick changes in performance
variables lead to a general drop in synergy indices, likely due to the high rate of force changes in
multi-finger tasks. Similarly, experimental evidence of this phenomenon has been reported in
multi-finger force production tasks (Latash et al. 2002; Shim et al. 2005a).

7.4.6 Dynamic Dominance Theory

In the current experiment, no overall differences were found between the right and left
hands across all measured quantities. These findings are not easily compatible with the dynamic
dominance theory of handedness (Duff and Sainburg 2007; Sainburg 2002, 2005), in which the
right (dominant) hand is hypothesized to have advantageous control over quick actions whereas
the left (non-dominant) hand is hypothesized to have advantageous control during positionstabilizing actions. Despite the lack of dominant / non-dominant hand differences in this study, a
contrast between one- and two-hand task performance was found; particularly for the object
acceleration, mean squared jerk, and synergy indices. The larger values for object acceleration
and mean squared jerk are due to the direct mathematical relationship between the quantities
(Hogan 1984), thus, both reflect larger object acceleration values during one-hand tasks.
Stronger normal force stabilizing synergies at the higher (VF-TH) hierarchical level in one-hand
tasks in this study are consistent with similar findings from analysis of one- and two-hand static
prehension tasks (Gorniak et al. 2009b). This may be due to the over-practiced nature of one133

handed tasks; likely associated with using a larger set of solutions to this particular task.
Similarly, a disparity between synergy strength in one- and two-hand tasks was found for
tangential force production at the lower hierarchical level. In this experiment, tangential force
stabilizing synergies were larger in two-hand tasks as compared to one-hand tasks, consistent
with findings in static one- and two-hand prehension tasks (Gorniak et al. 2009b). Once again,
this could be due to a large amount of VGOOD at the lower hierarchical level for tangential force
production, specifically in the two-hand tasks.
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CHAPTER 8
Summary of Conclusions
1. The CNS can form synergies at both levels of the hierarchy involved in prehensile tasks.
The hypothesis on the limitation of the CNS to form such synergies at the two levels
simultaneously has been supported only partically, for artificial laboratory tasks. In more
natural tasks, salient performance variables are stabilized at both hierarchical levels,
while variables that do not have to obey strict constraints are typically stabilized at the
upper level only.

2. In comparison to unimanual prehension, force and moments of force produced by
opposing effectors differs quantitatively in bimanual prehension. Specifically, bimanual
prehension is marked by lower values of normal forces and safety margin measures as
well as a decrease in the synergy index at the higher hierarchical level. These effects may
reflect a larger dependence of the CNS on sensory feedback in bimanual tasks as
compared to unimanual tasks.

3. Synergies are present at both levels of an assumed control hierarchy in kinematic tasks
involving object transport with both hands. Synergies help ensure local stability of the
distance between the hands. In the presence of external perturbations to the upper limbs,
tactile information from the hands is used to maintain stable grasp of an object, while the
lack of such sensory information leads to loss of stability of the distance between the
hands and dissociation between the limb trajectories.

4. The mechanical output and variability of the mechanical output of digits involved in
prehension of fragile objects are qualitatively similar to patterns found during prehension
of non-fragile objects in both unimanual and bimanual tasks. Kinematic characteristics
during object transport are significantly affected by object fragility. The emergence of
weak synergies at the lower hierarchical level during manipulation of objects of high
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fragility suggests that prehension of fragile objects is associated with an increased role of
the constraint on the normal force produced by each of the opposing effectors.

5. Within the equilibrium-point (referent configuration) hypothesis, the neural control of
prehensile actions may be associated with setting the time profiles of at least two
geometric variables: the referent aperture between the grasping effectors (leading to the
generation of grip forces) and the referent position of the grasped object (leading to
movement of the grasped object). The referent aperture may be set as a single variable
(one-hand tasks) or result from setting referent positions of the opposing digits (two-hand
tasks). Higher synergy indices for one-hand tasks may be viewed as outcomes of the
single-variable control process.
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CHAPTER 9
General Discussion
When interacting with the environment, we use both hands to complete tasks every day.
Specifically, we use the two hands together to lift and transport objects in a variety of sizes,
shapes, and rigidities. The coordination of grip and vertical forces is important for a variety of
reasons: to prevent slipping and crushing of the object, to resist the weight of the object, and to
prevent unnecessary rotation of the object. Studies focusing on these issues in prehension have
involved unimanual tasks, in which very rigid objects are employed (Gao et al. 2005b; Shim et
al. 2003b, 2005a,b; Zatsiorsky and Latash 2008; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003b, 2005). In comparison,
relatively few studies involved bimanual prehension of objects as well as prehension of objects
that are associated with additional constraints and/or perturbations to the hand system, such as
handling fragile objects or exerting an external perturbation to the hands during object transport
(Burstedt et al. 199b; Reinkensmeyer et al. 1992).
The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate kinetic and kinematic synergies during
bimanual prehension tasks. The specific goals were to test the hypothesis on hierarchical
organization of bimanual synergies for fragile and non-fragile objects, to investigate the
mechanical output of the fingers involved in both bimanual prehension and prehension of fragile
and non-fragile objects, and to investigate bimanual prehension in the framework of the referent
configuration hypothesis.
The series of experiments presented in this dissertation revealed negative co-variation of
finger forces, moments of force, and joint angle configurations at one or more hierarchical levels
over multiple trials of unimanual and bimanual prehension tasks. This finding suggests that the
CNS relies on flexible solutions at more than one hierarchical level to ensure successful
performance of both unimanual and bimanual tasks. Despite similarities in the results between
unimanual and bimanual prehension, there is evidence that the CNS uses different strategies to
coordinate force and moments of force during bimanual prehension. These strategies may reflect
a dependence of the CNS on sensory feedback to perform such tasks; such that synergy strength
may be inversely proportional to the CNS’ reliance on sensory feedback. Synergy strength is also
modulated by object fragility, such that stronger synergies emerge at the lower hierarchical level
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to stabilize normal forces during prehension of fragile objects, suggesting that prehension of
fragile objects is associated with the emergence of synergies related to the new constraints on the
digit forces imposed by the object’s fragility.
Our analysis of co-variation of elemental variables such as finger forces, moments of
force, and joint angles, the presence of synergies stabilizing the output of the hand system at both
levels of the assumed hierarchy refutes the idea that the CNS is limited in creating and sustaining
synergies at both levels at the same time. In fact, the presence of such synergies was found to be
independent of the effectors used and number of individuals participating actively in the given
tasks. This suggests that the presence of synergies at both hierarchical levels may actually be an
invariant characteristic of human prehension. In contrast, the strength of such synergies was
significantly dependent on the effectors used in the task, such that unimanual tasks exhibited
higher synergy indices at the higher hierarchical level while bimanual tasks exhibited higher
synergy indices at the lower hierarchical level. This may indicate that immense amounts of
practice of prehension tasks, specifically for the unimanual tasks, resulting in strong synergies at
the upper hierarchical level, while the relatively unpracticed bimanual tasks show weaker
synergies stabilizing salient performance variables. Evidence from previous studies of bimanual
force production (Kang et al. 2004; Sharp and Newell 2000) suggests that this difference may be
overcome by practice.
While the presence of synergies suggests that the CNS uses a multitude of solutions to
achieve prehension, it is also possible that synergy strength may be due to the amount of sensory
feedback available to the CNS during prehensile tasks. Specifically, in tasks involving two
persons, synergy indices at the highest hierarchical level decreased possible reflecting the fact
that the CNS had to rely on feedback sensory signals to organize co-variation of elemental
variables, while during one-hand tasks similar synergies could be based on feed-forward
processes. In contrast, the assumed increased reliance on sensory feedback in two-hand tasks was
associated with an increase in synergy indices at the lower hierarchical level in both single
participant kinetic and kinematic tasks. These findings support the hypothesis on a trade-off
between synergies at the two levels of the proposed synergy hierarchy across a variety of
prehensile tasks.
In previous work, synergies have been hypothesized to exist in order to have multiple
solutions available to enable the system to perform secondary tasks, to deal with perturbations
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that may arise during task performance, or to optimize features of performance not directly
related to the task being studied (Scholz and Schöner 1999, Latash et al. 2007). At the highest
level of the synergy hierarchy, strong synergies were observed across all fragility indices tested.
However, a change in the synergy indices was observed at the lower hierarchical level during the
transport of very fragile objects. This result that may have been due to the fact that the normal
forces produced by each of the opposing effectors (the thumb and the virtual finger) were
constrained to a narrow range of values. This corresponds to a decrease in variance of force
produced by each of the opposing effectors, which could lead to an increase in the synergy index
at the lower hierarchical level.
The use of unexpected perturbations in kinematic tasks, as well as prehension of fragile
objects also provided insight into how the CNS manages to ensure task performance in
challenging situations. Manipulation of fragile objects generally resulted in slower movements
and a decrease in total grip force, suggesting that subjects were conscientious of the negative
consequences of moving quickly with high grip forces in challenging prehension tasks. In the
bimanual object transport study, external perturbation of a single arm resulted in quick corrective
reactions to suddenly squeeze and maintain possession of the object (only if the object was real,
not imaginary), suggesting that sensory feedback is critical in the maintenance of prehension in
unpredictable situations. The slower movements made in transporting fragile objects would
allow for the CNS to use smaller inertial forces, requiring lower grip forces to prevent object
collapse. However, the lower amount of applied grip force in fragile object transport suggests
that subjects would rather drop the object than crush it. The results from both studies are unique
and warrant further investigation.
Application of the referent configuration (RC) hypothesis to both kinetic and kinematic
analyses of prehension was introduced in these studies as a means to address the control of hand
action using physiologically plausible control variables in comparison to the mechanistic focus
of previous prehension studies (Gao et al. 2005b; Shim et al. 2003b, 2005a,b; Zatsiorsky and
Latash 2008; Zatsiorsky et al. 2003b, 2005). In the RC hypothesis, it has been proposed that the
CNS controls movements by setting values of RC, which is a configuration at which all the
involved muscles would have achieved zero activation levels, while any deviations from RC lead
to changes in muscle activation. Changes in mechanical output, such as finger forces, occur as
the result of the interaction between the CNS and the environment. Translated to this series of
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experiments, grip forces exerted on an object would emerge due to the difference between the
actual hand aperture and the reference aperture set for the muscles of the hand by the CNS. In
this scheme, the variables controlled by the CNS are physiological variables that result in
mechanical results. Currently, we do not have the means to directly test the RC hypothesis;
instead we are able to measure both finger forces and joint angles and use this information to
infer how the CNS controls human prehension.
This line of research contributes to the current body of knowledge in hand control in
healthy young persons and has potential implications for hand rehabilitation after aging, trauma,
and neurological disorders. Despite the fact that our knowledge of hand control is still very
limited, there are several lines of research that are promising:
1. Developing methods to analyze prehension control hierarchies at more than two
hierarchical levels;
2. Using physiologically relevant control variables (such as those defined within the RC
hypothesis) to analyze multi-digit and multi-limb synergies;
3. Further analysis of multi-digit and multi-limb synergies during challenging,
ecologically valid tasks, such as object manipulation in the presence of typical
constraints and either subject or externally induced perturbations; and,
4. Using the currently defined knowledge and analysis methods of multi-digit and multilimb control in clinical practice to provide baseline knowledge in regards to hand
function impairment across a wide variety of physiological and neurological
disorders.
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APPENDIX: Glossary
Abduction – the movement of a body part away from the midsagittal plane
Acceleration – the rate of change of velocity (vector quantity)
Adduction – the movement of a body part towards the midsagittal plane
Afferent – transmission of information towards the central nervous system
Alpha motoneurons (α-MNs) – an efferent nerve that transmits information from the CNS to muscle
fibers
Anatomy – the science of the shape and structure of organisms and their parts
Aperture – an opening or open space between two objects
Anterior – pertaining to or toward the front plane of the body
Axiom – a proposition that is assumed without proof for the sake of studying the consequences that
follow from it
Basal ganglia – multiple paired structures within the brain that play an important role in the generation of
voluntary movement and coordination
Bernstein’s problem – the elimination of redundant degrees of freedom as a basis for control of human
and animal movements
Bienayme theorem – mathematical theorem based on the assumed independence of elements; the sum of
variances produced by the elements separately should be equal to the variance of the sum output
of the elements
Bimanual – the use of two hands in a given task
Bilateral deficit – a decrease in maximal force production by a muscle group when the homologous
contralateral muscle group is also maximally activated
Biomechanics – the study of the structure and function of biological systems by means of the methods of
mechanics
Block-randomized – a method used to design experimental procedures to reduce and control experimental
error variance in order to achieve more precise results
Central controller – the highest hierarchical level of control within the central nervous system
Central nervous system (CNS) – the brain and spinal cord
Cerebellum – located in the inferior posterior portion of the head, consisting of two hemispheres; a region
of the brain associated with the integration of sensory perception, coordination, and motor control
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Chain effects – occur when a change in one variable leads to a sequence of changes in other variables
Circumduction – a combination of abduction, adduction, flexion, and extension that cause circular
movement of a limb
Closed loop – a control system with an active feedback loop
Co-contraction command – range of joint angles in which both agonist and antagonist muscles are active
within the set equilibrium point
Control theory – is an interdisciplinary branch of engineering and mathematics that is used to describe to
the behavior of dynamical systems
Controller – an element in control theory that is used to describe the relationship between manipulation of
inputs to a system and the goal to obtain the desired effect on the output of the system
Coordinate – a set of numbers that define the state of an object or system
Corticospinal tract – a portion of the pyramidal tract, a collection of axons that run between the cerebral
cortex and the spinal cord; consists primarily of motor axons; consists of two information
pathways, the ventral corticospinal tract (which supplies innervations to axial muscles) and the
lateral corticospinal tract (supplies innervations to appendicular muscles, includes the decussation
of motor axons serving the appendages)
Couple – two equal, opposite, and parallel forces acting concurrently at a distance d apart
Co-variation (covariance) – a measure of how much two variables change together; if two variables tend
to vary together then the covariance is positive; if one variable increases while the other
decreases, the the covariance is negative
Cutaneous – relating to the skin
Degrees of freedom – Any of the minimum number of coordinates required to specify completely the
motion of a mechanical system
Derivative – the result of mathematical differentiation; the instantaneous change of one quantity relative
to another
Displacement – the difference between coordinates of a point in its final and initial locations
Distal – describes an object or body part that is located away from the center of the body or origin; the
opposite of proximal
Dynamical systems – an approach to motor control in which a set of related equations (a model) are used
to describe movement in terms of attractor and state spaces
Efferent – the transmission of information away from the central nervous system
Eigenvector – characteristic vector; a vector for which there exists a scalar such that the value of the
vector under a given transformation is equal to the scalar times the vector
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Elemental variables – variables produced by independent elements of a system that create actions of
interest
Endpoint – point of termination
Enslaving – occurs when intended force by one or more digits of the hand causes unintended force
production by other digits
Equilibrium – occurs when an object is at rest or when it moves along a straight path with constant
velocity
Equilibrium point – a solution that does not change with time in a dynamical system
Equilibrium point hypothesis (EPH) – a theory that the CNS controls movements by changes the
equilibrium states of the effector and load system
Ergonomics (Human Engineering, Human Factors) – discipline concerned with designing objects and
environments according to human needs.
Extension – an action that increases the angle between two segments; the opposite of flexion.
External (lateral) rotation - movement of a segment such that the anterior surface of the segment turns
away from the midline of the body
External torque – torque applied to an object from an external source
Extrinsic muscles – muscles that do not originate in the same limb or body part in which the muscle
inserts upon
Finger modes – hypothetical independent commands to the fingers from the CNS
Flexion – an action that decreases the angle between two segments; the opposite of extension.
Force – a measure of the action of one body on another; a vector quantity defined by the magnitude,
direction, and point of application
Force deficit – occurs when a digit produces smaller maximal force when acting together with other digits
of the hand as compared to when it acts independently
Fragile – characteristic of an object that can be described as easily broken, shattered, or damaged; is
delicate or brittle
Friction – surface resistance to relative motion, as of a body sliding or rolling
Function – a variable so related to another that for each value assumed by one there is a value determined
for the other
Grasp – to seize and hold by or as if by clasping with the fingers or arms
Grasp plane – as the plane parallel to the faces being gripped, located midway between these surfaces
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Grip – see grasp
Cylindrical grip – an object is held using the digits of the hand such that they are distributed
radially around the object
Power grip – an object is held in a clamped hand such that the fingers and palm oppose the force
applied by the thumb
Precision grip – an object is pinched between the flexor aspects of the digits and the thumb
Prismatic grip – an object is held by the digit tips of the fingers
Grip force – force generated normal to the surface during holding of an object
Gruebler’s formula – the formula used to calculate the mobility of a kinematic chain
Hand dominance (handedness) – attribute of human beings defined by their unequal distribution of fine
motor skill between the right and left hands
Henneman principle (of motor recruitment) – the progressive activation of a muscle by successive
recruitment of motor units within the muscle to accomplish increasing contractile strength
Hierarchy – a series of ordered groupings within a system
Homogeneous – composed of parts or elements that are all of the same kind
Homologous – corresponding or similar in position or structure or function or characteristics
Interlimb – relating to the interactions between two limbs of the same person
Internal model – an approach to motor control in which the central nervous system is assumed to compute
control signals for movement in terms of muscle force output
Internal (medial) rotation – movement of a segment such that the anterior surface of the segment turns
towards the midline of the body
Interpersonal – relating to the interactions between individuals
Intrapersonal – existing or occurring within the individual self
Intrinsic muscles – muscles that are fully contained within a given limb or structure
Isometric – involving muscular contraction in which tension increases while muscle plus tendon length
remains constant
Jacobian (method) – the matrix of all first order partial derivatives of a vector function; represents the best
linear approximation to a differentiable function near a given point
Joint angle – the angle located between the longitudinal axes of the two segments consisting a joint
(always less than 180°)
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Joint torque – see torque
Kinematic chains – a serial linkage of rigid bodies
Kinematics – the branch of mechanics that deals with pure motion, without reference to the masses or
forces involved in motion
Kinetics – the branch of mechanics that deals with the actions of forces in producing or changing the
motion of masses.
Load bearing force – force applied to an object that resists the weight and any other additional forces
acting upon the object
Logical operator – a symbol or a function that denotes a logical operation; typically using Boolean logic
(AND, OR, and NOT)
Magnitude – a number assigned to a quantity so that it may be compared with other quantities
Maneuverability (of a kinematic chain ) – the number of degrees of freedom of the chain minus six
Manifold – a topological space or surface
Maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) – maximal amount of force a given muscle can generate during
movement
Midsagittal plane – the plane which divides the body into right and left halves
Minimization of secondary moments – hypothesis in which stable force sharing among fingers is assumed
in order to minimize unnecessary rotational moments of the hand
Mobility – the total number of degrees of freedom in a kinematic chain
Modes – hypothetical control commands to the elements of a system
Moment – the measure of the turning effect of a force
Moment arm – the coefficient relating force and the moment produced by this force about a specific
center or axis of rotation
Moment of force – a measure of the turning effect of a force
Motor control – the study of movement control in humans and animals
Motor redundancy (motor abundancy, principle of abundance) – the availability of more variables that
required to solve a motor task
Motor unit – an α-MN and all of the muscle fibers it innervates; unit of force production in skeletal
muscle.
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Muscle compartments – subdivisions within a muscle such that each compartment controls movement of
a separate set of joints
Neurophysiology – the branch of physiology dealing with the functions of the nervous system
Newton’s Third Law – physical law in which is stated: in every interaction, there is a pair forces acting on
the two interacting objects such that the forces are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction
Normal force – force applied perpendicular to a given surface
Normalization – the division of one or more data sets by a common variable to allow the underlying
characteristics of the data sets to be compared; comparison by a common scale
Null space – the set of elements of a vector space that a given linear transformation maps to zero
Open loop – a control system that does not have a feedback loop and thus is not self-correcting
Operant conditioning – an experimental situation that occurs when a relationship between an action and
an external stimulus are being learned by an animal; used to modify behavior
Opposition – a characteristic movement of the primate and human thumb, in which the pad of the thumb
can be placed in contact with the pads of the fingers of the same hand
Orientation – Location or position relative to a frame of reference
Orthogonal – at right angles; perpendicular
Parietal cortex – portion of the brain superior to the occipital lobe and posterior to the frontal lobe;
involved in integrating sensory information
Performance variable – a particular feature of output from a multi-element system
Physiology – the branch of biology dealing with the functions and activities of living organisms and their
parts, including all physical and chemical processes
Plant – the machinery and/or apparatus employed in performing an action
Point of force application – location on a surface at which force is applied to an object
Position – location within space according to a specific frame of reference
Postural control – control of muscles
Prefrontal cortex – most anterior part of the sensorimotor cerebral cortex; involved in planning complex
cognitive behaviors
Prehension – exploration of objects by touch and manipulation of objects by applying forces and
moments of force
Premotor cortex – a part of the sensorimotor cerebral cortex; used in the planning, selection and execution
of actions
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Principle of minimal interaction – ability of a self organizing system to produce output without direct
control of each element from a higher level
Principle of superposition – assumption that the output of a set of elements with multiple inputs equals the
sum of the outputs produced by each of the inputs separately
Problem of serial order – response to the stimulus-reaction chaining theory in which the application of
stimulus-reaction chaining to human movement is considered invalid
Projection – image of a geometric figure reproduced on a line, plane, or surface
Pronation – rotation of the hand or forearm so that the surface of the palm is facing downward or toward
the back
Proprioception – awareness of the position and orientation of one's body
Proximal – describes an object or body part that is located towards the center of the body or origin; the
opposite of distal
Reciprocal command – set muscle length in which both agonist and antagonist muscles exactly balance
each other
Redundancy – the availability of more variables than necessary to solve a given task or equation
Reference aperture – an aperture between two effectors as set by the central nervous system
Reference body configuration – the configuration of the body as defined by the central nervous system;
may not be physically achievable
Reference configuration – a configuration at which all the involved muscles of a given system would have
achieved zero activation levels; deviations from this configuration lead to changes in muscle
activation
Reference configuration hypothesis – an offshoot of the equilibrium point hypothesis in which the
difference between actual body configurations and a hypothetical body configuration are
hypothesized to lead to the generation of forces and movement
Reference position – the position of the body or limb as set by the central nervous system
Reflex – an involuntary physiological response to a stimulus
Rhythmic – recurring with measured regularity
Robotics – the science or study of the technology associated with the design, fabrication, theory, and
application of robots
Safety margin – the difference between the amount of force produced to grip an object and the amount of
force necessary to prevent slip of the object
Scalar distance (distance) – numerical description of how far apart objects are; scalar quantity
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Segment length – distance between the two endpoints of a limb or object
Stability – the quality of being enduring and free from change or variation
Static – pertaining to or characterized by a fixed or stationary condition
Stationary – remaining in the same condition, state, or position; not changing
Stereotypical – actions that are regarded as embodying or conforming to a set image or type
Stimulus-reaction chaining – a theory in which consecutive sets of actions in which the stimulus that
elicits a given action in the sequence is produced as a result of the previous action
Subcutaneous – situated or lying under the skin
Superposition – principle in which the output of a system is the sum of the responses of the individual
contributions from each input to the system
Supination – rotation of the hand or forearm so that the palmar surface is facing upward
Supplementary motor area (SMA) – a part of the sensorimotor cerebral cortex, used in the planning of
motor actions
Synergy – a neural organization that involves a one-to-many mapping of effectors such that the stability
of motor output is ensured using a large number of flexible solutions to the task
Tangential force – force applied tangent to the surface of an object
Tonic stretch reflex – a polysynaptic reflex that increases the level of muscle activation with slow muscle
stretch
Torque (moment of a couple) – a measure of the turning effect of two equal, opposite, and parallel forces
acting concurrently at a distance d apart
Total moment – sum of internal and externally applied moments acting upon an object
Transcortical loops – neurophysiological pathways between the two hemispheres of the cortex
Tree-traversal method – the process of visiting or updating each node in a tree data structure, exactly
once, in a systematic way; based on logic system from computer sciences
Uncontrolled manifold hypothesis (UCM) – quantitative analysis method used to describe the ratios of
variability among effectors that detract from task performance as compared to the variability
among effectors that does not affect task performance
Unimanual – the use of only one hand in a given task
Variance – a measure of the dispersion of a set of data points around their mean value
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Vectorial distance (displacement) – the difference between the initial position and the final position of an
object or limb in space; contains both magnitude and direction information
Virtual finger – an imagined digit with the mechanical action equivalent to that of the index, middle, ring,
and little fingers together
Wrench – a force and a couple which the vectors are along the same line
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